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Abstract
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Mexican graphic artist Constantino Escalante published over five hundred lithographs in the
satirical journal La Orquesta from 1861-1868. He caricatured Mexico City’s political figures,
intellectuals, and the elite during a period in which the country traversed a series of complex
political developments including the French occupation and the Liberal struggle to build an
independent modernized nation. This dissertation situates Escalante’s works within the larger
history of visual satire and caricature exploring the disruptive nature of Escalante’s lithographs.
The prints of Honoré Daumier and Francisco Goya are considered alongside Escalante’s works
as all three artists were invested in exposing the duplicity of the ruling class but also saw the
promise of Enlightenment ideals and an emerging bourgeoisie in moments of national
transformation.
Chapter One is a brief assessment of the evolving definitions of graphic satire and
caricature. Particular theoretical approaches are introduced with the goal of establishing a
working definition of caricature and visual satire. By honing in on historically specific facets of
Escalante’s caricature, his interaction with art historical conventions, and the tensions and
ambiguities constructed within his prints, I define his visual language as disruptive caricature.
Caricature and visual satire within the political arena are often categorized as either criticism or
propaganda. By contrast, I assert that Escalante deployed the power of criticism to contest the
legitimacy of political factions and individuals and that he also wielded the coercive power of
caricature to assert the agency of La Orquesta and Radical Liberals. The dual function of
dismantling and promoting particular political and artistic ideals allowed Escalante and La
Orquesta effectively to disrupt nineteenth-century Mexican politics and visual culture.
Chapter Two charts the heated battle for a free press that played out in Escalante’s prints
published in La Orquesta. This chapter examines censorship, circulation, the explosion of
lithographic production, and finally the intense conflicts amongst the journalists themselves. The
assumption that the primary aim of caricature is to unmask some perceived essential truth is also
brought into question. Rather than revealing an essentialized truth, Escalante’s prints set a whole
range of perceived truths in tension in order to challenge not only the assumptions of the
Mexican public but also the individuals and organizations that comprise the structures of
government and journalism. Escalante’s work ultimately asks the viewer to assess what is being
1

exposed in the process of ridiculing specific targets and their relationships with other figures and
situations.
Chapter Three examines visual representations of the nation in tension with the disruptive
works of Constantino Escalante. I look to Magali Carrera’s assessment that national identities
were partially defined through a process of accumulating images of progress, human and organic
capital, and class structures. I demonstrate that Escalante’s deployment of caricature and visual
satire tends simultaneously to inhabit and shatter other genres. Prints by Casimiro Castro and
photographs by the studio of Cruces y Campa provide pivotal points of comparison.
Chapter Four examines the historical development of caricature as a genre in tension with
contemporaneous political and cultural developments. The exchange between Escalante and his
viewers hinges upon their respective positions as participants in the events that are unfolding
before them. But Escalante’s visual language is also engaged with art historical developments
represented in the prints of Francisco Goya. Through early and late depictions of Benito Juárez, I
examine specific historical developments including land reform, the debates surrounding the
implementation of the constitution of 1857, struggles within the Liberal party, and shifting visual
representations of Juárez. Goya’s El Sueño de la razon produce monstruos, Capricho 43 is
examined alongside Escalante’s 1867-1868 lithographs of Juárez to further exemplify the
multivalent constructions of caricature present in both artists’ works.
Chapter Five considers Escalante’s prints within the context of war and occupation.
Escalante’s lithographs published in La Orquesta leading up to and during the Second Empire
(1864-1867) provide a Mexican visual perspective on the conflict and France’s occupation of
Mexico. Escalante’s oeuvre includes a vast array of prints depicting the struggle to establish the
Second Empire, the precariousness of Maximilian’s rule, the roles of particular individuals in the
attempt to solidify French rule, the disillusionment of the conservatives upon realizing that the
Emperor had liberal tendencies, and finally, the defeat of the French. Escalante’s visual language
adeptly registers the dramatic shifts in Mexico’s national and political struggles during this
period. Escalante never abandoned what he and his fellow Radical Liberals spent decades
fighting for – a modern Mexican Republic.
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Introduction
In March of 1861, Mexico City’s La Orquesta, a bi-weekly satirical newspaper covering political
and cultural topics, began its nearly two-decade run with the following announcement:
We have taken the name La Orquesta to see if the supreme government, insensitive to
arias and poetry, might soften to the chords of an orchestra… Orpheus and Apollo raised
the walls of a city to the sound of a lyre that so attracted the stones they ordered
themselves. …Not long ago, the concertmaster of the Hidalgo Theater was assaulted by a
pack of wild dogs. He took out his violin and started to play in an ad hoc sentimental
tone. The animals were soothed and ultimately launched into heartbreaking moans. We
could cite further examples but we have made our point.
Would the government want to appear irrational; ignoring our advice?
We don't think so.
We hope you will hear our overtures toward the protection of labor and industry; our
potpourri in favor of material improvement for that is what we sing for.
As our readers will see, we do not try to make them laugh for that is a difficult thing and
is fleeting. We do not instruct the wise and enlightened public for we are small chickens.
But we do intend to entertain them by inserting all that we can find that is lively and new
without respect for propriety.
We will not anger our readership in spite of representing current political events in
caricature. Customs will be our principal target. But do not fear, for our journal does not
attack modesty and even the most candid of lilies can read it.
We intend to play for all.1
And play La Orquesta did as evidenced in Constantino Escalante’s full-page lithographic
frontispiece accompanying the journal’s first issue (Figure 1). Escalante depicts himself seated
next to his co-founding editor Carlos Casarín holding an unusually large caricature and
lithographic pen while Casarín wields an equally exaggerated writing plume. The men are
surrounded by musical instruments and mischief abounds as Satyrs hang a curtain setting the
stage for the opening act of the journal. The satyrs above hold up a sign reading, “The
Constitution of 57 guarantees the freedom of the press.” This symbolic, textual and visual
introduction fittingly exemplifies a moment when the promise of a modern Mexico captured the
imaginations of the recently victorious Liberal party and its journalistic counterparts. Liberal
optimism, however, would be tested over the next decade oscillating between the victories and
defeats of Mexican president Benito Juárez, the French occupation, and the struggle to secure a
free press. Escalante forcefully entered the fray as he trained his lithographic pen on these
unfolding conflicts and their primary actors raising fundamental issues regarding Mexico’s
heavily contested venture toward becoming a modern independent nation.
1

"La Orquesta," La Orquesta 1, no. 1 (1861), 1. All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated.
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The textual and visual introduction of La Orquesta provides a useful context from which
to examine Escalante’s lithographs. As the text suggests, the artists, writers, and editors of the
publication had specific goals in mind, goals closely aligned with the agenda of the Puros
(Radical) faction of the Liberal party. Liberals, in general, supported constitutional freedoms and
equality before the law. Radical Liberals, however, were more highly invested in protecting
constitutional freedoms such as freedom of the press and reforming economic and land policies
with the aim of limiting the powers of the Catholic Church.2 As the announcement proclaims, La
Orquesta intended to influence government, to champion modernization and the advancement of
the individual by supporting “labor, industry and material improvement,” and, finally, to
challenge traditional customs dictated by former colonial structures and the Church. One of the
primary tools in this ambitious campaign was caricature as conveyed in the final paragraph of the
announcement and as evidenced in the frontispiece of the first volume.
In the frontispiece (Figure 1), Escalante holds a caricature depicting Francisco Zarco who
was appointed Minister of the Interior and Minister of Foreign Affairs by Benito Juárez in 1861.
He was also a journalist and intellectual involved in drafting the Constitution of 1857.3
According to the text of the announcement, customs were to be the target of Escalante’s prints.
With this image of Zarco, however, it is immediately apparent that political events and
government figures as well as conflicts among journalists were to be key components in
Escalante’s satiric enterprise. Throughout the nineteenth-century, journalists themselves
possessed both political capital and an influence over an emerging public sphere. In Escalante’s
print (Figure 1), a small dog lifting his leg and urinating on a sheet of paper inscribed with
Escalante’s and Casarín’s names suggests the writers and artists of La Orquesta fully intended to
make their readers laugh and that press figures, including themselves, would not be exempt
targets. From the outset, La Orquesta sought to employ an arsenal of visual and textual wit,
satire, and caricature in its quest to influence the trajectory of political and journalistic
developments.
This moment of unprecedented press freedoms and press agency came on the heels of a
long fought Liberal victory. While there are numerous approaches to assessing the Liberal party
in nineteenth-century Mexico, many historians would agree with Guy Thomson’s
characterization that Liberals were, at core, secular, creole or mestizo, restless, mobile,
individualistic, anticlerical (but not necessarily anti-Catholic), and alert to economic
possibilities.4 The party divided into two factions, the Moderates and the Radicals with
Moderates being more willing to compromise with Conservatives for the sake of progress and to
avoid conflict. La Orquesta was a vehicle through which Radical Liberal ideals were
disseminated to a larger public.5
2

Mark Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics in Nineteenth-Century Mexico: Men, Women and War
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000), 100.
3
Natalia Ramírez, “Diccionario visual” in Juarez bajo el pincel de la oposición, (Mexico: Universidad Autónoma
Benito Juárez de Oaxaca, 2006), 228.
4
Guy P.C Thomson, Patriotism, Politics, and Popular Liberalism in Nineteenth-Century Mexico: Juan Francisco
Lucas and the Puebla Sierra (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, 1999), 265-92. As quoted in Brian
Hamnett, "Liberalism Divided: Regional Politics and the National Project During the Mexican Restored Republic,
1867-1876," Hispanic American Historical Review 76, no. 4 (Nov. 1996), 662.
5
Barajas, La historia de un país: Caricatura Mexicana de combate 1829-1872 (Consejo Nacional Para Cultura y las
Artes, 2000), 61. This publication was edited and reprinted as: Historia de un país en caricatura: Caricatura
Mexicana de combate, 1821-1872 (México, D.F.: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2013).
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Of the thirty newspapers in circulation in Mexico City in 1861, eighteen were launched in
that year and six of those published caricatures.6 Only one Conservative publication, Doña
Clara, included caricatures.7 La Orquesta, founded by Casarín and Escalante, was the longest
running independent periodical from this era despite interruptions during the war with the French
and some portion of Maximilian’s rule. The publication closed its doors for good due to press
laws sanctioned by Porfirio Díaz in 1877.8 Escalante published more than five hundred
lithographs in La Orquesta during a decade defined by four distinct political periods. 1861-1862
was a moment of relative stability when Liberals maintained power for at least a short time and
when the first Indian president Benito Juárez was in office. 1862-1863 was defined by conflict
and war between Liberals and the French supported by Mexican Conservative Royalists. Upon
French victory, the Second Empire, 1863-1866, was dominated by occupation, the rule of
Emperor Maximilian of Austria, and Liberal opposition to that occupation. The final period,
1867 up to Escalante’s sudden death in a street carriage accident in October 1868, was marked
by the restoration of the Republic and Juárez’s presidency. In these years, Liberals resumed the
struggle to define Mexico as an independent modern nation through the resurrection of political
reform and the Constitution of 1857. The decades after 1868 were marked by the rise of Porfirio
Díaz and his brand of Liberalism, which favored a strong central government and a platform of
economic development.
During the 1860s, the four workshops producing lithographic caricatures in Mexico City
belonged to Manuel Castro, Nabor Chavez, Hesiquio Iriarte, and Francisco Díaz de León. From
1862 to 1870, Iriarte was an editor of La Orquesta.9 Like artists and writers, editors affiliated
with specific workshops and publications were highly politicized, and often, directly involved in
political actions. Vicente Riva Palacio, considered one of Mexico’s iconic historians and
journalists, for example, was elected Federal Deputy during the Reforma and fought alongside
General Ignacio Zaragoza and later General Jesús González Ortega in the war against the French.
Returning to Mexico City in 1867, Riva Palacio became Magistrate of the Supreme Court while
simultaneously joining the editorial board of La Orquesta.10
Though Escalante himself did not hold government positions, he too was a member of the
radical faction of the Liberal party and demonstrated a keen interest in constructing a visual
language critical of Conservatives, Moderate Liberals, and even moderate leaning Liberals such
as Juárez.11 His political voice was not limited to graphic production. He was the editor of La
Orquesta from December 1861- March 1862 collaborating with other writers and penning his
own articles and letters waging scathing criticism against political figures and events. He also
used the platform of La Orquesta to make the case for more equitable distribution of land, the
creation of new jobs and the funding of public education. In an early issue of La Orquesta he
6

Joyce Waddell Bailey, “The Penny Press,” in Posada's Mexico, ed. Ron Tyler, 85-122 (Fort Worth, Texas: Amon
Carter Museum of Western Art, 1979), 98.
7
Helia Bonilla, "El Juarismo bajo el lente Conservador de Doña Clara," in Juárez bajo el pincel de la oposición, ed.
Esther Acevedo (Oaxaca: Universidad Autónoma Benito Juarez de Oaxaca, 2006), 55.
8
There were also periods of censorship during the French occupation. See Barajas, La historia de un país, 65.
9
Esther Acevedo, Una historia en quinientas caricaturas: Constantino Escalante en La Orquesta (Mexico City:
Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1994), 18.
10
William Beezley, Cheryl English Martin and William E. French, Rituals of Rule, Rituals of Resistance: Public
Celebrations and Popular Culture in Mexico (Wilmington, Delaware: SR Books, 1994), 167.
11
Juárez’s clerical reforms tended to be more aligned with the agenda of the Puros (radicals) while his economic
policies favored the Moderados (moderates). See Erika Pani, Para Mexicanizar el Segundo Emperio: El imaginario
político de los Imperialistas (México, D.F.: Colegio de México, 2001).
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wrote, “The revolution was created by the people and for the people…We come from the people,
know their pain, have contemplated their misfortunes, and hope there is a solution.”12
Escalante’s visual and textual contributions to La Orquesta demonstrate his and his colleagues’
sophisticated expertise and participation in the fluctuating political moment. His conscious
decision to sign his prints, one of the first Mexican caricaturists to do so, and his appearance as a
subject in his own work are evidence that he viewed himself and the press as active participants
in shaping Mexican public opinion and politics.
Constantino Escalante: The Beginnings
Constantino Escalante was born in 1836 in Mexico City to Leocadia Riesgo and Juan
Escalante. Little is known about his early life and education. In November of 1868, Hilarion
Frias y Soto, then editor of La Orquesta, penned the obituary that is often referred to as a source
to construct Escalante’s biography. According to his contemporary Frias y Soto, Escalante was
born into the middle class. His education was “exclusively of an artistic nature, although
incomplete, unfortunately.”13 Frias y Soto’s description of Escalante’s education implies that the
artist trained in various lithographic workshops but did not attend the Academy of San Carlos.14
Escalante married at an early age and was publishing caricatures anonymously when Frias y Soto
met him. At the time, Escalante worked on the short-lived newspapers, Mi Sombrero and El
Impolitico before launching La Orquesta at the age of 25 with his cousin Carlos Casarín. The
bulk of Frias y Soto’s obituary expounds upon Escalante’s “genius” as a caricaturist:
Then the sharp, inflexible caricaturist stepped up, reclaiming violated principles,
defending the Republic's interests and denouncing the vultures.
Constantino's immortal pencil and Casarín's new, but brilliant and caustic pen were in
charge of this patriotic work.
Escalante created a new genre, and made it his own. Mexican caricature became a vivid,
animated, personal and caustic satire. Works like it have never been seen in European
caricature.
Nadar's sculptures and Grandville's ideas are of a different character. The first were
limited by the model, the groups of the latter lost vigor because of their creator's poetic
soul, and a poet he was indeed.
Constantino, on the other hand, had this horrible ability to visualize the ridiculous
features of his characters, without ever compromising resemblance; our artist saw the
ugly side of mankind, which he reproduced with his pencil winning universal applause.

12

Kristine Ibsen, Maximilian, Mexico and the Invention of Empire (Nashville:Vanderbilt University Press, 2010),
24.
13
Hilarion Frias Y Soto, "Constantino Escalante," La Orquesta November 11, 1868; Esther Acevedo, Una historia
en quinientas caricaturas, 2.
14
Acevedo, Una historia en quinientas caricaturas, 7.
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But that was not all: as with all great artists, not only the hero was portrayed in his
drawings, but every little detail in the composition was loaded with sarcasm, a sheer
tirade: he was the sublime master of detail.15
Frias y Soto’s references to Grandville and Nadar indicate that Mexican journalists and artists
were somewhat familiar with the French traditions of caricature. His reference to Nadar as a
sculptor is probably incorrect. It was actually Honoré Daumier who produced caricatured
sculptures of politicians and prominent French figures. Frias y Soto’s analysis of the formal and
thematic qualities of Escalante’s visual language, however, demonstrates a sophisticated and
thoughtful engagement with the genre.
Escalante was primarily a printmaker. In 1855 when the artist was only 19, however, he
submitted a painted portrait of the musician Pedro Picazo to the biannual exhibition of the
Academy of San Carlos in the category of painting by artists outside of the Academy. The
canvas has since been lost, but it is recorded in the catalogue of the exhibition.16 Outside of the
lithographs drawn for La Orquesta, Escalante’s production of signed political satire is scant. In
fact, on February 22, 1865, La Orquesta published an announcement indicating that several
persons and newspapers submitted requests asking Escalante to produce lithographs for them.
The notice concluded with the following statement: “By means of this paragraph, be informed
that as one of the owners of this newspaper it is against [Escalante’s] interest to comply with
such requests because with his body and soul he is loyal to La Orquesta and only La
Orquesta.”17 Escalante did, however, produce portraits and illustrated texts, both of which were
widely advertised and sold. In 1862, along with several writers including Casarín, he
documented Mexico’s war with France in Las Glorias Nacionales: Álbum de la Guerra. The
album includes ten lithographs of battle scenes by Escalante.18 In 1867, he illustrated a Spanish
translation of Victor Hugo’s Toilers of the Sea, which was advertised for three reales in
Maximilian’s official national newspaper, El Diario del Imperio.19 On June 25, 1867, Boletín
Republicano, announced the availability of portraits of Juárez and Porfirio Díaz by Escalante at
the establishment of Hesiquio Iriarte. Iriarte’s print shop is described as being of the highest
quality in Mexico with its clean impressions, its service to the public and its reasonable prices.20
In April 1868, Riva Palacio’s historical novel Calvario y Tabor with illustrations by Constantino
Escalante was advertised in El Constitucional and La Iberia.21 While Escalante’s portraits and
literary illustrations indicate that he sometimes produced works that could be marketed and sold
popularly, it is evident that he never wavered in his commitment to La Orquesta and to
advancing the agenda of the Radical faction of the Liberal party, though that agenda certainly
shifted over time.

15

Frias Y Soto, "Constantino Escalante." Translation by Anja Fulle.
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Liberals and Conservatives During the Reforma
Frias y Soto describes Escalante’s and Casarín’s founding of La Orquesta as part of the
Liberal struggle against Conservatives, but he does not refer to particular political associations.
We do know, however, that Escalante was part of the group of artists and writers that formed the
Tertulia (salon) Academia Nocturna de Filosofía. According to Rafael Barajas, Escalante’s ideas
and political development were heavily influenced by this group which was aligned with the
Freemasons.22 A lithographic portrait of Escalante by Ignacio Ramírez (Figure 2) includes the
masonic symbol, the square and the compass, below the figure. Hesiquio Iriarte’s portrait of the
artist also includes a skull and cross bones, in this case on Escalante’s tie (Figure 3). These visual
symbols indicate that Escalante was a member of the Masonic Lodge associated with the Yorkish
Rite.
Both Liberal and Conservative parties emerged from alliances forged following
Independence. According to Claudio Lomnitz, regional leaders were united into national factions
through Freemasonry.23 In the 1820s, a majority of Mexico’s political elites were Freemasons
affiliated with international lodges. The Scottish Rite (Escoses), supported by Great Britain,
advanced imperial Spanish interests and its members were primarily creole (Mexican-born
Spaniards) or Spanish. The York Rite (Yorkinos), supported by lodges of the United States,
advanced the ideals of a liberal system based on federalism. The Yorkinos worked to limit the
powers of the Church and expel Spaniards from Mexico.24 Both lodges sought to garner as many
government posts as they could. This competitive race to control government, according to
Lomnitz, laid the ideological framework for the particular strand of Mexican nationalism that
developed in the early to mid - nineteenth century. According to Lomnitz,
In this fashion, Mexico consolidated a national state with a nationalism built on three
principles: the defense against foreigners [the Scottish Rite wanted to defend against the
U.S and York Rite against Spain and Europe], the defense of open political parties (and of
an understanding of the state as a normative order rather than a governing class), and the
extension of the benefits of nationalism to popular levels.25
Ironically, Mexican political figures turned to foreign supported organizations to defend against
foreign interference. These guiding principles would of course play out differently based on the
goals of the factions. For example, the Scottish Rite, many of whose members would eventually
make up the Conservative party, and York Rite, many of whose members formed the backbone
of the Liberal party, had a different sense of what the benefits of nationalism were and how those
benefits might be extended to the larger populace.
From 1855-1876, the period of intense Liberal reformism known simply as La Reforma,
Mexico was engaged in a complex moment of cultural and political development in which the
concept of an independent national identity was embraced as a necessary element of a modern
22

Barajas, La historia de un país, 67.
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nation.26 There was also widespread consensus that Mexico must modernize, a process that
involved not only economic and social but also cultural reform. This placed the newly powerful
Liberals in the precarious situation of experimenting with their own unique national discourses
while simultaneously emulating foreign, particularly French and U.S. models. According to
Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, the military struggles against France produced a temporary
“ambivalence” toward Europe in Mexico resulting in the strange predicament in which Mexicans
both embraced and renounced Mexico’s historical connections to European nations.27
Despite the complexity of the turbulent events that occurred in Mexico throughout the
nineteenth century, the period is often framed in binary political terms. Liberal and Conservative
are defined as opposing viewpoints on religion, forms of government, and the construction of a
national history and identity in relation to the future trajectory of the nation.28 These neatly
delineated oppositions provide convenient generalizations in the historical and cultural analysis
of the period. The study of Mexican visual culture, too, is often ensnared in binary traps: popular
versus academic and Mexican/inventive versus European/mimetic.29 Escalante’s prints, however,
represent a dynamic political engagement with the events of the 1860s, and it is necessary to
examine his evolving artistic practice in relation to Europe as well as Mexico.
This dissertation asks the following questions: How did Escalante’s prints function as
caricature and visual satire? How did his works both advance Radical Liberal ideals and
scathingly criticize Conservative and Moderate Liberal positions? What and who were the
specific cultural and political targets of Escalante’s biting criticism, and how did those targets
shift over the decade of his production? How did he negotiate the simultaneous rejection and
appropriation of European artistic and political ideals? How did his prints connect with an
emerging urban public sphere? What was his specific investment in depicting the bourgeoisie?
And finally, what can be ascertained from the prints that picture lower classes and Indians?
Perhaps Dawn Ades’ direct statement, “Both culturally and economically, Independence was for
the creoles not the Indians,” best expresses one of the most pressing problems facing Mexican
Liberals who purportedly sought “equality and freedom.”30 Was Escalante complicit in the
general marginalization of Mexico’s indigenous populations or do his depictions of Benito
Juárez, other Indians and the working-class Mestizo point to a more complex visual
interpretation of class and racial hierarchy in nineteenth-century Mexico?
Conservatives saw themselves continuing the traditions inherited from Spain in an effort
to preserve the fundamental colonial structures upon which Mexican society was based: religion,
26

The dates of La Reforma vary within historical scholarship. These are the dates suggested by Brian Hamnett in
Juárez (New York: The Longman Group, 1994), 12.
27
Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World's Fairs: Crafting a Modern Nation (Berkeley and L.A.: University
of California Press, 1996), 20. According to Tenorio-Trillo, “Whereas Mexican Liberals after the 1860s were
ambivalent toward Europe as a whole, most shared a nationalistic republicanism, which responded sympathetically
to the reestablishment of the republic in France. And once positivist ideas – which were unmistakably French – were
widely accepted, the concept of scientific politics embraced by Mexican elites could not be dissociated from the
French milieu. In fact, cultural and intellectual analyses of the period often have been written as the history of
Mexico’s afrancesamiento (francophilia).”
28
See Peter F. Guardino, Peasants, Politics, and the Formation of the Mexico's National State: Guerrero, 18001857 (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2002), 5-6. Thomas Skidmore, Modern Latin America, Sixth
ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 250; Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics, 5-6.
29
For a discussion of tropes often found in Mexican art scholarship see James Oles, Art and Architecture in Mexico
(London: Thames and Hudson, 2013), 7-17.
30
Dawn Ades, Art in Latin America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 25. See also Ibsen, 24.
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social hierarchy, corporatism, and political centralization (if not monarchy). Aesthetically,
Conservatives adopted a traditional European view and looked to Spanish and Greco-Roman
culture as its sources. Anachronistic religious works also continued to be produced in the
Academy of San Carlos during periods of Conservative and Liberal control.31 Liberals were
invested in advocating for individualism, private property, a degree of separation of church and
state, and a degree of democracy. They looked to Republican France as a source for cultural,
economic, and political models.32 Official art production under Liberal control often emulated
French neoclassical styles. Depictions of ancient Indian history, heroic Mexican figures, nature
and landscapes, and the representation of types and customs were also central themes in
academic and popular art production.33 These views demonstrate how Liberals and
Conservatives conceived of their connection to art as a legitimizing practice but also the ways in
which they imagined their role in defining Mexico as a nation.
Assessments of Caricature, Art and Modernization
While generalized categories of Liberal and Conservative nicely frame Mexico’s transition
from a colonized to an independent nation, they were by no means static.34 Both political parties
were embroiled in the struggle to shape Mexico’s future as a nation not only in opposition to one
another but also within their own ranks. Though Escalante was certainly a participant in the
Liberal project, his prints indicate that he was highly invested in engaging his viewers in the
diverse discourses that are key to the function of caricature. A close reading of Escalante’s
lithographs within the context of the specific historical moments in which his prints were
published allows us to resist the binary oppositions of Liberal and Conservative often present in
extant scholarship and to consider political and social developments emanating from both the
colonial and independence periods. It is imperative to examine these developments in transition
rather than to draw distinct lines between colonial and so-called post-colonial moments in
Mexican history.
In addition to considering the larger questions regarding Mexico’s process of
modernization as an independent nation, I also challenge the assumption that Mexican art works
are either truly inventive and therefore Mexican or mimetic and therefore fundamentally striving
toward European standards. Often, conceptions of a “Mexican” art rely upon a reductive logic:
Mexican artists were either trained based on European neoclassical and baroque models and the
31
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tenets of the Academy of San Carlos/European Academies, or they somehow managed to
produce original works outside of European influence. Escalante’s interaction with Spanish and
French print culture is only cursorily mentioned in the scholarship on his work while the
“inventiveness” of his prints takes center stage.35 Yet while Escalante’s artistic development took
place completely outside of the Academy, in fact, often in opposition to it, he was
simultaneously engaging European print and journalistic culture. His lithographs are both
Mexican and in conversation with European conceptions of caricature and visual satire as
popular art forms frequently contesting academic models. Scholarly attempts to define a
distinctly Mexican visual language, even if it were possible, further isolate Mexican artists and
deny that they were and are active participants in artistic developments and discourses outside of
Mexico and Latin America.
Mexican scholars Esther Acevedo and Rafael Barajas are among the few scholars that have
closely examined Escalante’s lithographs. In La historia de un país en caricatura; Caricatura
Mexicana de combate 1829-1872 of 2000 (republished in 2013), Barajas outlines the history of
journalism and caricature in Mexico. This narrative history is constructed through the graphic
production of Escalante and many other artists and journalists.36 Barajas asserts that Escalante
was an important figure in a deep field of “combat cartoonists” who directly engaged in shaping
the political landscape of nineteenth-century Mexico. While providing a larger overview of the
historical, political and visual trends of the period between 1821 and 1872 (Independence to the
Porfiriatio), Barajas’s approach celebrates the artist and points to the powerful role that satiric art
and journalism can play in shaping both ideas and politics.37 Barajas, like Esther Acevedo, pays
particular attention to the cultural and historical narrative of nineteenth-century Mexico, the
increasing dominance of the Liberal party, and the historical figures in Escalante’s prints. His
materialist approach also traces the emergence of Liberal capitalism in Mexico. For Barajas, the
key to uncovering the power of Escalante’s and other caricaturists’ prints is the relationship of
the press to political and cultural developments as well as to larger social ideals and movements.
Acevedo’s Una historia en quinientas caricaturas: Constantino Escalante en La Orquesta
is the only book published exclusively on Escalante. For Acevedo, the relationship between
Escalante’s prints and the tradition of a Mexican national history is key to understanding his
undertaking. She does briefly acknowledge a heavy European influence in the formal
characteristics of Escalante’s and his contemporaries’ graphic production including rapid
delineation in the manner of a sketch, the distortion of forms, and the ambiguous construction of
a background. Acevedo also points to Escalante’s dialogue with familiar themes found in oral
and literary traditions such as the works of Vicente Riva Palacio. She argues that Liberals were
constructing a national consciousness based on the type of society they wanted to build. And
caricaturists directly contributed to the Liberal agenda by gradually creating a code that readers
could discern even if they were non-literate.38 A caricaturist like Escalante challenged traditional
ways of seeing and imagined a vanguard form of artistic production.39
The works of both Acevedo and Barajas provide references points for identifying the
figures and events analyzed in this dissertation. Along with clues provided by the few Mexican
35
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scholars that have examined Escalante’s works, I embarked upon this project as a nineteenthcentury viewer might. In the process of deciphering Escalante’s prints, I read the text of La
Orquesta and several other newspapers, examined visual objects both popular and academic,
considered other traditions such as celebrations, entertainment, and public life, and looked at the
development of the history of textual and visual satire in Mexico. Through symbols, codes, texts
and the repeated representation of certain individuals in La Orquesta, I was able to identify many
individuals and events in Escalante’s prints. I also depended on Acevedo’s and Barajas’
identification of many key symbols, events, and individuals represented in Escalante’s prints.
They demonstrate how this particular historical moment unfolded within Escalante’s and other
artists’ works in a period that has been described as Mexico’s “golden age” of lithography.
In the work of other art historians specializing in print culture such as Joyce Waddell
Bailey, Escalante is cursorily presented as a nineteenth-century figure who contributed to the
development of later artists such as José Guadalupe Posada. In Kristine Ibsen’s 2010 work in the
area of Latin American Studies, Maximilian, Mexico and the Invention of Empire, Escalante’s
prints are presented as examples of a cultural opposition to Maximilian’s constructed Second
Empire. Each of these scholars enlists Escalante’s prints to construct a historical narrative but
less attention is paid to a theoretical interpretation of Escalante’s larger body of work or an
analysis of the function of caricature and graphic satire as visual strategies employed in
Escalante’s prints. Specific formal, technical and political connections between Escalante’s
works and those of French caricaturist, Honoré Daumier and the great Spanish printmaker,
Francisco Goya are also considered in my study as I seek to uncover the complex strata of visual
satire and caricature present in Escalante’s lithographs.40
An understanding of how Escalante’s prints activate and depart from European models of
caricature and visual satire requires establishing a working conception of nineteenth-century
Mexican political satire. I look to examples such as José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi’s early
nineteenth-century fiction and journalistic commentary in order to explicate the development and
function of Mexican textual satire and its relationship to graphic forms of the genre. In Imagined
Communities, Benedict Anderson argues that the newspaper and the novel were two forms that
“provided the technical means for re-presenting the kind of imagined community that is the
nation.”41 He points to Lizardi’s 1816 novel, El Periquillo Sarniento (The Mangy Parrot), as an
example of the “national imagination at work.”42 Though Lizardi worked within the realm of
text, his writing informed visual satire through constructs of social and political critique, the fight
for press freedoms, and the advancement of Enlightenment ideals such as education and
progress. I examine Anderson’s brief consideration of Lizardi’s work by looking at the function
of satire in Lizardi’s novel (considered the first Latin American novel), by considering how
Mexican literary and journalistic satire informed Escalante’s graphic production, and by locating
how both Fernández de Lizardi and Escalante contributed to the developing conception of
Mexico as an independent nation.
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The emerging Mexican public sphere played a significant role in shaping national
imaginaries, and visual objects such as Escalante’s prints were critically engaged in the
discourses and conflicts surrounding the development of an independent nation. Bailey,
Acevedo, and Barajas argue that visual material in the popular press made newspapers like La
Orquesta accessible to a larger public. José Augustín Arrieta’s Tertulia de Pulqueria (Figure 4)
corroborates such a claim. It depicts working class Mexicans collectively engaging with popular
prints in a tavern. The somatic reactions of the figures and their facial expressions suggest that
this process was interactive. Arrieta portrays a whole range of responses including amused
smiles, smirks, and perhaps even disgust. The trio of figures to the left, however, most
poignantly demonstrates the process of the viewer actively deciphering and interpreting the print.
Kristine Ibsen argues that print media invoked various forms of satire – oral, visual, and textualin order to engage the larger public in a dialogic exchange. The audience was required to
negotiate various levels of visual and textual signification and ambiguity inherent in the
construction of satire. This negotiation was necessarily participatory implying that the readerviewer was enlisted in constructing meaning rather than passively apprehending a static
narrative.43 Expanding on these art historical discussions regarding the public, I examine the
emergence of a Mexican urban bourgeois class in relation to the increased circulation of printed
material. Jürgen Habermas’s Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere offers insight into
the process by which political discourse entered the public domain and how the intermittent
diminution of institutions of censorship marked a new stage in the development of a Mexican
public sphere.44 Also relevant is Richard Terdiman’s Discourse/Counter-Discourse: The Theory
and Practice of Symbolic Resistance in Nineteenth-Century France, which builds upon
Habermas’s concept of the public sphere and argues that the satirical press employed counterimages (caricature) to contest official hegemonic discourses.45
Extant scholarship on nineteenth-century Mexico often celebrates the period of reform
(1855-1876) as a moment when Liberal ideals and the freedom of the press reigned. The activism
of artists and thinkers is lauded as an important contribution to the development of an
independent national identity. According to Hamnett, the objective of the Liberal party from the
1820s to the 1870s was to transform post-colonial society into a “popular, representative, federal
republic.”46 The republic would consist of individual citizens owing their prime allegiance to the
nation rather than village, community, or privileged body. Citizens were to be equal before the
law and have the right of representation at all levels, principles emanating from U.S., French
revolutionary, and Spanish liberal movements of the eighteenth century.47 Mexican Liberals
were in the position of simultaneously rejecting the imperial powers threatening Mexican
independence while embracing particular European and U.S. American political and social
ideals.
Other scholars have a less optimistic view of this period of emerging modernization. In the
Threat of Race, David Goldberg argues that imperialism “inscribed cultural cloning of European
43
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values, virtues and visions.”48 This process of euro-mimesis, he claims, produced a society that
valued European(white) sensibilities - a society that abused, discarded or ignored non-white
populations in the name of progress. In Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson anticipated
Goldberg’s claims that new class formations were intimately entangled with issues of race.
According to Anderson, “the dreams of racism actually have their origin in ideologies of class
rather than those of nation.”49 But hegemony is a process rather than a static outcome as
Florencia Mallon has argued in her book, Peasant and Nation: The Making of Postcolonial
Mexico and Peru. Mallon asserts that the processes and outcomes of nation-state formation were
shaped by competing political actions and projects. She looks to the period from 1853 to 1876 as
a site of “rupture” brought about by war and intervention. The result was an intensified struggle
to define the nation through vast and complex processes of coalition building and conflict that
involved all levels of the social fabric from peasant and Indian communities up to the national
political stage.50 The press, including Escalante and La Orquesta, took up and advanced the
various competing political projects described by Mallon. While Escalante primarily used images
to engage with and criticize national political subjects and advance the platform of the Puros, he
was not simply complicit in the general marginalization of Mexico’s subaltern populations. His
depictions of Juárez, the working class Mestizo, and the Indian point to a shifting and
multivalent visual treatment of class and racial interactions as components of the contentious
field of discourses competing to define the nation.
The critical assessments of Mexican modernization such as those waged by Mallon,
Goldberg, and Anderson raise some important questions for an examination of Escalante’s
works. Escalante was unquestionably a member of the avant-garde and he pictured himself
prominently in this role. We know that he was a Radical Liberal embracing republican ideals.
However, he also represented conflicts and factionalism within his own Liberal party. He
utilized Mexican forms of visual and textual satire and the graphic production of the European
artists whom he referenced in his work including, Daumier and Goya, to negotiate a whole range
of contentious discourses. In other words, Escalante sought to complicate his cultural and
political moment by contrasting the promise of republican Enlightenment ideals and the political
and cultural events of his time instead of reductively promoting a particular class or the rhetoric
of Mexican Liberalism. In many ways, he both subverted and reinforced traditional views of
politics, race and class.
My dissertation includes five chapters exploring specific aspects of the genre of caricature
and graphic satire as they were employed in the prints of Constantino Escalante. I look to literary
precursors as well as contemporaneous textual and visual sources to identify a specific, though
not exhaustive, interpretation of the genre. I examine characteristics of caricature including
historical specificity and the tendency to appropriate and dismantle other genres. I also consider
Escalante’s uses of French graphic art conventions to contend with war and occupation, the
unmasking of political deception forged through complex alliances, and caricature’s active role
in the battle for press freedoms. Finally, I suggest that Escalante’s prints both contest and
reinforce the illusion of freedom and equality that persisted in the developing consciousness of
the emerging Mexican bourgeoisie.
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Chapter One is a brief assessment of the evolving definitions of graphic satire and
caricature. Particular theoretical approaches are introduced with the goal of establishing a set of
tendencies (based on the characteristics mentioned above) for guiding this study of Escalante’s
prints. Here, I consider the small body of extant scholarship that attempts to define nineteenthcentury Mexican caricature including the works of Barajas, Acevedo, and Bailey. Earlier
Mexican forms of literary, journalistic and graphic satire, particularly the work of José Joaquín
Fernández de Lizardi, will inform subsequent chapters. Included in this analysis is a closer look
at Benedict Anderson’s consideration of time and the individual, Julie Greer Johnson’s
examination of the role of creoles, and Nancy Vogeley’s conception of the emergence of a new
literary language. The larger body of scholarship analyzing caricature and visual satire that has
defined caricature studies including the writings of E.L. Gombrich as well as the scholarship of
literary theorists are examined in order to explicate further the characteristics of caricature and
visual satire underpinning this study. By honing in on both historically specific facets of
Escalante’s caricature, his interaction with art historical conventions, and the tensions and
ambiguities constructed within his prints, I develop an approach to the genre - what I call
disruptive caricature. Caricature and visual satire within the political arena are often categorized
as either criticism or propaganda. By contrast, I assert that Escalante deployed the power of
criticism to contest the legitimacy of political factions and individuals and that he also wielded
the coercive power of caricature to assert the agency of La Orquesta and Radical Liberals. The
dual function of dismantling and promoting particular political and artistic ideals allowed
Escalante and La Orquesta effectively to disrupt nineteenth-century Mexican politics and visual
culture.
Chapter Two charts the heated battle for a free press that played out in Escalante’s prints
published in La Orquesta. This chapter examines censorship, circulation, the explosion of
lithographic production, and finally the intense conflicts amongst the journalists themselves. The
assumption that the primary aim of caricature is to unmask some perceived essential truth is also
brought into question. Amalia Rauser’s, Caricature Unmasked, for example, argues that the
mask is a key metaphor for caricature in her examination of the emergence of the genre in
Hogarth’s England. According to Rauser, caricature is grounded in the assumption that the
individual possesses a private existence that can somehow be revealed through physiognomic
characteristics.51 I suggest that in the case of Escalante’s prints (as well as those of Goya and
Daumier) the process of unmasking is not a straightforward endeavor. Rather than revealing an
essentialized truth, Escalante’s prints set a whole range of perceived truths in tension in order to
challenge not only the assumptions of the Mexican public but also the individuals and
organizations that comprise the structures of government and journalism. Escalante’s work
ultimately asks the viewer to assess what is being exposed in the process of ridiculing specific
targets and their relationships with other figures and situations. He was also invested in
addressing the conflicts between La Orquesta and other publications. Escalante’s figures are not
always presented as caricatures. In fact, his draftsmanship, at times, works to closely render the
likeness of his subjects. In many of these cases, however, he places portrait-like representations
of individuals in situations that have been caricatured. In the frontispiece (Figure 1), for example,
the visages of Escalante and Casarín are not highly caricatured. Their writing and drawing
implements and the stage are, however. The tension between the figure and the exaggerated
51
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event or situation, in this case, forces the reader to tease out the significance of the two seated
males (Escalante and Casarín) who exist both in the realm of the real and in the world of
mischief that unfolds around them. Finally, Chapter Two examines the materiality of La
Orquesta. Despite the publication’s tendency to disrupt political and visual constructs it was still
very much a commodity dependent upon subscribers, advertisements, and the patronage of
private and political allies.
Chapter Three examines visual representations of the nation in tension with the disruptive
works of Constantino Escalante. I look to Magali Carrera’s interpretation of works (e.g. those of
cartographer Garcia Cubas) as visual artifacts picturing the nation. She argues that national
identities were partially defined through a process of accumulating images of progress, human
and organic capital, and class structures. I suggest Escalante’s deployment of caricature and
visual satire tends simultaneously to inhabit and shatter other genres. Rather than representing a
cumulative or aggregate approach to image making, Escalante’s prints challenge tropes such as
those discussed by Carrera. I look to commercial and academic examples of photography,
painting and printmaking to demonstrate how Escalante transformed genres such as portraiture
(particularly of types), costumbrismo, the portrayal of ancient Aztec culture, representations of
war and history, and images of Mexico City as a modern metropolis. Prints by Casimiro Castro
and photographs by the studio of Cruces and Campa provide pivotal points of comparison. It is
common to look at Escalante’s prints as a vehicle for constructing a readily consumable
historical narrative. But I argue that his intention was to force the viewer to participate in many
shifting political discourses simultaneously. His works exemplify a real time interaction with
events, ideas, and actions of Mexico’s social and political leadership. It is absolutely key to
remember that though Escalante’s prints are often grouped thematically in this dissertation, they
were not published in that manner. It was up to the viewer to follow and decipher the numerous
and multivalent references Escalante continually wove into the prints he produced over a decade.
Chapter Four examines the historical development of caricature as a genre in tension with
contemporaneous political and cultural developments. I demonstrate that the exchange between
Escalante and his viewers hinges upon their respective positions as participants in the events that
are unfolding before them. But Escalante’s visual language is also engaged with art historical
developments represented in the prints of Francisco Goya. Through early and late depictions of
Benito Juárez, I examine specific historical developments including land reform, the debates
surrounding the implementation of the constitution of 1857, struggles within the Liberal party,
and shifting visual representations of Juárez. Goya’s El Sueño de la razon produce monstrous,
Capricho 43 is examined alongside Escalante’s 1867-1868 lithographs of Juárez to further
exemplify the multivalent characteristics of caricature present in both artists’ works. Escalante’s
view of Juárez shifted over time. In this chapter, I examine the prints produced during the
periods in which Juárez held control of the nation as president to demonstrate how he embodied
both the promise and the failure of the projects of Liberalism and Modernization. Florencia
Mallon’s conception of hegemony as a process constantly shaped and challenged by discourses
and counter discourses is important in my discussion of Escalante’s visual language as a
disruptive strand shaping Mexican politics.
Chapter Five considers Escalante’s prints within the context of war and occupation. I
examine Escalante’s lithographs published in La Orquesta leading up to and during the Second
Empire (1864-1867) in order to provide a Mexican visual perspective on the conflict and
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France’s occupation of Mexico.52 Artists and journalists had to contend with censorship during
Maximilian’s rule but the Emperor considered caricature to be a lesser offense than textual
criticism.53 As a result, Escalante’s oeuvre includes a vast array of prints depicting the struggle to
establish the Second Empire, the precariousness of Maximilian’s rule, the roles of particular
individuals in the attempt to solidify French rule, the disillusionment of the Conservatives upon
realizing that the Emperor had liberal tendencies, and finally, the defeat of the French. The
Second Empire in Mexico is most widely studied in art history through the lens of Manet’s The
Execution of the Emperor Maximilian. I introduce specific prints that challenge or perhaps
expand upon the scholarship on the period particularly as they pertain to larger questions
regarding Escalante’s visual language. The works of French caricaturist Honoré Daumier and
French photographer François Aubert are considered alongside Escalante’s prints to demonstrate
how he sets the genres of caricature and portraiture in tension. I examine how Escalante employs
the tools of caricature not only to produce humor and criticism, but to also reveal underlying
political ambitions and alliances. I turn to prints representing French Emperor Napoleon III to
examine Escalante’s prolonged and vicious campaign against the ruler. I also look to depictions
of Mexico’s short lived Emperor Maximilian and Benito Juárez during Maximilian’s rule to
further examine how Escalante’s visual language adeptly registers the dramatic shifts in
Mexico’s national and political struggles during this period. Though his visual attacks against
French Imperialism were not as overtly rendered in the images of Maximilian, Escalante never
abandoned what he and his fellow Radical Liberals spent decades fighting for – a Mexican
republic.
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Chapter 1
Disruptive Caricature – Toward A Definition
Defining visual satire and caricature is a particularly elusive endeavor. In the 2011 catalogue for
the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s exhibition, Caricature and Satire from Leonardo to Levine,
Constance McPhee and Nadine Orenstein write that caricature was originally defined as an
“exaggerated portrait drawing.”54 They go on to say that the term has been so loosely applied
that it no longer refers to the exaggerated depiction of an individual but to a whole range of
works representing figural and even inanimate distortion. McPhee and Orenstein define visual
satire as either social or political. Social satire, they state, is concerned with mocking human
types and everyday situations while political satire ridicules public figures and actual events.
Visual satire’s tendency toward moral judgment, they argue, is what distinguishes it from “pure
caricature” which is an exaggerated image that does not involve criticism.55 McPhee and
Orenstein offer Daumier’s famous depiction of Louis-Philippe as an example of political satire
containing elements of caricature (Figure 5). The monarch’s sagging jowls, enormous neck
barely contained by his cravat, and of course the unmistakable shape of the pear (also a
derogatory term implying “fat head” or idiot) beautifully demonstrate the use of visual distortion
for the sake of ridiculing the French ruler. McPhee’s and Orenstein’s assessment is a good
general definition for scholarship often aiming to examine the social conditions that lead to
caricature’s emergence, a particular political moment, or a biographical exploration of a
caricaturist or group of artists.
There are few scholars who attempt more specifically to categorize the various functions
and meanings of caricature. In her discussion of nineteenth-century French prints, A Human
Comedy: Physiognomy and Caricature in 19 -Century France, Judith Wechsler states that
caricature is often viewed within the art historical arena of prints and drawings. She, however,
examines caricature in relation to the “tradition of classification and codification of human
types.”56 She outlines three main “strands” of caricature. First, the portrait chargé involves
exaggerating the physiognomic features of individuals, usually political figures. Exaggeration
contributes to the construction of an encoded satirical message. The second strand is “an
allegorical interpretation of public events: nations, factions, or abstractions such as peace or
diplomacy are represented by single figures with recognizable characteristics, and the action of
the caricature is a transposition of and a comment on the public situation.” Puns and riddles can
be employed to enlist the viewer in the process of grappling with an encoded visual language.57
Finally, social caricature is the “satirical presentation of typical characters in everyday
situations.58 In Wechsler’s definition there is not always a clear distinction between caricature
and visual satire.
th
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James Sherry systematically analyzes the genre of caricature and proposes a wider
schema with the intention of not speaking to particular temporal, geographical or biographical
concerns.59 He argues that caricature is a single complex genre made up of various strains.
Fundamentally, he states, all graphic caricature is a form of wit and can be categorized based on
how wit is employed.60 Sherry outlines four modes of caricature with the qualification that these
modes are not intended to be static categories; rather he invites scholars to challenge and expand
upon his findings that many caricaturists use more than one strand simultaneously. 61 Sherry,
nevertheless, is invested in compartmentalizing the genre. His modes include portrait, satire,
comedy and grotesque. Portrait caricature acts in opposition to formal portraiture in that it
literally and figuratively diminishes the portrayed individual. The formal techniques employed in
this mode of caricature include presenting figures full-length (often in profile), constructing a
minimal background, and exaggerating certain characteristic features of the body or face of an
identifiable individual. The caricaturist uses these techniques to construct contrasts such as
inflation and deflation ( of the character of the individual) and/or exaggeration and
understatement (of the body). Such contrasts produce comedy or wit that is dependent upon the
audience’s knowledge of the individual being portrayed. Portrait caricature, Sherry argues, does
not produce a moral perspective but rather “holds the figure up for view.”62
Satiric caricature, on the other hand, is rhetorical in that it attempts to force the viewer to
adopt a certain position regarding the subject. According to Sherry, “satiric caricature cannot be
satisfied with simply presenting the exaggerated, distorted or grotesque; it must present them as
the expression of moral conditions.” While portrait caricature generally features static
individuals in a minimal setting, satiric caricature employs wit and drama in the depiction of a
particular situation in order to make a moral point. The figures in satiric caricature are not
necessarily “real” people and often include allegorical figures such as peace, justice and nations
as well as fantastic creatures such as witches or demons. As a result, the realm of the “real” is not
the concern of satiric caricature. Instead, it tends toward the world of the dream and the
nightmare and adopts metaphor as one of its primary techniques. It is not uncommon for
historical figures to exist in this wholly fantastic realm. Though satiric caricature often borrows
from the emblematic tradition (which subscribes to an allegorical relation between image and
meaning), it tends more toward visual-verbal punning. The final distinction that Sherry makes
between portrait and satiric caricature is that the latter is more public in nature. “The myths it
alludes to, the works it parodies, the expressions it cites, the figures it portrays are all in the
public domain.” The satirical caricaturist educates his audience by repeatedly returning to
particular figures and situations.63
According to Sherry, Comic caricature, like satiric caricature takes the caricatured portrait
as a point of departure not as a self-evident truth. But with the very different goal of “delighting
in the absurdity of human nature.” At its most basic, comic caricature is any situation in which
affectation or pretense is opposed to “reality” or some sort of accepted norm. The realm of the
comic is the realm of the real because it depicts real emotions and real spaces such as
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barbershops, taverns and drawing rooms. The comic is evoked in very human situations like
sexual compromise, surprise, and disaster, but there is no indication that the situation can be
improved.64 Finally, the grotesque mode of caricature appears as an extension of any one of the
other modes of caricature. It takes the figures found in the portrait, satiric, and comic modes and
presents them in a grotesque or monstrous form with the aim of setting the comic in tension with
horror or disgust.65
The definitions of caricature and visual satire presented by McPhee and Orenstein,
Wechsler, and Sherry are a small sampling of the various approaches to the genre but they
represent a range from more cursory to more explicit. Scholarship examining literary satire is
also frequently employed to define graphic satire and caricature. Referring to Ernst Gombrich,
Sherry states,
But now I think we are in a position to see that many techniques of satiric caricature are
the graphic equivalents of the condensations of verbal wit and satire, possessing the same
origin and creating the same dangerous pleasure as they give us the illusion of
apprehending a complex situation in a single image.66
Indeed, many art historians turn to literary considerations of satire. For example, Sherry relies on
Northrop Frye’s definition of satire as “militant irony” in his analysis of satiric caricature.67
Judith Wechsler examines Daumier within the context of the literary and theoretical works of
Balzac and Baudelaire. And Michelle Hanoosh examines Baudelaire’s essays on the comic and
caricature, which build on both aesthetic and literary approaches in Baudelaire and Caricature:
From the Comic to the Art of Modernity.68 Literary theorists too, include visual satire in their
analysis of the genre. According to Jane Ogborn and Peter Buckroyd in Satire,
What distinguishes satire from other kinds of writing, whether its prevailing tone is comic
or more serious, is the moral purpose of the satirist – the desire to “mend the world.” The
author, the playwright, the scriptwriter, the impersonator, or the stand up comic has a
view of how people and society should behave morally, and contrasts this with what he
sees as the vices and follies of the time. This is also true of the producers of visual as well
as written texts.69
The diverse and interdisciplinary nature of the study of visual satire and caricature highlights the
importance of adopting a consistent approach to analyzing the genre.
The work of literary theorists Brian Connery and Kirk Combe is key to my study of
Constantino Escalante’s prints. They outline five characteristics of satire: satire insists on
historical specificity; satire is defined by its intention to attack – a purpose that is social and not
strictly aesthetic; satire tends toward irresolution; satire’s frequent formlessness forces it to
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inhabit the forms of other genres; and finally satire is constructed on the basis of oppositions or
hierarchies. These oppositions are represented in their extremes in order to achieve maximum
tension and legibility.70 Again, these general characteristics are not suggested as a static
framework. Rather, they are loose boundaries through which a sustained approach to satire can
be constructed. A key element that can be drawn from Connery and Combe’s analysis is the
suggestion that satire is necessarily participatory. In Escalante’s case, the intended viewer is
familiar with the individuals or situations portrayed because they are historically specific. But it
is up to the viewer/reader to grapple with irresolution, oppositions, tensions, and interactions
with other genres in order to arrive at the overt or suggested meaning(s) in the image or text.
Through a discursive process, the viewer is able to discern the targets of the criticism formed
within the visual object. Sherry suggests that this type of grappling occurs more in the realm of
satiric caricature than portrait caricature. The latter, he argues, holds the individual up to view
rather than constructing the kinds of moral or persuasive criticism that occur in satiric caricature.
The play between constructing rhetorical and discursive types of caricature as well as the
instability of the genre make caricature a powerful social and artistic weapon but also complicate
any attempts to classify it.
In order to appreciate the difficulty of applying definitions such as the examples
presented above, consider the 2008 New Yorker cover depicting now President Obama and First
Lady, Michelle Obama (Figure 6). The cover was highly criticized by those who deemed it
offensive. Based on Wechsler’s model, the picture falls squarely in the category of portrait
chargé - the perceived features of individuals have been exaggerated to produce a satirical
message. Based on Sherry’s model, it is in the realm of both portrait and satirical modes of
caricature. The problem here, however, is determining what the satirical message actually is.
What position is being presented? Is the artist holding the Obamas up for view or is the message
more dialogic and persuasive?
The problem is amplified when the characteristics of satire as described by Connery and
Combe are considered. The image is temporally situated in the context of the 2008 presidential
election and the cover obviously takes on and challenges the genre of portraiture, but its other
characteristics are less straightforward. The artist was attempting to portray the opposition
between what is true about the Obamas (they are not radical leftists or Muslims) and what the
opposing party would like the public to believe. The intended attack was against the opposing
party. So why, then, was the caricature so controversial? First of all, actual features of the
Obamas are not the primary focus of exaggeration. Rather, the image foregrounds the features
that the opponents of then senator Obama would like to reflect onto the presidential candidate
and his wife: Obama is Muslim and his wife is a radical black revolutionary following the likes
of Angela Davis. Obviously, the artist is trying to emphasize how ridiculous these notions are,
going so far as depicting the flag of the United States burning in the fireplace and a portrait of
Osama Bin Laden on the mantle. But what makes the image problematic is the fact that
caricature often claims to reveal some kind of underlying essential truth. In this case, when a
large portion of the population believes that these are the true characteristics of the Obamas,
what is actually being revealed becomes unclear. If the viewer believes that the Obamas fit these
descriptions, it would seem that the candidate himself is the target of the artist’s criticism rather
than the disturbing racial and religious attacks waged against him. Depicting the Obamas in the
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Oval Office further complicates the message of the cover as it feeds on the underlying fears that,
unfortunately, many U.S. Americans held and still hold - fears that a black president is somehow
going to damage the office of the presidency. In this case, the artist attempted to construct a
rhetorically persuasive message, but that message failed because it was completely dependent
upon the political stance of the viewer. Many recognized that the image could actually be read as
reinforcing incorrect and offensive assumptions, the very assumptions that Obama was battling
against throughout his campaign and throughout his presidency. The cartoon raises many other
issues including complicated racial undercurrents. But in terms of defining how caricature and
visual satire operate, the print serves to highlight the importance of testing definitions and
categories used to define them as well as the importance of grappling with the specific nature of
the given satire and its multiple significations for different audiences. This example also points
to the fact that caricature can and does fail. In this case, lack of success, derives from, perhaps,
the straightforward approach adopted by the artist. There is no nuanced sense of irresolution or
ambiguity with which the viewer must grapple. The ideas presented were meant to highlight
sensationalist untruths despite the very flawed racial and religious images present in the cover. In
more successful caricature the artist forces the viewer to interact with ambiguity, irresolution,
subversion, and multiple possible meanings as these are elements that give caricature and satire
its power. It is those moments of tension that will most occupy my examination of Escalante’s
prints.
Few scholars propose all-encompassing definitions of visual satire and caricature, but
most would agree with McPhee’s and Orenstein’s assessment that caricature and visual satire
function in the realm of distortion and criticism. The genre, however, thrives on instability.
According to Todd Porterfield in The Efflorescense of Caricature, “ Caricature does not succeed,
persuade or communicate easily and unfailingly.”71 As the New Yorker cover (Figure 6)
demonstrates, truth-revealing is not always a straightforward matter, nor should it be. Porterfield
urges his readers to be wary of the determinist view of caricature as an unflinching symbol of
freedom and progress or alternately as the “sycophantic and lowbrow other” of high art.72
According to Porterfield, “In the end, the richness and relevance of caricature derives from a
tension between its engagement with the immediate present and the historicity of its own
practice.”73 While much of this consideration of Constantino Escalante resides in his nineteenthcentury Mexico City, the “historicity” of the genre of caricature is also important for uncovering
the tension pointed out by Porterfield. By honing in on both specific formal and larger social/
historical characteristics of Escalante’s caricature, I develop a unique approach to examining the
genre: my concern is the antinomies of disruptive caricature.
With few exceptions, Escalante’s five hundred lithographs published in La Orquesta
were fiercely political and targeted specific individuals. In fact, roughly 82% of the 1,300
lithographs published in La Orquesta over four epochs (1861-1877) depicted political themes
and about 10% addressed the “pueblo” and the lower classes.74 Escalante’s intention was not
merely to criticize, mock or hold particular figures up for view. Rather, he understood the
political capital that journalists wielded in nineteenth-century Mexico and drew with the
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confidence that he and his fellow journalists could influence the trajectory of unfolding political
discourses and forcefully engage in the political debates of his time. Very few examples of
political caricature outside of Philipon’s and his army of caricaturists’ campaign against King
Louis Philippe in 1830s France approach the role journalism played in effecting social and
political conditions. While there were official power structures in place in Mexico, Liberal
victory and Juárez’s ascent to the presidency were precarious at best. Later, under Maximilian’s
equally uncertain grasp on leadership, Escalante continued his scathing assessments of those in
power (particularly Conservatives and their news outlets) despite Maximilian’s attempts to
censor the press. Thus discourses that countered official attempts to consolidate power, such as
Escalante’s, had real and significant impact including influencing public opinion and politicians
themselves. Barajas, Acevedo, and Wadell-Bailey all corroborate that political debate
unquestionably played out in the arena of the press with many journalists being political figures
themselves. Escalante’s ability to use images in the process of challenging power structures,
politicians and political institutions with the expectation that he could actually make an impact
renders his works particularly disruptive. While he wielded caricature and visual satire as forms
of criticism to fight against particular ideals, factions, and governments, he also enlisted the
genre to promote Radical Liberal positions and support the politicians who advanced those
positions. Escalante’s intent to subvert particular political circumstances while promoting others
is yet another set of antinomies that made his approach to caricature disruptive.
My definition of disruptive caricature, then, resides in the realm of distortion (caricature),
criticism, and wit (visual satire); but it also encompasses Escalante’s ability both to confront and
impact developing hegemonic structures. This dissertation hones in on particular characteristics
of Escalante’s visual language including its tendency to: 1) demonstrate the role the press played
in shaping political discourses, 2) be historically specific yet indebted to the art historical
development of caricature and visual satire, 3) appropriate the forms of other genres and disrupt
accepted approaches to those genres, 4) unveil the hypocrisies of war and occupation, and 5)
expose the illusion of equality that persisted in the developing consciousness of the bourgeois
class. Each is characterized by tension: a tension between the genre of caricature and the “higher
“art forms that it simultaneously inhabits and challenges, a tension between a specific historical
moment defined by a modernizing independent Mexico still grappling with colonialism and the
history of caricature as a distinctly European genre, a tension between emulating foreign cultural
and political ideals while simultaneously rejecting foreign occupation, and a tension between
constructing a republic guided by the rule of law and equality and the continued oppression and
exclusion of particular groups based on race and class.
The characteristics of disruptive caricature outlined above allow for a close analysis of
the social, political, and art historical significance of Escalante’s prints. The term disruptive
caricature, however, also refers to the formal elements of Escalante’s visual language in that he
simultaneously co-opted and directly challenged the academic standards of art production
established by the Academy of San Carlos as well as other commercial standards used to picture
Mexico and its peoples. Escalante relies on formal techniques often found in the genre of
caricature including amplified visual contrasts through exaggeration, distorted forms including
picturing people as animals or objects, and the construction of fantastic situations.75 Escalante
also utilizes both portraits (illusionistically rendered figures) and caricature (exaggerated figures
or settings) to create a satirical critique of specific individuals or events. He constructs
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oppositions through an ambiguous rendering of space that involves both the denial and assertion
of the picture plane. The use of gestural (quick and immediate) and structural (more deliberate)
line allows him to create images that fluctuate between subjective and objective renderings. And
finally, he manipulates value (light) and volume by taking advantage of the lithographic medium
- a grease based port-crayon, pencil, or tusche applied to a porous stone. The more grease applied
to the stone the darker the tones. The unique tonality of lithographs is achieved by slowly
building up the crayon upon the surface of the stone starting with a harder crayon (produces
lighter tones) and moving to a softer crayon (produces darker tones). Escalante employs these
various techniques to heighten the juxtaposition of exaggerated and representational imagery.
His intent was to critically visually assess his Mexico and advance his own Radical Liberal
positions.
One of Escalante’s early lithographs (Figure 7) demonstrates the artist’s ability to wield
these drawing techniques in La Orquesta’s campaign to criticize and influence the Juárez
administration while also shaping the public view of that administration. Escalante is depicted
pounding a drum with an exaggerated lithographic port-crayon while standing next to Casarín
who is playing a violin with a writing plume. In the Frontispiece (Figure 1), the plume and the
port-crayon were introduced as symbols identifying Escalante and Casarín as artist and journalist
for La Orquesta. Also in the frontispiece, the men were using their implements to draw and write
– literally wielding their weapons of criticism. As mentioned in La Orquesta’s announcement
(see page 1), music is a metaphor for the textual and visual arsenal intended to influence
government and “entertain” the public. Here, in Figure 7, Escalante incorporates symbolic
objects with the metaphor of music to create a multi-layered and nuanced visual assessment of
Mexico’s continuous dire economic situation. At first glance, the print seems relatively
straightforward. La Orquesta is critical of the government taking the nation to the brink of
bankruptcy. Visual and textual clues, however, alert us to the fact that Escalante’s rendering of
figures and objects as well as his construction of space also work to advance a satirical message
that actually pokes fun at Escalante and Casarín. The result is a more powerful critique of the ongoing state of national economic affairs and a humorous ploy by La Orquesta to shape public
discourses surrounding this issue
The caption reads, “The bored chorus accompanied by La Orquesta performs a not so
new opera for the people, The Bankruptcy.” The text clearly points out that this was not the first
time that economic disaster had threatened the stability of the nation. In fact this “opera” was so
often repeated that even the chorus is bored as they perform in the background. The group of
singers with gaping mouths is seemingly decapitated and comically distorted. They, however,
appear more animated in the picture than either Escalante or Casarín. There is a visual tension
between the loosely drawn gestural figures that make up the chorus and the objective renderings
of the pair in the center of the print. The somatic forms of the writer and caricaturist exemplify
Escalante’s ability to engage with line to construct figures that are formally dynamic and to
create a sense of motion on a variety of levels. A close look at the clothed body of Escalante
reveals a combination of contour line, continuous line, and groupings of scribbled lines that both
create and deny a sense of volume and three-dimensional space. This diversity of line allows
Escalante to emphasize key juxtapositions. The shadows behind Escalante are created using line
and suggest that light enters the picture plane from the right. Yet, the stark black, produced with
a combination of lines and shading, under the artist’s raised arm, appears less as a shadow cuing
the source of light than as a sign of the heaviness of Escalante’s body and its movement. The
lines of Escalante’s jacket were made with a softer crayon, slowly applied, building layers of
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grease. Though they are playing music and they are not completely static, neither Escalante nor
Casarín appear lively. Their expressions are stoic and even Escalante’s drum playing appears
leaden. The emphasis on Escalante striking the instrument suggests that La Orquesta is working
to expose the ineptitude of government. But the expressions of both figures and Escalante’s
weighted motion reveal, more importantly, that this criticism has been waged so many times that
is has become tedious and routine. This comically exasperated rendering of the situation is meant
to draw the viewer into a serious conversation by pointing out how ridiculous it is that such an
important political issue, relevant to the nation’s very survival, has become so entrenched in
ineptitude that even La Orquesta is weary of it. The representational and tonal quality of
Escalante’s visage juxtaposed with the more gestural linear portrayal of his body and the
exaggerated heads of the chorus further emphasizes this satirical turn in the print.
Escalante’s ambiguous construction of space also contributes to destabilizing any kind of
straightforward reading of the print’s significance. The chorus appears only partially in the
background and the immense drum is pulled forward to the picture plane with the two
protagonists standing behind it. The viewer is forced to question not only the setting of the scene
but, more importantly, Escalante’s subversion of the logical illusion of space that was so
prominent in academic modes of art at the time. The viewer might assume he/she sees a stagelike setting but the visual cues corroborating such a reading are conspicuously missing. Sections
of the print, such as the drum, point to Escalante’s use of geometric shapes and structured
contour lines to create objects that are firmly grounded. But the chorus and the completely
nondescript background of the print undermine any sense of secure ground further allowing
Escalante to juxtapose objective and subjective renderings of figures.
The one element that is not at all ambiguous is the intended viewer of the print. The
direct reference to the people in the caption defines the larger public as the “audience” for this
“performance.” Escalante’s uses satire to advance the argument that the current Liberal
administration is not effectively addressing one of the major problems that plagued Mexico since
independence, thus shaping the larger discourses on the topic of national bankruptcy. Escalante
also references a common theme in European and Academic Mexican art – the opera. But rather
than capture the audience, space, and architecture of the theater as seen in works like those of
Casimiro Castro (Figure 8), Escalante transgresses spatial constructs and emphasizes the
performers as his subject-matter. He returns to the idea of performance and the orchestra as a
weapon for influencing the government and his readers. Escalante capitalizes on formal
oppositions, textual cues, and ambiguous spatial relationships to place the viewer in a world that
is simultaneously real and exaggerated. He forces the viewer to grapple with the image and
utilizes a variety of formal techniques to build ambiguity and multiple meanings in order to rail
against the government with the intent of influencing political opinion. Apprehending the
multilayered friction - visual, political, and art historical – is key to unpacking Escalante’s
disruptive caricature.
History of Caricature
Though the endeavor of defining caricature and visual satire is problematic and often
contested, the history of the genre is not. Many contemporary scholarly treatments of the genre
turn to the works of E.H. Gombrich as a seminal historical narrative. In 1940, Gombrich
published a short book entitled Caricature derived from an essay he wrote with Ernst Kris called
“The Psychology of Caricature” published in 1938. He returned to the genre in his subsequent
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publications Art and Illusion: A Study of Psychology and Pictorial Representation (1961) and
Art, Perception and Reality (1973). Gombrich asserts that the modern conception of caricature,
which, for him, broadly means the comic distortion of an identifiable individual, did not appear
until the seventeenth century in the works of Annibale Caracci.76 Portrait caricature of political
figures fully emerged in eighteenth-century England and reached its zenith in nineteenth-century
France. Almost every museum catalogue addressing caricature including the Metropolitan
Museum of Art’s recent Infinite Jest and most scholarly considerations of caricature (including
such general works as William Feaver’s Masters of Caricature, Edward Luci-Smith’s The Art of
Caricature, and Werner Hoffman’s Caricature from Leonardo to Picasso) depend on at least
some portion of Gombrich’s historical narrative of the genre. According to Gombrich,
burgeoning examples of caricature were essentially “sophisticated jokes” that did not become a
powerful weapon until they were most brilliantly wielded by the English and the French.
Conditions allowing for a shift toward freer thinking, Gombrich argues, led to the emergence of
the genre.77 Gombrich identifies Hogarth as the originator of modern caricature. His visual
narratives demonstrate an intent to depict characters rather than caricature. Hogarth’s prints were
more didactic than they were dialogic. He wanted to teach his moral message rather than allow
the viewer to construct visual meaning leading to an array of possible conclusions.78
For Gombrich, the heyday of caricature occurred in nineteenth-century France when the
form was spurred on by Charles Philipon’s journals La Caricature and Le Charivari. These
publications, he argues, are the ancestors of “innumerable comic newspapers all over the
world”.79 Gombrich turns to the infamous tale of Philipon presenting his caricature of Louis
Philippe in the form of a pear as evidence in his defense in court (Figure 9). As Gombrich retells
the legend, Philipon was arrested and charged with libel for having drawn an image of Louis
Philippe. In court, Philipon argued his case by demonstrating how the likeness of the King’s
visage could easily be transformed into the shape of a pear. The editor, nonetheless, was found
guilty of libel and charged six thousand francs. Philipon’s drawing from portrait to pear,
Gombrich argues, revealed the process that takes place in the production of caricature. Philipon
demonstrated both a play on words (pear and fat head) and the way in which the depiction of an
individual is wholly transformed without losing legibility as the original figure. One of
Philipon’s most outstanding gifts, according to Gombrich, was his ability to discover talented
caricaturists like Grandville, Gavarni and Doré. Honoré Daumier, however, is singled out as the
unsurpassed talent among them.80 Gombrich concludes his assessment of the genre by outlining
the underlying structures that give caricature its power. Great caricaturists not only communicate
their ideas to the public, they comment on the present day. Caricature is a living art that
necessarily participates in civilization building. It also offers a realm of artistic freedom, a realm
where “rules and values lose their well-established meaning, where the king may be changed into
a pear.”81
While Gombrich’s short reflection on the function and history of caricature is by no
means all encompassing, it has generally defined the geographic boundaries of much of the
scholarship on caricature with the exception of a few North American examples. Scholarship on
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caricature adamantly insists upon viewing the genre through specific temporal or geographic
lenses, often focusing on censorship, particular artists or groups of artists, and political
movements. Beatrice Farwell’s Charged Image, an exploration of nineteenth-century French
caricaturists or Amalia Rauser’s Caricature Unmasked, a close look at William Hogarth and the
conditions surrounding caricature production in eighteenth-century England, are just two
examples of such studies. With few exceptions, caricature studies hone in on European works.
The subjects of seven out of the ten articles in Art Journal’s 1983 special issue on caricature, for
example, examined eighteenth-century English or nineteenth-century French prints. And The
Efflorescence of Caricature, a 2011 volume of essays edited by Todd Porterfield, contains no
discussion of Latin American caricaturists despite its expansion of the geographic boundaries of
the field to Asia and North America. There is no question that European political and artistic
developments are central to understanding the emergence of this strand of print culture as
scholars have repeatedly demonstrated. European caricature’s relation to Enlightenment ideals,
shifts in press freedoms, the emergence of public spheres and the bourgeois class, and the
process of modernization, for example, must inform any study of nineteenth-century caricature
production including works produced by Mexican artists.
Escalante, however, constructed a disruptive visual language also shaped by different
geographic, historical, and artistic circumstances. Caricature developed as a popular art form in a
Mexico still grappling with the structures of colonialism while in the throes of modernization
interrupted by foreign occupation and war. Artistically, Escalante was enmeshed in a developing
journalistic culture that both traversed and subverted the classical ideals that were promoted from
within the Academy of San Carlos and Europe as well as the large numbers of commercial and
widely circulated images (calendars, almanacs, print albums, maps, and cartes de visite) that
depicted Mexico’s lands, peoples, traditions and heroes. To repeat Porterfield’s assessment, the
tension between the history of the genre of caricature and the specific moment in which it is
produced is important to any consideration of the form. In the case of Escalante and his
contemporaries, this tension was particularly poignant as France served simultaneously as a
cultural and political model and as military aggressor and imperial occupier.
As outlined earlier, I identify a particular set of characteristics in order to analyze
Escalante’s works bearing in mind their historical specificity, the tendency of caricature to
appropriate the forms of other genres, Escalante’s engagement with the historicity of caricature
itself, and the critical nature of images constructed to reveal underlying tensions and hypocrisies.
I also bring into focus precisely how Escalante approaches certain formal challenges by
employing a complex use of line, value and spatial rendering to develop a varied formal
language. I do not confine my examination of Escalante’s prints to strictly temporal or
geographic boundaries nor do I adhere to formal analysis as a singular approach to decoding
these images. My approach questions the common tropes of the genre highlighted by Porterfield
without wholly dismissing extant scholarship and the historicity of caricature and visual satire.
Caricature and Satire in Mexico
Joyce Waddell Bailey is one of the few scholars to write about Escalante in English. She
categorizes Escalante’s prints within her conception of a “Narrative Tradition.”82 Nineteenth82
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century Mexican print production, she argues, is either popular or academic. Designated as the
official graphic art form by the government-sponsored Academy of San Carlos, academic prints
were produced in the neoclassical style after European models. Popular prints were published in
travel and customs compendiums, illustrated news and commentary, and penny handouts or
broadsides. After 1860, she states, popular prints imbued with “caustic humor and spirited satire”
served as a political forum.83 According to Bailey, after Independence, there was an increase in
the production of narrative publications and these publications gradually “generated a visual
counterpart.”84 Both the visual and textual narrative produced in these publications took on
expressive characteristics.85 Eventually, she argues, narrative graphic production became a
supplement to the texts rather than serving an illustrative function. She points to the early prints
published in El Calavera to demonstrate some of the characteristics of the genre. Images were
inscribed with political concepts such as justice, the people, the nation, deceitful leaders, and
human frailty. The function of these images was to expose and rebuke the failings of the targeted
subject. The reader was able to grasp the meanings of such images without words.86 Though
Bailey acknowledges that satirical political prints no longer served a strictly illustrative role in
the nineteenth century, she claims Escalante’s prints functioned in a narrative mode. He
conveyed a particular message that was readily understood by his audience.
In addition to defining Escalante’s prints as a narrative enterprise, Bailey suggests that his
lithographs were not influenced by European sources. In her chapter, “The Penny Press” for the
exhibition catalogue entitled Posada’s Mexico and her article, “José Clemente Orozco (18831949) Formative Years in the Narrative Graphic Tradition,” Bailey is invested in demonstrating
that Posada and Orozco were not indebted to European graphic models.87 According to Bailey,
these artists were looking to the Mexican narrative tradition: “The genesis in Mexico of the
satiric genre, including caricature, has usually been assigned to European sources, but the
evidence for this is only circumstantial.”88 She goes on to cite Escalante and his contemporaries
as Mexican sources for Orozco and Posada. However, Bailey’s assertion that nineteenth-century
Mexican graphic artists, specifically Escalante, developed independently of European caricature
and satire is simply not true. La Orquesta, for example, specifically engaged with the works of
Honoré Daumier, including the use of the pen name Robert Macaire (one of the characters
developed by Daumier in a print series appearing in Le Charivari) by Carlos Casarín. The
journal reprinted textual works by Balzac, George Sand and others, and printed many lithographs
by Escalante that point directly to European art forms and artists. One of strongest examples is
Escalante’s depiction of Napoleon III (Figures 10 and 11). In fact, Bailey’s discussion of the
characteristics of the narrative tradition, as mentioned above does not distinguish the mode of
graphic satire developed in nineteenth-century Mexico from European models other than to
highlight the Mexican subject matter. Bailey does, however, cursorily point to early Mexican
textual satire as a source of Mexican graphic satire, which does prove fruitful in uncovering
Mexican sources for Escalante’s lithographs.
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José Fernández de Lizardi and Satire
A closer look at the works of the first Latin American novelist José Joaquín Fernández de
Lizardi offers insight into the development of literary satire in Mexico and helps us to unpack the
antinomies of Escalante’s disruptive caricature. Lizardi’s fiction and journalism are early
manifestations of the Liberal agenda including the struggle for a free press and for individual
material, ethical, and intellectual development. Furthermore, he was unwavering in his
deployment of satire to expose social and political corruption. Lizardi’s use of wit and satire to
criticize social structures and promote Enlightenment ideals laid the groundwork for subsequent
socially and politically engaged writers, journalists, and artists in Mexico and Latin America.
Article 12 of the Spanish constitution of 1812 written by the Cortes of Cádiz abolished
the holy office of the Inquisition as an institution of censorship.89 The Cortes also drafted
specific language establishing a free press. Article 371 stated, “All Spaniards have the liberty to
write, print, and publish their political ideas without need for any prior license, review or
approval, in accordance with the restrictions and responsibility that may be established by
law.”90 Though the Cortes’ constitution was never fully ratified in Spain, several articles of the
document were briefly incorporated into Spanish law and extended to the nation’s colonies (New
Spain).91 During this initial short-lived period of relaxed censorship Lizardi introduced textual
satire through the colonial press of New Spain.92
On October 9, 1812, just five days after freedom of the press was decreed in Mexico
City, Lizardi published his first periodical and one of the nation’s first independent newspapers,
El Pensador Mexicano.93 In his early commentary, Lizardi declared himself an advocate of the
free press. His articles promoted the Liberal ideals of the Cortes and scathingly criticized viceregal policies and officials. By the ninth issue he called upon the viceroy, D. Francisco Venegas,
to spare revolutionary priests from trial by the military court. Censorship laws were promptly
tightened and Lizardi was jailed after a long episode of evading the authorities.94 In subsequent
publications he was barred from attacking the government but found his targets in the Church
and the hypocrisies of social customs. Lizardi blamed the Church for the ignorance of the masses
and he was open in his opposition to the Inquisition.95 Upon the defeat of Napoleonic forces and
the reinstatement of Ferdinand VII (December 30, 1814), the Inquisition was reestablished in
Spain and her colonies. Lizardi continued to publish pamphlets and periodicals but the press was
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progressively restricted, forcing the writer to turn to the novel. His El Periquillo Sarniento (The
Mangy Parrot) was printed and sold in installments throughout 1816. The fourth installment was
barred from publication for its support of the abolition of slavery.96 Though masked in fictional
form, Lizardi’s novel continued the social satire developed in El Pensador.
The protagonist in the novel, El Periquillo, narrates his life story in colonial Mexico
(New Spain). He begins by describing his upbringing in a family of low noble status possessing
little actual wealth. His doting mother wants him to have the education of a noble but his father
wants him to study a trade. After a childhood shaped by the opposing forces of superstition and
tradition espoused by the women in his life and the more rational approach of his father, he
grapples with taking a moral path versus one of corruption and laziness. He decides to pursue a
formal education and describes his interactions with both ineffective teachers and wise and
supportive mentors. Again and again he chooses the easier path leading to increasingly comedic
and unsavory situations. He tries his hand at an array of professions including priest (actually a
failed attempt to enter the priesthood), gambler, thief, apprentice to an apothecary, doctor, legal
clerk and others. Along the way he experiences some financial success and even manages to
marry. But he always falls prey to material and social temptations and squanders his gains or is
exposed as a phony. The results are disastrous including a stint in jail and several physical
altercations. Each moral mishap leads to outcomes that are both comic and tragic. Along the way
El Periquillo also encounters Indians, Blacks and the poorest classes. At times the protagonist
sees the good in particular racial groups and the lower classes, but the author’s prejudices surface
as the story unfolds. His assessments of backward tendencies, illiteracy and laziness demonstrate
that Lizardi was not exempt from race and class biases that permeated colonial society. Yet he
speaks out against the institution of slavery and develops characters from various racial groups to
demonstrate what he believed to be the redeeming qualities of the individual.
Lizardi uses his (anti)hero to describe and criticize hospitals, village systems,
monasteries, the courts, and other government and social structures. Through these descriptions
and the farcical episodes faced by El Periquillo, Lizardi exposes corruption at all levels of
society. Ultimately, the author argues that the Spanish government and education system build
class structures encouraging parasitic behavior and laziness.97 In his novel, Lizardi constructs a
didactic tool for expressing his opposition to superstition, tradition, and the privileges of the
creole semi-noble classes as well as his perception of incipient levels of unethical and immoral
behavior permeating Mexico toward the end of the colonial period. Though Lizardi primarily
deploys his novel as a weapon to expose corruption, he offers some glimpses of what an ideal
society would be like. According to Jean Franco, the world that Lizardi constructs in his novel is
divided into two classes: undeserving parasites and worthy, practical men. He juxtaposes
aristocratic values dominant in Colonial New Spain with emerging bourgeois values (the latter
fostering ideals of hard work, sobriety and industry).98 In one of the Periquillo’s adventures, for
example, he is sentenced to serve eight years in the Manila militia. Upon his return to Mexico, he
is shipwrecked and encounters what he considers to be a utopian society: an island where
citizens have access to education and are literate, practice a trade, and participate in a society
governed by the rule of law.
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Lizardi, according to Franco, “represents a new type of Spanish American, one for whom
the newspaper served as a weapon.” His life and his works reflect a knowledge of Spanish
Ilustrados (Enlightenment thinkers) Padre Benito Jerónimo Feijóo, Padre José Francisco de Isla,
and Diego de Torres Villarroel. He also looked to French intellectuals like Voltaire to “stimulate
a spirit of criticism which would awaken a demand for reforms.”99 In addition to criticizing
colonial social structures and the Church in particular, Lizardi’s works addressed topics often
associated with Enlightenment discourse including education and the individual. His efforts were
often met with retribution. For example, in 1822 Lizardi published Defensa de los
Francomasones (Defense of the Freemasons) for which he was excommunicated from the
Catholic Church.100
The parallels between Lizardi and later Mexican journalists like Casarín and Escalante
are clear. Though their works were published 40 years apart they were responding to particular
ideological debates and similar kinds of social, political and artistic shifts. Each wielded the
power of criticism, satire, and the press to fight for press freedoms, Enlightenment and Liberal
ideals such as the education and the material improvement of the individual, and for an
independent Mexican nation governed by the rule of law. They viciously attacked the
conservative royalist positions of their colonial past and sometimes emerged victorious but also
suffered the consequences of their actions including imprisonment and financial retribution.
While each of these parallels is significant, Lizardi’s impact on later journalists, writers, and
artists was one of his greatest contributions to the process of nation building.
Lizardi’s works are often considered in scholarship assessing the process of independent
nation building that took place in Mexico and other Latin American nations in the early
nineteenth century. In Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson, for example, turns to
Lizardi’s novel in his discussion of the decline of religious and dynastic systems out of which
and against which the conceptions of nationalism emerged.101 The idea of nation surfaced when
“Three fundamental cultural perceptions lost their grip on men’s minds”: the idea that a universal
language such as Latin (promoted by the Catholic Church) constructed privileged access to some
sort of larger truth; the belief that society revolved around a divinely sanctioned monarchic
center; and the belief that all humans shared an origin and predetermined fate.102 Anderson
defines the nation as, “an imagined political community - imagined as both inherently limited
and sovereign.” He goes on to say that community is necessarily “imagined” because individuals
see themselves as part of a fraternity of people despite the fact that they will never actually know
most members of that community. He uses the term “limited” to refer to the fact that a nation’s
boundaries are finite and beyond those boundaries are other nations. The term “community”, he
argues, represents the deeply held connection that individuals feel toward their nation despite the
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presence of inequality and exploitation.103 These imagined communities, according to Anderson,
do not simply grow out of and replace the old systems of monarchy and church. Rather, there
was a fundamental change in the ways in which the world was understood that made it possible
to “think” the nation.104 One of the fundamental shifts was how time was conceived. Earlier, he
argues, time had been viewed as embedded within a religious framework suggesting that events
occurred according to a determined path. The past and future were believed to occur in the
present as they were part of a larger plan known to a sovereign. With the advent of the
Enlightenment, a secular view of time (measured by the clock and the calendar) allowed for a
temporal understanding of events occurring coincidentally. Anderson argues that the temporality
of the novel was an analogue to the function of time in the imagined community, that is, the
nation. In the novel, characters move together through time without necessarily being aware of
one another. Similarly, individuals belonging to a nation move through history confident in the
fact that their compatriots are simultaneously engaged in similar activity.105
Anderson then turns to four specific examples including Lizardi’s El Periquillo Sarniento
to further expound upon his argument.106 He describes El Periquillo as a solitary hero moving
through a “sociological landscape of fixity that fuses the world inside the novel with the world
outside.”107 The types, geographies, customs, and institutions populating El Periquillo’s epic life
story were familiar to the colonial Mexican reader as their everyday life moved through a similar
space and time. The use of wit, irony, and satire spoke to the experience shared by Lizardi and
his readers. El Periquillo’s survey of social structures is varied but ultimately bounded in that it
is restricted to Mexico. Additionally, each system (religious, political, racial etc.) exists
separately, but all contribute to the “oppressiveness” of colonial society.108 Anderson quotes Jean
Franco’s assessment, “This text is a ferocious indictment of the Spanish administration in
Mexico: ignorance, superstition, and corruption are seen to be its most notable
characteristics.”109
The newspaper, Anderson argues, includes a whole host of events with actors who are
unaware of each other. The fundamental commonality between the news stories is the date on
which they occurred. Individuals and nations are presumed to move along in history though their
stories only appear sporadically in the news. The newspaper, sold on a larger scale, he argues, is
an “extreme form” of the novel. It also produces a ritual comprised of individuals who consume
the news, knowing that others are behaving similarly in their own private domains and even in
the public arenas of cafes, taverns, barbershops etc. Anderson concludes his chapter, “Cultural
Roots”:
No surprise then that the search was on, so to speak, for a new way of linking
fraternity, power and time meaningfully together. Nothing perhaps more
precipitated this search, nor made it more fruitful than print capitalism, which made it
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possible for rapidly growing numbers of people to think about themselves, and relate
themselves to others in profoundly new ways.110
Though much of Anderson’s analysis of nationalism in correlation to the decline of colonial
systems and the emergence of new modes of thinking in Mexico is firmly rooted in the early
nineteenth century and the struggle for independence, the ideological shifts he describes would
occupy much of the century. In particular, his discussion of how individuals understand their
participation in society is important for assessing Constantino Escalante’s prints.
In the chapter “Creole Pioneers,” Anderson trains his focus on the development of
nationalism in the New World. “All, including the USA were creole states, formed and led by
people who shared a common language and common descent with those against whom they
fought.” He poses the questions, “ Why was it precisely creole communities that developed so
early conceptions of their nation-ness - well before most of Europe?”111 “Why did colonial
provinces, usually containing large, oppressed, non-Spanish speaking populations, produce
creoles who consciously redefined these populations as fellow nationals?”112 “Why did the
Spanish American empire, which had existed calmly for almost three centuries, quite suddenly
fragment into eighteen different states?”113 Spain’s tightening control over her colonies and the
spread of liberal ideals based on the Enlightenment are often offered up as answers but according
to Anderson they do not represent the whole story. 114 Instead, he points to the original
administrative units that divided Latin America as contributing to the developing sense of nation.
These administrative units essentially created economic zones designed to ensure that all trade
was regulated through Spain.115 Another key factor was the social position of the creole
(Mexican born Spaniard) in Mexico. In the early nineteenth century, the creole outnumbered the
peninsulare (Spaniard born in Spain) by 70 to 1 yet creoles were limited in their mobility and
held very few official positions.116 Despite the fact that there was nothing to distinguish between
the creole and peninsulare other than where they were born geographically, the creole could
never be a true Spaniard and the Spaniard could never be an American.117 Creoles ultimately
presented a political problem for Spain. The Indians could be controlled through violence,
disease and conversion, but creoles had the same biological and historical experiences as the
peninsulares. According to Anderson they were simultaneously a “colonial community” and an
“upper class.” They were both exploited and key to maintaining colonial stability. The growth of
creole communities led to the formation of “visible social groups” that, Anderson argues, spurred
thinking that foreshadowed modern racism.118 Racial codes were constructed to exclude and
differentiate creoles. “It was only too easy from there to make the convenient, vulgar deduction
that creoles, born in a savage hemisphere, were by nature different from and inferior to the
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metropolitans - and thus unfit for higher office.”119 According to Anderson, the social tensions
inherent in the Mexican creole experience along with the emergence of print capitalism
(particularly the newspaper) played a key role in bringing about conceptions of Nationalism.120
In Satire in Colonial Spanish America: Turning the New World Upside Down Julie Greer
Johnson also views creole culture as instrumental in shifting thought patterns and political
structures in New Spain. Specifically, satire was a tool employed by creoles interacting with an
emerging popular culture and a growing national consciousness:
Satire is a discourse of the Other, and it was cultivated principally by creoles and
other like-minded individuals who endeavored subversively to disassemble the
hegemonic vision of the New World projected by the Peninsular Spaniard. The
critical tension satirists produced by juxtaposing the past with the present, rather than
imposing one upon the other, created a cultural and historical visibility for Americans
that was both edifying and amusing, and this new perspective highlighted quotidian
life and encouraged many residents to think constructively about themselves and their
relationship to authority.121
The Spanish Crown, she argues, promoted a vision of an idealized America in early colonial
texts. Satirical works represented a society that was racially and linguistically diverse and
heavily divided along class and political lines. The point was to enable readers to construct their
own ideas. Wit and humor became vehicles through which a new society could be transformed.
In Fernández de Lizardi and the Birth of the Novel, Nancy Vogeley argues that
decolonization is often accompanied by new habits of writing. The novel authorized new forms
of language usage and portrayed the Mexican individual in ways that broke from the images that
colonials had been assigned by the crown.122 These new forms of language and habits of writing
often accompany the decolonization process. She argues that the novel appeared in the latter part
of the eighteenth century because it represented an ability to utilize localized and familiar speech
which allowed for a revolutionary expressiveness, it gave voice to the colony’s new diversity,
and it awakened Mexicans to the constraints of colonial language which allowed for a transition
to a more temporally and geographically relevant portrayal of the Mexican self. 123
Anderson, Johnson, and Vogeley each make assessments regarding the advent of
independence and nation building that inform my examination of Escalante’s prints. They point
to shifting class, racial and social structures, new conceptions of the individual and time, and
new constructions of language. They each refer to Lizardi and satire as contributing to the
eruption of Mexican independence and the emergence of national identities. Though these shifts
were set in motion in the early nineteenth century, the full gravity of such developments would
reach far beyond the 1820s. As evidenced in Florencia Mallon’s Peasant and Nation: The
Making of Post-Colonial Mexico and Peru, the transition away from systemic colonial structures
was a complicated negotiation involving the kinds of shifts pointed out by Anderson, Johnson,
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and Vogeley. Mallon makes the case that nationalism is “a series of competing discourses in
constant formation and negotiation, bounded by particular regional histories of power
relations.”124 In her examination of peasant communities and their participation in state
formation in Mexico and Peru, she challenges the objectivity and truthfulness of “the nationalist
story told by the winners of the eighteenth- and nineteenth century scramble for power.”125 In
that story, she points out, proponents of nationalism put the interests of the nation before all else.
She argues instead, that
In families, communities, political organizations, regions and state structures, power
is always being contested, legitimated and redefined. Some projects, stories, or
interpretations are winning out over others: some factions are defeating others. The
interaction among different levels, locations, or organizations in a given society- say
between families and communities, communities and political parties, or regions and
a central state - redefines not only each one of these political arenas internally but
also the balance of forces among them.126
The Liberal press and artists such as Escalante participated in the larger conflicts discussed by
Mallon. The deployment of disruptive caricature as an effective political weapon was an
effectual development in the heavily contentious political arena in which Liberal factions were
vying for power.
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Chapter Two
Press Wars
From the inception of La Orquesta, Escalante deployed disruptive caricature as a weapon
in the fight to secure precarious press freedoms ushered in with the Juárez administration and
complicated by French occupation. Simultaneously, La Orquesta was embroiled in ideological
and political conflicts both with Conservative and Liberal leaning newspapers. These conflicts
often revolved around periodicals and daily newspapers acting as extensions of particular
political factions attempting to advance their influence both within their own parties and in the
national political arena. The battles among newspapers were multifaceted in that they grew not
only out of political expediency and new-found political capital but also out of each newspaper's
struggle to survive financially and to remain socially relevant in a Mexico City inundated with
printed material. Additionally, each publication had to negotiate fluctuating press laws and the
enforcement of those laws resulting in relationships among newspapers that were both
antagonistic in their struggle for political and financial stability yet aligned in their fight for a
free press and sometimes in the political positions they advanced.
Let us return to the frontispiece (Figure 1) in which the fight for a free press as well as
the conflicts among news publications appears. The text on the sign above the curtain reminds
readers of the guarantee of a free press set out in the Constitution of 1857. In the upper register
of the print, a group of mischievous satyrs hold up the sign while the satyr to the right points to
the text. The creatures' animated facial expressions as well as their fantastical nature suggest that
mischief abounds. The message conveyed by the sign could be interpreted as celebratory because
some of the half-human figures are laughing and smiling or perhaps as worrisome because other
satyrs have concerned expressions. Spatially, the print is also ambiguous. The group of satyrs in
the upper register occupy a seemingly impossible space in the setting - the folds at the top of the
curtain. These satyrs appear flat due primarily to Escalante's heavy use of contour line, vertical
lines, and crosshatching rather than shading. By comparison, the figures in the lower registers
demonstrate the artist’s keen ability to wield both line and shading to construct a more nuanced
sense of volume. The strangeness of the spatial arrangement is made apparent as massive nails
supporting the curtain appear to be hammered into a flat wall implying that the satyrs above are
floating with no anchor to a specifically delineated ground between the curtain and the wall. The
uncertainty of space and the loosely drawn creatures grouped around the Constitution work to
alert the viewer that the situation is fantastic. Not coincidentally, the constitutional promise of
freedom of the press also resides in this upper space. To the left, two other satyrs work on
securing the curtain and painting the announcement of La Orquesta on the drapery, rendering the
fabric a symbolic representation of the journal. These satyrs, however, are anchored spatially and
by the action of their work. The upper left figure sits atop a large nail with his hammer raised and
ready to strike. Below him another satyr clutches a rope, allowing him to hang mid air as he
paints the letter O. The last satyr in the print stands atop a drum just to the right of center stage.
His facial and somatic features, like the figure supported by the rope, are more defined than the
satyrs above due to the more complex and varied application of the lithographic crayon/pencil.
Their actions and expressions suggest both humor and mischief. As Casarín and Escalante look
on, the satyr holding up the curtain with one hand illuminates what is behind the curtain with a
candle. The two seated men, caricaturist and editor, are diminutively drawn appearing in the
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bottom left foreground. Already, in this first lithograph, Escalante begins the process of
rendering figures identifiable through multilayered constructions of bodily characteristics,
iconography, and text. With his uncanny ability to capture distinctive features both somatic and
material (hairstyle, clothing, props etc), Escalante leaves no doubt that the seated figures are
himself and his co-founding editor of La Orquesta. The exaggerated lithographic crayon and
writing plume were the material objects that Escalante would repeatedly use to identify himself
and Casarín. The inflated size of the instruments, the curtain, the nails, and the sheets of paper
strewn about draw attention to the slight stature of the human figures in the print. Escalante
intentionally manipulates scale and spatial arrangement to emphasize action such as writing,
drawing, hammering, and painting. He reveals what is behind the curtain while simultaneously
reducing the size of himself and Casarín. The diminution of the human figures does not,
however, diminish their roles as journalists. In fact the objective rendering of their facial features
draws attention to the fact that Escalante possesses agency in his role as a caricaturist and that
writers and artists of La Orquesta view the publication as an influential political force in the
public sphere.
The other identifiable figure is a caricatured visage of Francisco Zarco represented on
Escalante's large drawing pad. Zarco was appointed Minister of Foreign Relations in Benito
Juárez's cabinet of 1861. Previously, he was the editor in chief of the most widely circulated
independent Liberal newspaper El Siglo XIX and, for a short time, editor of the official
government backed daily newspaper, Boletín de Noticias. Politically, he was a Radical Liberal
(Puro) and a staunch constitutionalist who supported freedoms of the press and the separation of
Church and state, but he was also committed to defending Juárez against his opponents including
those in the Radical faction of the Liberal party. Escalante drew Zarco repeatedly in 1861, often
as one of Juárez's cabinet members involved in some sort of political chicanery. On April 13,
1861(Figure 12) Zarco appears as one of the puppets performing for the people. He is the figure
in the lower right corner of the puppet theater. The caption reads "National Puppet Theater:
Representation of a farce that is not very entertaining but quite interesting." On May 15,
1861(Figure 13), Zarco appears with Juárez again. This time, in a two-part caricature addressing
the depletion of the national treasury. The caption reads, "In January funds ran strong…In May it
looks dry." On March 27, 1861(Figure 14), Escalante depicts Zarco strumming a small harp as
he performs for his audience of three foreign diplomats. The trio is so enamored with Zarco's
"music" that they drop their financial "claims" depicted as sheets of paper falling from their
hands. The caption reads, "Zarco with his sweet discourse has made the claims of foreign
ministers fall." The depiction of Zarco as a performer creates an ambiguous reading of
Escalante's portrayal of him - it is not clear if his talents are to be celebrated or distrusted. The
March 27 print (Figure 14) also demonstrates Escalante's ability to employ variations of line and
shading to construct volume and space as well as a particular dynamism in his figures. The figure
with his back to the viewer, for example, is as animated as the other figures despite the fact that
his visage is completely concealed. Careful, and at times heavy, shading infuses fashion,
hairstyle, and expressive hands with active connotations. The textual cues including one of the
falling sheets of paper inscribed with the words "consulado Frances" and the caption identifying
the trio as foreign diplomats further help the viewer generally to understand who Zarco's
audience is (representatives of France, Great Britain and Spain) and to raise awareness regarding
Mexico's dire situation due to the national debt.
Returning to the Frontispiece (Figure 1), Escalante's position in the lithograph and the
drawing that he holds suggest that Zarco or at least his journalistic and political actions are what
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is being revealed behind the curtain. Escalante's caricature of Zarco stands in stark contrast with
the more pictorial renderings of his own face and Casarín's as well as the more fanciful
depictions of the Satyrs. Zarco is drawn in profile to emphasize a large, hooked nose and
diminished chin. A strong, clearly delineated contour line with little shading strengthens the
effect of the contrast and highlights the simplicity of line in Zarco’s image. Photographs of Zarco
(Figure 15) and even other caricatures such as the March 27 print (Figure 14) reveal that
Escalante was exaggerating some characteristics that the minister did indeed possess, but the
enlarged hooked nose is clearly meant to be a humorous jab at Zarco's character. The
Constitution of 1857 and the image of Zarco represent reform and new press laws that created
the conditions necessary for publications like La Orquesta to come into existence. On the other
hand, the print implies that what is going on behind the scenes is not always what it appears. In
fact, the viewer can only see what is behind the curtain through the writing and caricature
produced by Escalante and Casarín. La Orquesta acts as a vehicle for communicating and
interpreting the lack of transparency of Juárez's administration though, at this point, not Juárez
himself. The playful misbehavior of the satyrs and the partial exposure of what lurks behind the
curtain imply that larger more sinister forces are at play. The print reinforces the sentiment that
constitutional guarantees of a free press were far from secure.
Regulating the Press
The debates surrounding press freedoms involved the Cádiz Cortes of 1812 which
guaranteed citizens the freedom to write, print, and publish their political ideas.127 According to
Pablo Piccato in The Tyranny of Opinion: Honor in the Construction of the Mexican Public
Sphere, however, press freedoms throughout the nineteenth century were accompanied by
standards of regulation including restrictions against slander, subversion, and immorality.128
Though legislation emerged beginning in 1812, the simultaneous threat and protection of
regulation persisted throughout the course of Escalante's print production. According to Piccato,
Press legislation, in Cádiz as much as in Mexico City, was the product of European,
particularly French, examples that were never characterized by coherence and
durability. Except for the English case, there was an abundance of regulations whose
duration was tied to that of governments issuing them. Even though the Cádiz laws
were an example of openness, subsequent Spanish laws were characterized by
expansive definitions of abuses of the press, including political, allegorical and
personal attacks, and increasing censorship. The central concern of most of these
regulations was political control, rather than the protection of reputations.129
Press juries tasked with the responsibility of regulating the press were established in Mexico as
well as Spain and France. These juries inhabited the precarious position between "enlightened
freedom and the demands of political control."130 According to Piccato, press freedoms were
generally supported more by Liberal regimes. Ultimately, however, these freedoms were
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determined by the "perceived threat posed by the press to the factions in control of
government."131
The format of the press jury in Mexico was redesigned in 1828 under the presidency of
Vicente Guerrero. Municipal authorities received complaints against the press and would present
those complaints to a jury of nine eligible citizens. Jury members were required to be residents of
the city, to be able to read and write, and to possess at least four thousand pesos or a trade paying
at least one thousand pesos per year. Political, military and Church leaders were excluded.132 The
jury was tasked with verifying the complaint and determining whether or not the publication was
subversive, immoral or slanderous. If the material was found to be in violation the case would
enter the criminal judicial system in which judges would take over the process of suspending the
publication and identifying the persons responsible. In the case of subversive materials,
individuals were arrested. Depending on the outcome of the judge’s conclusion, a second twelveperson jury could be called to sentence the offenders. The accused were afforded rights such as
being able to post bail, address the judge and jury, and reject certain jury members.133
From 1828 to 1856, this system was used intermittently, often interrupted by constantly
shifting regimes and military conflicts. The process, however, was reinstated and became law
under the Constitutional Congress of 1856-57 in articles 6 and 7 that guaranteed the freedom to
express ideas if those ideas do not violate "respect of private life, morality and public peace."134
Ignacio Comonfort, acting president, staged a coup rejecting the Constitution and set off the
Three Years War. Upon Liberal victory in 1861, Juárez and his administration reinstated the
Constitution of 1857. Almost immediately Juárez and Francisco Zarco announced, in great
detail, the legal framework regulating the press in Article 7 of the Constitution. In many ways,
greater protections were afforded to journalists. Changes included infractions being redefined as
misdemeanors rather than crimes, and the maximum sentence for those found guilty was reduced
to twelve months in prison or exile from the state.135 Income requirements for jurors were
removed. The overall process, however, remained the same. Also, just as previous
administrations had done, Juárez suspended the press jury due to the threat of foreign
intervention. In order to enforce debt payments, Great Britain, France and Spain signed the
Tripartite Convention of London in October 1861 establishing joint occupation of major ports.
Consequently, Juárez's efforts to advance a constitutional system and stabilize the nation were
thwarted. In December 1861, Congress approved Juárez's request to enact extraordinary powers
for the executive in an effort to defend against foreign occupation. These powers included
prosecuting any citizens who supported intervention.136
Once the French forced Juárez out of the capital city in 1863, press laws were once again
thrust into chaos. In 1864 all publications were banned while new laws were drafted. The press
jury was not included in Maximilian's press codes of 1865 and 1867. The regulations of 1867
were particularly prohibitive in that they did not allow for the criticism of public officials and did
not allow journalists to present evidence in their defense. Upon Juárez's return to power in 1867,
the press legislation of 1861 was wholly reinstated.137 Though Juárez is often characterized as
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championing increased freedoms of the press, the reality was not so clear-cut. According to Elba
Chavez Lomelí in Lo publico y lo privado en los impresos decimonónicos: libertad de imprenta
(1810-1882), press laws from 1861 to 1862 were not as reformed as scholars often imply. The
regulation of the press remained under the auspices of the constitutional congress. The reformed
laws eradicated concepts of sedition and subversion and replaced them with regulations based on
public order. Essentially, any publication that incited citizens to break the law or to disobey
legitimate authorities was considered an abuse punishable by incarceration at least 20 miles away
from the locale of said abuse.138
La Orquesta, its editors, proprietors, writers, and artists like Escalante negotiated press
laws and the regulations used to enforce those laws throughout their existence. But it was during
the Second Empire that Escalante was imprisoned in a cage and transported from Pachuca to
Mexico City as part of his punishment for his caricatures of Maximilian and his administration.
The newspaper was also under constant threat of fines and warnings. On July 8, 1865, for
example, La Orquesta received an advertencia or warning for an article entitled El duelo de la
patria (The Pain of the Nation).139 Despite various government’s attempts to regulate and
suppress free expression and journalistic production, newspapers continued to play a significant
role in shaping public opinion and government itself. While the official press worked to
legitimize the administration in power and manage public opinion, oppositional press outlets
often criticized those in power and advanced their own agendas in the public sphere.
The Foundations of an Oppositional Press
Lizardi's fiction and journalistic works as well as the satiric publications that followed
offer clues for unpacking the role that textual and visual satire played in Mexican newspapers
particularly in terms of understanding shifting views of the individual and public discourse.
Other non-satirical news outlets also fought for press freedoms and to advance their own political
agendas, a tradition that began with the very first newspapers published in Mexico. The satirical
press must be placed in this context of the larger press in order to more fully uncover the
multivalent journalistic engagement with various levels of conflict that would persist through the
nineteenth century. Carlos Maria de Bustamante's Diario de Mexico was the first daily
newspaper published in Mexico beginning in 1805. The publication reported on political events
and included light literature, poetry, announcements and advertisements.140 Later, Bustamante
would support the rebels in their quest for independence. According to Henry Lepidus in "The
History of Mexican Journalism," the struggle for independence beginning in 1810 ushered in a
new era of journalism in Mexico.141 On September 16, 1810 Father Miguel Hidalgo launched the
decades’ long struggle against Spain with his famous grito de dolores (cry to action).142 By
December of that same year he founded El Despertador Americano (The American Awakener) in
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Guadalajara with Francisco Severo Maldonado as editor.143 In an attempt to gain more followers,
the first issue was addressed to all inhabitants of America. It outlined the wrongs waged against
Mexicans by Europeans and called for all to rise up in rebellion against Spain. Only seven issues
were published before royalist forces took Guadalajara and publicly condemned and burned all
available issues of the newspaper on February 4, 1811. Hidalgo was killed by firing squad while
Maldonado was captured and forced to create a royalist newspaper, El Telégrafo de Guadalajara
in which he had to write in opposition to the uprising.144
Andres Quintana Roo and Dr. Jose Maria Cos took up the insurgent cause and launched
El Illustrador Nacional in 1811 and a year later El Seminario Patriótico. On June 1, 1812, the
colonial government issued an official proclamation prohibiting the reading of insurgent
newspapers with the penalty of severe punishment including excommunication from the
Church.145 By the end of 1812, with the constitution written by the Cortes of Cádiz, press
freedoms became plausible for the first time. Short lived small newspapers as well as established
publications including Lizardi's El Pensador Mexicano flooded the streets of Mexico. Press
freedoms endured for only 63 days before viceroy Francisco Xavier Venegas suspended press
laws and the Constitution of 1812 as a whole, citing Lizardi's direct insult from December 3,
1812 as just cause.146 The next decade of struggle played out on both the battlefield and in the
pages of the press as royalists and insurgents rushed to launch newspapers with the distinct
purpose of winning public support. The political urgency of these early newspapers laid the
groundwork for a Mexican press that would continue to take up political battles throughout the
nineteenth century.
The Early Satirical Press
While works such as Lizardi’s ignited new ways of shaping culture and politics, little
literary satire was published after Independence. Despite constantly shifting limits on the press,
some independent newspapers emerged and the introduction of lithography in 1826 led to a rich
production of popular graphic satire.147 In the 1840s Ignacio Díaz Triujeque's biweekly, El
Calavera, ushered in the practice of producing textual and visual commentary that was highly
critical of social and political developments. El Calavera was short-lived (just 31 issues were
published) as its editors were arrested and charged with "fomenting disunion, inciting a
revolution, lowering the prestige of the supreme magistrate, becoming involved in the private
lives of public officials and making fun of those officials' physical defects."148 Another satirical
journal, El Tio Nonillo, was launched in 1849. Not only was the newspaper published from the
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same address, it carried on the textual and visual satire found in El Calavera. This time however,
the editors as well as the artists managed to remain anonymous. The Church and Conservative
monarchists were El Tio Nonillo's primary targets.149
El Telégrafo was founded by Alfredo Bablot, a respected French journalist. The biweekly journal circulated in Mexico City from April 1852- April 1853 and included lithographic
caricatures drawn by H. Mendez.150 Mendez was briefly a student at the Academy of San Carlos
and he studied lithography with the first generation of Mexican lithographers including Hipolito
Salazar and Hesiquio Iriarte.151 Though short lived, El Telégrafo introduced French and English
caricature to Mexico City and like La Orquesta was modeled after Philipon's Le Charivari in its
layout and publication of visual and textual political satire. Bablot was a prominent music critic
and later became director of the conservatory.152 The "newspaper-magazine," according to the
introduction in the first issue, sought to present itself as an independent, impartial, and nonpartisan purveyor of Mexican culture and politics.153 According to Helia Emma Reyna Bonilla,
however, the publication was undoubtedly committed to Liberal ideals and Bablot was
associated with some of the great Liberal thinkers and journalists of the time including Vicente
Riva Palacio.154 El Telégrafo, however, did not embark upon the kinds of systematic political
campaigns in favor of or against individual politicians or policies that previous and later
publication like La Orquesta did.155 Bablot also exercised a significant amount of control over
the themes and style developed in the caricatures he published. Under Bablot's direction the vast
majority of Mendez's prints were directly derived from works by artists such as Charles Vernier,
Daumier, and Cham.156 Figures 16-19 demonstrate Mendez's attempts to mimic Daumier's prints.
The titles and captions of the Mendez lithographs were changed to imbue them with Mexican
references but visually Mendez remained relatively true to Daumier's originals in these images.
There are a few examples, however, of Mendez adapting Daumier's images to depict Mexican
figures and events. One such example is a depiction of Mexican president Mariano Arista and an
allegorical figure of the Mexican nation as the New Belisarius (Figure 20). Daumier's New
Belisarius is a direct source despite figural substitutions (Figure 21). According to Bonilla
Reyna, Mendez was the first Mexican artist to introduce the style of French caricature to Mexico
in his work published in El Telégrafo.157 These direct copies of French prints demonstrate not
only the influence of the French tradition of caricature and journalism in Mexico but also the
availability and circulation of such images. Escalante too borrowed from great French
caricaturists but, as will be explored in subsequent chapters, he more frequently appropriated a
variety of sources, themes and visual languages to construct an ambiguous, layered and
disruptive visual assessment of his Mexico.
These early satirical publications, though sporadic, set the stage for what would become a
strong popular journalistic and graphic tradition enduring to the present day. Irony, caricature,
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and satire (both visual and textual) were here mobilized by Liberals to further the national
project of building a modern state ideologically associated with material progress, reason, and
the rule of law.158 The explosion of satirical journals during the Reforma speaks to the
strengthening political voice that grew out of these earlier publications. According to Rafael
Barajas,
In more than one sense, the history of Mexican combat caricature is also the history of
the Liberals, of its press and the struggle against censorship. But at the same time, it is
part of Liberal thought - progressive and revolutionary, the combat "clowns" convert
the Liberal discourse progressive and revolutionary into their own. It is fair to
consider the actors of Mexican combat caricature civil heroes that defend, at any cost,
ideas and the right to express them.159
Mendez's prints and El Telégrafo fell prey to the press laws advanced by Antonio Lopez de
Santa Anna (president intermittently from 1833-1855) but in its short run ushered in a textual
and visual language that would shape Liberal publications for years to come.160
The Press in the 1860s
By the 1860s, official newspapers were primarily partisan political publications that were
just as ephemeral as the constantly revolving leadership of Mexico. In 1861, following Liberal
victory and Juárez's rise to the presidency, Boletin de Noticias edited by Francisco Zarco, La
Union Federal, and the Diario del Gobierno de la Republica Mexicana with Manuel Zamacona
as editor in Chief made up the official press of the government. Zamacona continued to publish
the Diario del Gobierno de la Republica in San Luis Potosi when the French captured Mexico
City in 1863.161 During the Second Empire, Maximilian's Diario del Imperio as well as the
Periódico Official became government sanctioned news sources.162
In addition to the official daily press and independent publications including the satirical
press, there were several foreign language newspapers published in Mexico City during the
second half of the nineteenth century with French publications being the most prevalent.
According to Laurence Coudart, 1860-1880 was the most important and prolific period for
French language publications in Mexico City with 16 periodicals introduced during the period.163
La Trait d'Union (after 1858 Le courier Français), L'Estafette, Gazette Officielle de L'Empire
Mexican, L'ere Nouvelle, La France Libérale, La Tribune, and La Nouvelliste were all in
circulation for at least some portion of the 1860s. La Trait d'Union had the longest run from
1849-1867 and L'Estafette, founded by Charles Barres, was in circulation from 1859-1866.164
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Escalante and the Press
The daily newspaper, as Richard Terdiman describes it in Discourse/Counterdiscourse,
"stands as a sign of dominant discourse self-confidently bodied forth."165 He identifies the
satirical newspaper and caricature as a "brilliant form of subversion."166 In 1861-62 Mexicans
witnessed the launch of numerous independent newspapers featuring textual and visual political
satire like La Pulga, La Aurora, El Domingo, La Madre Celestina, El Titere, El Palo de Ciego,
La Campana, Fray Trápala, and La Orquesta.167 Scholars and historians of the period, including
Anderson, tend to point to moments of increased levels of publication to make a case for shifting
national identities and conceptions of the individual. Escalante's depictions of himself and other
journalists engaged in spirited arguments regarding political developments certainly corroborate
the decisive role that the press played in shaping public opinion and government. But they also
depict the constant battle in which journalists engaged in order to print and disseminate political
criticism as well as the setbacks many publications faced. Just as he commented on the victories
and defeats of political factions and parties, Escalante passionately participated in the conflicts
among journalists. While engaging in bitter conflict with these publications, he also shared in
their struggle for press freedoms, survival, and relevance.
On June 12, 1861 (Figure 22), just a few months after La Orquesta began publication,
Escalante depicted the precarious situation journalists faced. The caption reads, "The press of the
capital city in the final moments of freedom of printing." An unidentified figure wearing a
phrygian cap, the quintessential symbol of the struggle for freedom, lays on his death bed as
several journalists congregate around him to pay their final respects. A funerary carriage awaits
outside the interior space.168 At the head of the bed, the dying allegory is flanked by two editors.
On the right, Carlos Barres, the French journalist and editor of L'Estaffete faces the other
journalists with arms crossed. In 1861, Barres remained neutral on the then nascent threat of
French intervention, but he would later side with Maximilian.169 To the left of the bed is Casarín,
editor of La Orquesta with his signature plume and violin. Casarín is recognizable through these
symbolic objects as well as the obvious handkerchief inscribed with the label La Orquesta he
clutches in his left hand. At the foot of the bed, Santiago Hernandez represents his publication
entitled Guillermo Tell (William Tell) as the handkerchief held in his hand clearly signals. Just
behind him stands Constantino Escalante toting a music box labeled La Orquesta and his
signature lithographic crayon. The practice of repeatedly representing individuals, providing
textual clues and labels, and linking individuals to certain objects and situations allows viewers
to identify particular figures even when they are obscurely drawn. Through text and image,
Escalante codified physical features including clothing and hair style to such an extent that he
was confident that his viewers would recognize even the most economical drawings of particular
figures. The men in the print are solemn as they mourn the death of the free press. This work
marks the moment when Juárez enacted extraordinary presidential powers, including restrictions
on the press in response to the threat of foreign intervention and the assassination of Liberal
commander Santos Degollado and Minister Melchor Ocampo at the hands of Conservatives.170
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On December 7, 1861 (Figure 23), Escalante revisits a similar though more animated
scene. The caption reads, "Scenes of customs. A wake." Seated in the far right background,
Escalante and Casarín of La Orquesta strum very large string instruments. To the left of
Escalante sits Juan Antonio Mateos, a novelist, playwright and journalist, whose articles
appeared in such liberal journals as El Monitor Republicano, El Siglo XIX, El Imparcial, and
later La Orquesta.171 He is in conversation with Vicente Riva Palacio who refused Benito
Juárez's offer to become Minister of Finance in 1861 but continued to be an active figure in
politics and journalism while becoming one of the nation's elite literati. Mateos became editor of
La Orquesta in March 1865 and Riva Palacio took the same position in 1867 demonstrating that
the relationships of journalists to particular publications was also an ever shifting negotiation.172
Wearing a pointed hat is Ignacio Ramírez who briefly served as Juárez's Minister of Justice and
Minister of Development in 1861.173 Ramírez faces Guillermo Prieto who was associated with El
Siglo XIX. The last in the row of seated figures is Francisco Zarco, then Juárez's Minister of
Internal Affairs, looking down and mourning the body of Manuel Zamacona. Both Zarco and
Zamacona were editors of El Siglo XIX. Zamacona was Juárez's Minister of Foreign Relations
from July-November of 1861.174 He was forced to resign after congress rejected a treaty to repay
foreign debt that he brokered with British Minister to Mexico, Sir Charles Wyke.175 Zamacona's
corpse, in Escalante's lithograph, does not represent an actual physical death but the death of a
political appointment and the end of the alliance between Zamacona and Juárez.
In the center foreground Guillermo Prieto, Juárez's minister of Finance dances with
Santiago Hernandez, caricaturist and editor of Guillermo Tell (William Tell). A lightly rendered
caricature of Juárez tacked up on the wall presides over the crowd and makes the viewer aware
of the president's influence over many of the figures in this group. Escalante builds visual tension
by juxtaposing the movement of the dancers and the stasis of many of the seated figures and
Zamacona's lifeless body. Though not as animated as the dancers, Escalante and Casarín strum
their instruments and Casaríns's raised crossed left leg corresponds with Hernandez's left leg also
raised off the ground as he executes a dance step. The legs of both men are depicted with a
stronger contour line, clearly delineated objective strokes, and little shading. The implication of
motion and light attracts the attention of the viewer and suggests that Escalante, Casarín and
Hernandez belong to the same camp. At the moment it is Hernandez who is dancing with one of
the most powerful men in Mexico. The trio seated behind the dancers are more attenuated with
less definition, creating both a subdued sense of depth in the image as well as a juxtaposition
with the detailed likenesses of the other bodies. Each of these juxtapositions works to highlight
the relationships between the individuals pictured in the print and to emphasize the negotiations
that take place between the press and government officials. According to Brian Hamnett,
Juárez's cabinet of 1861 was the most radical of his entire presidency. It included Zarco
at Internal and Foreign Affairs, Ramírez at Justice and Public Instruction, and Prieto at
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Finance. Juárez could count on the support of radical deputies in Congress and the
radical element in the military. This combination proved effective enough to sustain
Juárez in the presidency. With such an array of radical support, Juárez was able to hold
off the charge that he had halted the Reform process. In such a way, he was able to divide
and confuse the opposition to him within his own party.176
Escalante wages a whole range of layered criticisms targeting government, specific policies and
the press itself. He brings attention to Zamacona’s dismissal in order to display Juárez’s sinister
plot to subdue the Radical Liberal agenda by offering some members of the faction key posts.
Zamacona’s death is also a rebuke of the failure of the Mexican government to negotiate the
foreign debt issue. Finally, Escalante exposes the complex relationship between the press and the
government. The dance that they have entered into is complex and, based on Escalante’s
assessments, both press figures and politicians engage in forging alliances in order to advance
their own agendas or thwart those of their enemies.
The December print was not Escalante's first lithograph exposing the intimate
relationships between writers and politicians by partnering them off. On October 12, 1861
(Figure 24), Escalante more explicitly depicts the pairs present in the December print as couples.
This time Riva Palacio and Mateos appear in the foreground. They are followed by their
offspring tended by a nanny. The three small children represent literary works and journalistic
projects that came out of the partnership. Their relationship is so intimately entrenched that they
are like a long-time married couple. In the background are Ramírez now paired off with Prieto
and to the left are Zarco and Zamacona. The caption reads, "The marriage of politics and
literature." Riva Palacio, Ramírez and Zamacona are clearly depicted as the masculine half of
each pairing based on their coat tails, pants and top hats implying that they are the dominant
figures in each relationship. Mateos, Prieto and Zarco, all are depicted as women in long dresses
and bonnets suggesting that they are submissive and weaker. The figures were similarly clothed
and paired in the December 7 print (Figure 23) featuring a dominant masculine figure set beside
a feminine, more passive counterpart. In both prints Escalante constructs a not so subtle
humorous jab as he works to reveal how writers and the press are in bed with government
officials.
Returning to the December 7 print (Figure 23), it is significant that Zarco is mourning the
death of his counterpart, Zamacona. As discussed above, Zarco and Zamacona were not just
political figures. They also served as proponents of the official press and Zarco was the
government figure most responsible for shaping press laws in Mexico. Though both men were
Radical Liberals, they were being used as political figures and journalists by the Juárez
administration in an attempt to alleviate tensions between Liberal factions threatening Juárez's
hold on the presidency. According to Piccato,
What they did (and what defines the importance of journalists in nineteenth-century
Mexico) was exercise their unrivaled ability to move between multiple fields (literary,
political, bureaucratic) and come back strengthened by the trip. This was a practical
virtue, not an ideological function: their influence was more a product of their
relationship with public opinion, than a product of their role as mouthpieces of
sovereignty. In other words, it was not a stable position in Mexican society that defined
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them, but the relations they engaged in, at multiple levels and political moments, with
other actors.177
Zarco as a figure in the Frontispiece, the October 12 print (Figure 24), and the December 7 print
(Figure 23) serves as just one example of the shifting multivalent relationships between the
government and the press but also the conflicts among press figures themselves. In the December
7 print (Figure 23), Escalante and Casarín are the only journalists not directly tied to a politician
in office or an official government news publication. Thus Escalante advances the critique that
his journalistic counterparts are directly indebted to certain political figures while La Orquesta is
not. Escalante was claiming a certain level of autonomy to convince viewers that La Orquesta
was more objective. We know, of course, that this is not true as is evidenced by the fact that
some of the figures in these prints later became editors, proprietors, and contributors connected
with La Orquesta. The print also furthers the notion that Escalante and La Orquesta were
invested in advancing what was promised in the initial announcement; they "play" to influence
the government. At times, the government figures they criticized were not only Conservatives
and Moderate Liberals but proponents of their own Radical Liberal faction and even members of
the press as was the case with Zarco and Zamacona.
Some of the most heated battles waged in the pages of La Orquesta, however, were
aimed at particular journalists and their publications. The conservative El Amigo del Pueblo and
Pajaro Verde as well as official newspapers like El Siglo XIX were the primary targets. French
journalist Barres and his L'Estafette were also frequent prey. The conflicts that emerged revolved
around individual political figures and their policies, attacks against journalists and their
publications, and the ways each newspaper promoted itself and its own political allies. Each
publication was compelled to represent itself as a vehicle for objective analysis and commentary
that deserved the trust and support of the larger public. Their goal was to maintain legitimacy as
both a political actor and cultural force.
In Escalante's June 1, 1861 print (Figure 25), a partially inanimate figure with a head of a
magic lantern and a human body sits clasping his knees in front of a screen. Behind the screen
two kneeling men with terrified expressions comprise the audience looking on. The text in the
upper register of the screen reads "El Amigo del Pueblo" and in the lower register, "The final
hour!" The lantern illuminates a long procession of bodies that appears to the audience as ghosts,
demons, or skeletons. The caption of the print states, "El Amigo del Pueblo presents ghosts and
shadows with his magic lantern as if they are real." The image and text leave no doubt that
Escalante aimed to portray the conservative paper as an unreliable source.
The magic lantern was a precursor to the film projector. It is not precisely known when
the technology was introduced in Mexico though there are references to the machines as early as
the seventeenth century. It was not until the 1860s that the magic lantern was used to produce
widely attended public entertainments. In her book, Intersected Identities: Strategies of
Visualization in Nineteenth- and Twentieth Mexican Culture, Erica Segre describes the magic
lantern as:
A device which, in its long history was associated with magic trickery and pedagogy
proving itself an excellent publicizing medium. Since the French Revolution, lantern
shows had provided instructive spectacle or illusionistic sensation (phantasmagoria
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effects), illustrating scientific lectures, popular story telling, and moral catechisms
through visual parables. They had also been turned into vehicles of ideological
propaganda and political satire.178
In addition to serving as a form of popular entertainment and a vehicle for the dissemination of
various types of information, the magic lantern also became a metaphor for a particular social
type. Specifically the lantern was linked to a popular trade having rural ties. Like gypsies,
lanternists travelled the countryside with a magic lantern strapped to their backs purveying
popular spectacles. The lanternist also became a literary type in both French and Mexican
texts.179 Escalante wields the fantastical and cultural signification of the magic lantern to bring
into question the legitimacy, trustworthiness, and objectivity of El Amigo del Pueblo and its
journalists.180 Escalante uses a modern popular entertainment to criticize the Conservative
publication by equating their reportage with the sensationalism of the phantasmagoria. He
implies that El Amigo del Pueblo not only intentionally misleads its readers, but fills their minds
with the kind of false superstition that Liberals often ridiculed.
Returning to the lithograph (Figure 25), the two figures on the right are roughly drawn
and appear strikingly crude in comparison to some of the naturalistic renderings of many of
Escalante's figures. Though Escalante uses some shading and modeling to create a subtle sense
of somatic volume, the figures appear relatively flat as they cower in fear in response to what
they see emanating from the screen. The show was especially intended to elicit such a reaction.
The audience is rendered as unsophisticated and easily manipulated as Escalante depicts them
being duped by El Amigo del Pueblo. Escalante's varied use of line in the figure that is a
metaphor for the magic lantern, on the other hand, demonstrates the artist's command of the
lithographic medium. The controlled and careful layering of line and shading intensifies the
sense that El Amigo del Pueblo possesses agency and asserts its power intentionally to
manipulate the public.
Beginning with the feet, Escalante builds dark tones with a softer lithographic crayon. At
the hem of the pants a controlled amount of grease is applied to the stone creating a dark outline
and some concentrated shadow. Moving up the figure’s shin, Escalante employs a looser
rendering of line to create some tonal variation but still allowing for areas of white. Making his
way up the body, Escalante continues to build tone by drawing parallel lines closer and closer
together resulting in an increasingly darker tone. At the shoulders, arms and neck, closely drawn
lines dissolve into heavily shaded areas formed by gradually building up the grease on the stone.
These parallel lines and heavily shaded areas are confined within the contours of the body. But
suddenly, the pattern is broken by a visage wholly represented in geometric form - the square
and the cylinder. Escalante draws further attention to the interruption by minimizing tonal value
and emphasizing contour line and extremely subtle shading. The hat atop the camera/face picks
up where the pattern left off at the neck of the figure finishing the composition with the hat at the
center of the print attracting considerable attention from the viewer. The ambiguous ground
blending into the background with loosely and lightly drawn trees creates a subtle sense of depth
while further emphasizing the contained lines that produce the erect posture of the lantern figure,
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the strong geometric shapes in the composition, and the darker tones of the hat. The juxtaposition
of line and tonal value as well as geometric and organic shape is essential to Escalante's
caricatured figure representing the newspaper El Amigo del Pueblo. The screen separating the
camera figure from the audience also serves as a surface for projecting the light emanating from
the camera. The light itself and the stark white it projects onto the screen were accomplished by
lightly applying grease to the stone and perhaps by scraping grease away in certain areas. Here
again there is a juxtaposition between the snaking line of figures reflected onto the screen and the
geometric shapes produced by the screen and the reflection of light (rectangle, oval and triangle).
The multivalent rendering of perspective forces the viewer simultaneously to grapple with the
line of figures receding into the background shone on the screen, the audience behind the screen
and the ambiguity of the landscape. Though the viewer is forced to contend with multiple layers
of representation, in this case, the target of Escalante's criticism is not at all ambiguous.
Escalante's allusion to the magic lantern could be read as a reference to modern technological
spectacle and literary satire, but the visual and textual clues present throughout the lithograph
make it clear that Escalante's aim was to undermine the credibility of El Amigo del Pueblo.
Escalante turned his attention to another conservative paper, El Pajaro Verde, on June 22,
1861(Figure 26). The caption reads, " A subscriber: I ask you citizen, what happened to the
Pajaro Verde. It has not come for a long time. Him: Who knows madam. It probably left for
Europe.” El Pajaro Verde was launched in March 1861. It closed its doors in June of the same
year but returned during the Second Empire (1863). The publication was opposed to reform and
spoke out against the Constitution of 1857.181 The male figure strangling the pajaro (bird) behind
his back is Santiago Hernandez, a liberal journalist and caricaturist for several publications
including El Espectro, El Perico and El Palo Ciego. He became the primary caricaturist for La
Orquesta after Escalante's death in 1868.182 The young man is responsible for killing the bird, a
symbol of the newspaper mentioned by the woman. Hernandez feigns innocence in his claim to
be ignorant of what happened to the publication. The farcical encounter reiterates the contentious
relationships among news publications. In this instance the Liberals had the upper hand. As in
the June 1 print (Figure 25), Escalante depicts an unidentified reader/viewer in the June 22 print.
In this case, however, Escalante's figure is depicted very differently. In fact, he echoes the visual
language of Daumier (See Figure 21). Unlike his predecessor, Mendez, Escalante co-opts
Daumier's approach rather than simply mimicking it. The organic lines and subtle shading used
to create the expressive and aged face of the woman is set in tension with the male figure
constructed almost entirely with contour lines and almost no shading. The juxtaposition
produced by the different approaches heightens the sense of false innocence on the part of the
young man and confusion on the part of the old woman.
As evidenced in Escalante's prints that target conservative publications, a whole range of
political, cultural, and artistic references are used to construct a witty and critical approach to
caricature with the intention of disrupting the dissemination of ideas opposed by La Orquesta
and Radical Liberals. The conservative press, however, were not the only publications targeted.
El Siglo XIX was founded in 1841 by Ignacio Cumplido. As an arm of the Liberal party, it was
one of the most prominent papers in publication through 1896.183 As a partisan paper, El Siglo
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XIX primarily published polemical texts. But it also published foreign and national news, articles
on science and history, and literary works including poetry. It also included Supreme Court
decisions and a financial section.184 Francisco Zarco was director of the newspaper for many
years and remained a contributing writer throughout his life.185
In Escalante's August 3, 1861 print, the caption reads, "Don Quixote after a thousand
labors and adventures encounters his love Dulcenea and the good Sancho laughs and scoffs with
both cheeks” (Figure 27). The figure identified as Sancho is Ignacio Cumplido. Though it is
impossible to be sure, the kneeling figure, Don Quixote is probably Francisco Zarco. His
Dulcenea is represented by Jesús González Ortega whose head peaks out of a wallet labeled
"relations." In 1861, Ortega was a member of Juárez's administration serving as the Minister of
War and the Navy. In that same year he became chief of the Supreme Court.186 According to
Barajas, Juárez's ministers were often depicted as anthropomorphized wallets reducing them to
material objects and sources of funds that were often misused. Zarco's mule wears a saddle strap
with the label El Siglo XIX further helping the viewer to identify the kneeling figure with the
watermelon head as the editor of the Liberal leaning newspaper. Zarco had been Juárez's
Minister of Foreign Relations from January - May of 1861, but at this point he did not hold a
political office. Escalante, once again, criticizes the relationships between the government (in
control of Moderate Liberals) and the press. He also points out that many partisan newspapers
were financially dependent upon the government and therefore indebted to particular officials.
Escalante's disruptive caricature enlists a whole range of visual and textual techniques.
He creates several visual metaphors: Zarco is a watermelon, Gonzalez Ortega is a wallet, and not
by coincidence, El Siglo XIX is represented as an ass. Don Quixote, one of the most celebrated
examples of literary satire is enlisted to reveal both Zarco's "madness"/obsesssion and the
unsavory relationships that were often cultivated between government and the press. By
revealing and criticizing the influence of government on journalism, Escalante not only attacked
other publications, he contested the legitimacy of such publications. By informing the public of
the forces backing news outlets, in this case Juárez's government, Escalante encouraged the
viewer/reader to question the reliability and objectivity of journalism. This is not to say,
however, that La Orquesta itself was not also embroiled in similar compromising methods in its
struggle for political relevance and economic survival.
During the French Occupation, newspapers faced a more precarious situation as
Maximilian sought to control the nation's press. According to Kristine Ibsen,
With the French occupation of the capital in June of 1863, the two principal liberal
newspapers, El Siglo XIX and El Monitor Republicano, ceased publication and by
November, a military crackdown on newspapers and booksellers silenced most of what
remained of the independent press in occupied territories. Unlike the French system of
censorship, however, the Mexican Second Empire did not require approval of material
before it was printed but waited to assess its effect on the public before penalizing
editors.187
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Under this more relaxed system, press outlets were able to publish and circulate some dissenting
material before suffering penalties and censorship. Caricaturists like Escalante negotiated a fine
line between offensive material and entertainment. But not even he was completely exempt for
Maximilian’s press regulations. La Orquesta ceased publication beginning May 27, 1863 and
resumed circulation on December 4, 1864 after Maximilian lifted press restrictions. The
newspaper was again out of print from July 1866-June 1867. According to Ibsen, Maximilian
considered satire and caricature to be lesser offenses than other forms of textual criticism
targeting the government. The artists, editors and journalists of La Orquesta were at risk of
suspension, incarceration, and fines but not as catastrophically as official press outlets of the
previous Liberal administration.188 As a result, some independent institutions of the satiric press
were in circulation throughout much of the French occupation. These circumstances, which will
be further explored in Chapter Five, resulted in La Orquesta being the leading Liberal
independent news publication.189 And based on many of the lithographs published in La
Orquesta in 1865 and 1866, the conflicts among news outlets not only raged on but were imbued
with a new sense of urgency regarding both government support and sanctions.
On April 5, 1865 (Figure 28) Escalante directly criticized the censorship of the Liberal
press during the Second Empire. Several journalists wearing ice skates attempt to traverse a
frozen pond. In the left foreground, Carlos Barres, director of the now pro - imperial French
newspaper La Estafette, rides along comfortably nestled under a blanket in a sled. He is being
pushed along by an unidentified figure. We can assume that the hands represent an official in
Maximilian's administration as Escalante clearly avoids revealing their identity. The editors of
Conservative publications El Pajaro Verde, La Sociedad and El Cronista, as indicated by the text
on their skates, appear sure footed as they move along the ice. Meanwhile, in the background, the
editors of the Liberal press, also identifiable by the text on their skates, try to hold on to each
other but struggle to stay on their feet as they slip and fall on the ice. Manuel Villegas, editor of
La Orqeusta beginning December 3, 1864 (second from left in background) is precariously
balancing on one skate signaling La Orquesta's, unstable existence. Without specifically
picturing Maximilian or the political figures behind the fluctuating press laws of the Second
Empire, Escalante directly implies that certain publications are propped up by government
support while others struggle and often fail to persevere.
The journalists in the foreground are rendered with starker contrast, more structured line,
and are easily recognizable due to Escalante's serial depictions of some of the individuals as well
as a more objective rendering of their bodies and faces. In addition to being more legible, the
figures in the foreground are significantly larger. Both the discernibility of the men and their size
are consistent with a logical construction of the picture plane. Escalante provides the opportunity
to read the image in that fashion by including a minimal landscape in the far left background.
The figures in the center background, on the other hand, appear almost schematic. Interestingly,
though, they possess movement and action. Their struggle to get across the ice is both comic and
tragic. Their movement in contrast with the size and stasis of the men in foreground prompt the
viewer to sympathize with their plight against Maximilian's government and censorship as well
as against those publications possessing agency and financial support under the Conservative
backed foreign regime.
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By the end of April 1865 tensions between the Liberal press and the Conservative press
increased dramatically.190 Miguel Piña, who was a conservative military figure and journalist,
collaborated with the resuscitated El Pajaro Verde and also launched Doña Clara on April 23,
1865. It was the only conservative newspaper from the period to publish caricatures.191 Piña
criticized Liberals led by Juárez in opposition to the French Empire. But he was also critical of
Maximilian for awarding Liberals important positions in his administration. Piña was highly
invested in using his publication to attack the Liberal press with La Orquesta being his main
target.192 Piña's involvement with El Pajaro Verde was kept secret until April 29, 1865 when La
Orquesta ran Escalante's caricature (Figure 29) identifying Piña as a key figure involved in the
conservative publication. Piña is depicted with a plume and sword behind his ears symbolizing
his role as a military figure and journalist. Standing directly behind him is the director of El
Pajaro Verde, Mariano Villanueva Francesconi who was also in the April 5 print (Figure 28).
The duo looks on as an artist behind an easel paints a portrait of Juárez dressed in armor
inscribed with laws of the reform and the Constitution of 1857. The painter, based on his dress, is
one of Maximilian's officials or possibly Maximilian himself. The text on the back of the canvas
reads "provisional statute." The implication is that Maximilian is essentially copying Juárez's
Liberal agenda including the disamortization of church lands and the establishment of a civil
registry, just to name a few.193 The Conservatives, Piña and Villanueva Francesconi, look on in
confusion and frustration as it was the support of their party that made Maximilian's reign
possible. Piña's upturned hands emphasize his questioning dismay. The print also suggests that
the battle between the Conservatives and the Liberals was not settled. Juárez may be seated, but
he wears the armor of the rule of law as his gaze directly confronts the Conservative camp.
Visually the print is also interesting in that Escalante deliberately employs a more subtle
approach to line and shading. While there is some cross-hatching in the lower extremities of the
conservative figures and in the background, all of the visages and Juárez's armor are rendered
with deliberate and even strokes of lithographic crayon. Juárez’s darker skin tone, for example, is
discernable. The sensitive application of the grease stands in contrast with the geometric shapes
and lines of the easel and the floor, thereby drawing attention to the easel and the painter, which
are the site of the print’s satirical meaning. Namely, Escalante is poking fun at the Conservatives
by underscoring Maximilian's interest in forging a nation built upon some Liberal ideals.
Despite the Emperor’s liberal leanings, Escalante and La Orquesta were critical of the
occupation. In fact, the newspaper's support of Juárez was evident since they reopened their
doors in 1864. One of the very first prints published on December 7, 1864 (Figure 30) was an
image of Juárez desperately trying to capture bees in his net. The bees represent Liberal figures
that were flocking to Maximilian's new government. The national palace weighted down by a
large beehive topped with the Imperial crown symbolizes Maximilian's rule.194 The hand
attracting the bees from behind the palace is Maximilian. The caption below reads, "there is more
honey in the hives than in the flowers" suggesting that Juárez was losing many proponents of the
Liberal party to Maximilian because they saw more opportunity in the new government than with
Juárez. There are a few bees, however, that remain in the flowers. As one of the few prints that
Escalante did not sign, it is likely that the image was very much an indictment of the many
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Liberals that joined Maximilian and a subtle affirmation that some Liberals would continue to
support Juárez.195
As Helia Bonilla points out in El juarismo bajo el lente conservador de Doña Clara, the
conflict between La Orquesta and the conservative press became even more entrenched by midJune 1865, following La Orquesta's unmasking of Piña (Figure 29).196 On June 21, 1865 (Figure
31) Escalante again depicts Barres from L'Estafette, Mariano Francesconi from El Pajaro Verde,
and Piña from Dona Clara. The three figures ride atop rocking horses as they wield their
imposing weapons that appear partially as spears and partially as writing/lithographic
implements. According to La Sombra, another Liberal periodical of the time, Escalante has
depicted the conservative journalists as new Don Quixotes but rather than chase windmills, they
are in pursuit of sheep which represent false news.197 In this case, the false news is the
conservative press's belief that Benito Juárez had secured the help of the United States in his
fight against Maximilian and the Second Empire. Escalante is clearly making fun of the
gullibility of the conservative press. Miguel Piña responded with an image of his own in Doña
Clara (Figure 32). The same trio of Quixotes chase the sheep, but this time, the sheep are being
corralled into a barn atop which Escalante and other Liberal figures are ridiculously caricatured.
The implication is that the false news actually originated with the Liberal press. The reversal of
the Quixote reference adds to the tension in the exchange. In Escalante's print, the Quixotes’s
madness is stressed while in the Piña print the tables are turned with the Quixotes chasing truth.
This visual back and forth demonstrates the escalation of the battles between the Liberal press
and that of the Conservatives but it also serves to demonstrate the agility and precision that
Escalante was capable of wielding in his lithographic medium. He astutely manipulated images
and used semantic play (both textual and visual) to both build and invert multiple meanings in
his prints. Piña's execution of reductive somatic diminution, overly exaggerated characteristics,
and overstated proportions that detract from rather than construct a satiric rendering of the
figures or events demonstrate why Escalante was the most celebrated caricaturist of his day.
During this period, Escalante also turned to depicting the Liberal press’s struggle against
official sanctions and censorship. On April 10, 1865, Maximilian issued a decree specifying
press regulations. While the decree implied that anyone had the right to print and circulate their
opinion, it also stated that certain abuses would not be tolerated. Attacks against the Archduke
himself, his established form of government, and members of his regime were prohibited. False
or alarming news, texts designed to encourage rebellion or disturb public tranquility, and the
dissension from established laws, morality or religion were also strictly forbidden. Less than a
month later, on May 13, 1865 (Figure 33), Escalante depicts Liberal journalists, including
himself, being rounded up. The caption reads, "In the absence of other candidates, La Orquesta
and La Sociedad surrender themselves, without any intention to offend anyone"198 Escalante and
other press figures are apprehended and carried to the Ministry of the Interior. Just a few months
later, on July 12, 1865 (Figure 34), some of the same figures, including Escalante, appear in
court. Their hunched over posture coupled with the action of crying into their handkerchiefs
conveys a sense of defeat and grief. The agency and combativeness so vividly depicted in earlier
prints is conspicuously missing. Despite the inconsistency of the press restrictions, Escalante's
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continued development as a caricaturist is present. In the May 13, print (Figure 33), for example,
the unexpected representation of bodies stacked up and being carried creates a tension that
moves beyond ambiguous space and the juxtaposition of line and shading. The viewer is forced
to grapple with multiple bodies and faces moving in various directions. The viewer also has to
negotiate the cacophony of legs and arms in contrast with the Liberal journalists training their
gaze away from the doors while their captors directly hone in on the slot marking the spot where
they will deposit their captives.
One of Escalante's most powerful depictions of press censorship was published on May
2, 1866 (Figure 35). A large menacing figure wearing a cap inscribed with the text, "Press Laws"
firmly holds and strangles an anthropomorphized newspaper in each hand. On the left is El
Porvenir from Zacatecas and on the right is El Payaso from Guadalajara. The caption reads,
"Silence!!!" Clearly, the enforcement of press laws was not only becoming more brutal and
powerful, it was extending beyond the boundaries of the capital. Though the fortunes of the
Liberal press appeared bleak during the Second Empire, there continued to be glimpses of the
disruptive power of La Orquesta throughout the 1860s. Not only was the battle for a free press
taken up, but direct criticism of Conservatives, Maximilian and his government, and the
influence of industrial development were broached despite press regulations.
While the conflicts among press publications were politically motivated, they were also
often a tactic to attract readers in a difficult environment where many newspapers were short
lived due to funding difficulties, paper shortages, censorship and even the imprisonment of
staff.199 According to Pablo Piccato, "Frequent polemics increased sales but also expressed
journalists' drive to multiply their offerings by producing contradictory opinions. As a result,
they wrote about each other as much as they did about real politics.”200 La Orquesta was no
exception and, in addition to sparring with other publications to draw public attention, resorted to
various means to keep its doors open. Advertising of goods, services, and cultural events, the
publication of serial literature, and the dissemination of Escalante's lithographs were among the
more successful measures that allowed La Orquesta to be one of the longest running newspapers
of the period. It was the only independent Liberal newspaper publishing caricatures to survive
through much of Maximilian's rule.
The format of each issue of La Orquesta was closely modeled after Philipon's Le
Charivari. It included five pages: four double-sided pages consisting of text and a fifth single
sided page featuring a lithographed caricature. Later, the lithograph was placed in the center
with two pages preceding and two pages following. On occasion, the newspaper would include
an additional lithograph that was not a social or political critique. Some examples are sheet
music (Figure 36) and fashion plates (Figure 37) which also served as advertising. The name of
the tailor and the address of the shop where the dresses pictured could be purchased is printed
below the title "Modas" ("Fashion"). By 1865, the section dedicated to announcements and
advertisement (Figure 38) was expanded and included notices and announcements of ticket sales
for various cultural events such as theater, opera and concerts, and popular entertainments like
bull fights. Goods, including prints for sale at particular print shops, new book publications,
language courses, and services were also advertised. The inclusion of the serial novel (romanfeuilleton) in French newspapers was widely popularized by Emile de Girardin in La Presse in
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1836. He included writers such as Balzac, George Sand and Alexandre Dumas.201 La Orquesta
published Mexican serial novels and poetry but also included translations of works by George
Sand and others. Like advertising, the serial novel became an important vehicle for attracting and
maintaining a public readership.
The fact that advertising and serial texts served as sources of revenue points to social
shifts in the way that individuals interacted with print culture. Advertising in newspapers,
according to Hannah Barker and Simon Barrows,
helped to restructure a reader's sense of time and space, creating an impression of
engagement with a wider continuous drama of "public" events within which their lives
and communities took on new meanings and political participation became thinkable. By
the early 19th century, if not sooner, these processes were beginning to provide the basis
for an emerging modern, democratic, consumer society, albeit one initially restricted
socially and geographically. Thus, most cultural historians would agree that the shift to a
culture based on print is heavily implicated in almost every significant change connected
with the advent of political and social modernity.202
Barker and Barrows echo Benedict Anderson's discussion of time and the individual within an
imagined community as discussed earlier. Key to these arguments is the development of
consumer society. Not only were individuals engaged in larger public and political discourses
that allowed them to think the nation, they were also directly involved in shaping the material
objects (like newspapers) that participated in shaping those discourses. The individual’s ability to
purchase and consume was, of course, the source of their agency. According to Richard
Terdiman, "Indeed, the daily paper was arguably the first consumer commodity; made to be
perishable, purchased to be thrown away.”203 Despite La Orquesta's ability to subvert and disrupt
political discourses, social debates, and even art historical traditions, the publication was
absolutely dependent upon consumers.
In a country where literacy rates were low, newspapers could not survive on advertising
and sales alone. Private patronage as well as public resources were necessary to run a
newspaper.204 In an effort to gain the attention of the public as well as private and political
patrons, La Orquesta, fully exploited Escalante's popularity as a caricaturist. As already
discussed the frontispiece introducing the first epoch of La Orquesta (Figure 1) employed a
whole range of visual and textual techniques to introduce the publication's intent to influence
government, to fight for press freedoms, and of course to employ caricature as a weapon in the
battle to further modern Liberal ideals including conceptions of the individual and the state.
Escalante's frontispiece introducing the second epoch of the publication was much more
sensational (Figure 39). The newspaper has literally become the ammunition fired out of a
cannon. The plume and the lithographic crayon take on a more central significance in the print.
Escalante no longer wields the larger than life size lithographic crayon. He has literally become
the drawing implement. The writing plume now stands on its own without a connection to an
individual like Casarín; implying that the editors of La Orquesta were now various and required
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at least some anonymity to shield against fluctuating press restrictions. The spectacle of the city
being showered with newspapers that have been shot out of a cannon was not a subtle or nuanced
announcement of La Orquesta's second epoch.205 Rather than present a multivalent, politically
charged image like the first frontispiece, Escalante produced a powerful visual statement that
appealed to an appetite for spectacle and combativeness in the face of the French occupation of
Mexico.
In France, La Caricature was the first newspaper to publish signed caricatures in effect
advertising both the publication and the artist.206 Similarly, in Mexico La Orquesta was one of
the first publications to circulate signed prints. Escalante became a sensation, applauded by many
beyond his own political faction. La Orquesta fully capitalized on the artist's popularity. On
Janary 2, 1862 a short article entitled "Our Prints" was published. The brief notice, written by
Escalante who was then acting editor, points out that many prints appearing in other publications
are not necessarily produced specifically for those publications and may originate from various
print houses. The caricatures published in La Orquesta, by contrast, are drawn and produced
explicitly by and for the publication and will not be reproduced anywhere else.207 La Orquesta
featured Escalante's lithographs over three epochs of publication. The first epoch 1861-1863
consisted of about 240 prints divided into four volumes for which Escalante drew all but one of
the published caricatures. According to Esther Acevedo, by 1863, La Orquesta was the only biweekly satirical journal that continued to publish caricatures. The others disappeared without
any apparent explanation.208 The second epoch was launched on December 3, 1864 after a short
interruption due to the war with France. Two volumes consisting of about 200 prints were
published. With the defeat of Maximilian and the Liberals return to power led by Juárez,
Escalante again wielded his lithographic pen. He drew for almost two years, completing nearly
100 additional prints in the publication’s third epoch before his untimely death.
While newspapers actively disseminated printed images in nineteenth-century Mexico,
they certainly were not the only purveyors of visual culture. In fact, academic and commercial
institutions picturing the nation’s human and organic capital were widespread. Travel-reporter
artists, scientific and commercial envoys, collections of print albums as well as individual prints,
maps, almanacs, and calendars by local artists all displayed the peoples, customs and landscapes
of Mexico. And though, as we have seen in this chapter, Escalante, too, sometimes deployed
caricature as propaganda for his own Radical Liberal party and as a form of advertisement, he
rarely conformed to academic and commercial standards of producing art. As the next chapter
will demonstrate, Escalante appropriated and transformed accepted visual conventions. This
disruption of standard art practices not only brought those practices into question, but it allowed
Escalante to construct a nuanced and critical view of a nation continuing to grapple with its own
identity and the process of modernization. This was a view that could and did participate in
shaping larger social and political conflicts.
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Chapter 3
The Nation
In more than five hundred lithographs produced over a little less than ten years,
Constantino Escalante captured political intrigue, corrupt leaders and their schemes, the radical
liberal agenda, the complex and shifting roles of class and culture, the fight for a free press, and
the internal conflicts of journalists. His participation in political, artistic, and economic
discourses embedded in the unfolding process of modernization placed him (and other artists and
writers like him) in the position to contribute to shaping a nation experiencing radical
reformation. Because Escalante produced images on a bi-weekly basis commenting on
contemporary events, scholars tend to use his prints to build an historical narrative. Escalante’s
prints, however, were not simply a reflection of current events. His visual language advanced a
critical and dialogic analysis of the current state of affairs even as it grappled with the historicity
of the genre of caricature. His visual observations, pleas, outrage, and support of the radical
faction of the Liberal party responded to particular events as they were unfolding rather than
from the perspective of hindsight. He was actively engaging in the many discourses that shaped
the process of nation building in nineteenth-century Mexico, but he was also engaged in the
larger discourses surrounding art history and visual culture. His assessment of his own
geographic and temporal reality was partly enabled by his engagement with the historicity
caricature.
According to McPhee and Orenstein, “When caricaturists assemble groups of heads, line
up profiles, or compare exaggerated expressions, they are ridiculing the building blocks of
academic art.”209 Escalante’s prints stand in direct contrast with academic as well as commercial
and scientific images that were enlisted to produce a visual representation of Mexico as a nation.
Mexico’s people, lands and resources were widely pictured in the nineteenth century in the form
of maps, almanacs, prints (including books, broadsides, and newspapers), history painting,
portraiture, landscape, costumbrismo (genre), and photography. 210 These images act as visual
representations contributing to the process of shaping Mexican national identity and have been
used to build a celebratory view of the nation. Such imagery was also employed to display the
nation’s unfettered lands as ripe for development. The academic artworks encouraged by the
Academy of San Carlos often attempted to claim a place in the system of western art production
by emulating baroque or neoclassical traditions. A closer look at how Escalante disrupts many of
these modes of artistic production through the medium of lithography complicates extant
accounts of the visual construction of the nation and also illuminates the subversive tendencies of
visual satire and caricature.
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Lithography: European and Mexican Sources
The Italian artist, Claudio Linati, with the help of the Mexican government, brought the
first lithographic press to Mexico and established a workshop in 1825. Linati, hailing from the
early nineteenth-century European print tradition, was politically active on behalf of antimonarchist movements in the early 1820s. Partly because of his own political peril, he sought
escape to the Americas. True to his liberal leanings, he founded one of the first politically
charged, satirical literary journals in Mexico, El Iris, in 1826.211 He is also identified with the
wave of foreign traveler artists and scientists visiting the newly independent nations of Central
and Latin America. His books and albums collected and ordered visual data about natural
resources, picturesque vistas, customs, and culture in order to advertise economic and travel
opportunities in the Americas.212 Linati’s stay in Mexico was short-lived but upon return to
Europe, he published a book of forty eight lithographs, Costumes civil, militaires et réligieux du
Mexique; dessin´s d’apres nature, picturing Mexican types and costumes as well as some iconic
figures such as Miguel Hidalgo (Figures 40 and 41).213 Linati positioned himself as a direct
observer using categories of people to define the national character of Mexico.214 His
descriptions and specimen-like display of types (often single figures depicted on a white
background) are routinely discussed as evidence of the pseudo scientific-classification of
Mexico’s populations.
Many subsequent European artist travellers depicted Mexico’s people, landscapes,
customs, and resources as well. According to Carrera,
By the middle of the nineteenth century, Mexico was seen and known, that is translated, by
Western European readers and observers through text and images - maps, charts, and
illustrations of kinds of people, ancient ruins, astounding landscapes, and archeological
objects. The imagery of this archive circulated widely to a consuming audience due to the
easier and cheaper reproductive process of lithography. Images were aggregated into new
display formats- highly circulated travel books, as well as exhibitions, dioramas and
panoramas. 215
In the 1830s several English artist travellers ventured to Mexico pictorially representing their
voyages in various media and circulating those images in the form of lithographs. In 1839 and
again in 1841, archeologist, architect and artist Frederick Catherwood joined American writer
and amateur archaeologist John Lloyd Stephens on a trip to explore Mayan ruins.216 He produced
photographs as well as book illustrations and lithographs depicting the archeological ruins of
Palenque, Chichén Itzá, Tulum and others. In London, Catherwood published twenty-five of his
lithographs in Views of Ancient Monuments in Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan.217 In the
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1830s and 40’s British painter Daniel Thomas Egerton travelled through many regions of
Mexico painting landscapes. In 1840 James Holmes published a portfolio of lithographs after his
paintings entitled Egerton’s Views of Mexico.218 From 1829 to 1834, draughtsman and
watercolorist Carl Nebel travelled through central Mexico and the Pacific coast.219 Nebel’s
drawings and watercolors were transferred to lithographic stone for Voyage picturesque et
archéologique dans la partie la plus interesante du Mexique, published in Paris in 1836. The
publication consisted of an introduction by Alexander von Humboldt and fifty lithographs.
Twenty were of archeological sites, twenty of cityscapes, and the remaining ten of costumes,
racial types, and customs in the various regions visited by Nebel.220 Emily Elizabeth Ward
arrived in Mexico with her husband Henry George Ward, a representative of the British
government, in 1825 and 1826. She traveled throughout central Mexico and visited mines in
Hidalgo and Morelos. Her images were used to produce the lithographs for the publications
Mexico in 1827 and Six Views of the Most Important Towns and Mining Districts Upon the
Tableland of Mexico.221 These books were primarily intended for European audiences.
The production and circulation of lithographic images in Mexico took place almost a
decade later. The Mexican government seized Linati’s press in 1828 (the only press in the
country) and moved it to the Academy of San Carlos where one of Linati’s students, Ignacio
Serrano, was placed in charge of the lithography program.222 As a result, lithographic printing in
Mexico after 1828 was primarily academic or state sanctioned.223 By 1836, however, several
workshops began to operate despite limited access to equipment. They functioned outside of the
Academy, followed an apprenticeship model, and tended to produce popular works that were of a
less political nature.224 The first of these workshops was established by Frenchmen José Severo
Rocha and Carlos Fournier. They produced images for literary periodicals beginning in 1837.
Frederick Mialhe and Joseph Antoine Decaen dealt in vignettes and other commercial projects
beginning in the 1840s. Decaen was associated with other print houses as well.225 Between 1837
and 1910, lithographic workshops became one of the industries that expanded and proved
commercially successful in Mexico City. Increasingly after 1837, Mexicans including Manuel
Castro, Manuel Villegas and Hesiquio Iriarte became printers who focused primarily on
periodical production and book illustration.226
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Aggregate Visual Constructions of the Nation
By mid-century, several Mexican artists took up the practice of picturing the people,
customs, cities, landscapes, ruins, and the material potential of Mexico; they distributed those
images in the form of lithographs. Hesiquio Iriarte’s Tipos y costumbres nacionales, 1845,
Casimiro Castro’s México y sus alrededores, 1865-66, and Antonio García Cubas’s Atlas
géografico,1858 and Atlas pintoresco é historico de los Estados Mexicanos, 1885 are among key
examples. In her discussion of nineteenth-century Mexican cartographer Garcia Cubas, Magali
Carrera makes the case that Cubas’s works mapped Mexican national identity recording not only
the physical geography of Mexico but human and historical geographies as well.227 She looks to
Johnathon Crary’s, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth
Century and to Vanessa Schwartz and Jeannene Przyblysiki’s discussion of visual culture to
situate Cubas’s maps within a mode of “visual production and consumption.”228 Carrera is
particularly interested in interrogating shifting nineteenth-century approaches to visuality and the
increased production and circulation of images due to technologies such as lithography. New
ways of seeing and increased availability of images, she argues, produced a new understanding
of the role of the image and the role of the viewer. Returning to Crary’s conception of an
“observer,” she makes the case that institutions such as museums contributed to creating an
attentive observer - “one who practices guided vision, complying with observing rules, codes and
conventions to consume these divergent, proliferating, mobile and circulating images and
imagery.”229 Carrera also looks to Deborah Poole’s idea of “visual economy” in, Vision, Race
and Modernity: A Visual Economy of the Andean Image World. Poole’s concept, according to
Carrera, proposes that the value of the visual object accrued through exchange, circulation,
possession, and accumulation.230
Carrera ties the concepts of visuality, technology, increased production and circulation of
images, and the new role of the nineteenth-century viewer to her definition of Mexican
modernity. She argues that many scholars link modernity to material artifacts such as railroads,
industrialization, and communication systems. But, she goes on to say, “The modernity of
Mexico was an ongoing questioning of the configurations of the past as it constructed its
present.”231 Through these theoretical lenses, Carrera examines the production and function of
Cubas’s maps and other nineteenth-century graphic productions. According to Carrera, “Garcia
Cubas’s work aggregates disparate data, mobile and circulating images, and cumulative
observations about Mexico into the hypnotic but illusory wholeness of maps and atlases.”232
Cubas’s process incorporated varied approaches to visual production in his practice of
cartography. In his 1885 publication, Atlas geográfico, estadístico é histórico de los Estados
Unidos de Mexico, for example, Cubas illustrated his maps with various genres including
portraiture, landscape, nature and science, archeological imagery, and even ethnographic images
(Figures 42-47). These maps are often read as a commercial enterprise depicting possible areas
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of production and expansion - essentially advertising Mexico as a site for foreign investment.
Carrera’s reading, however, centers on viewing the maps as “unified and framed fragments of
real and imagined Mexico… constructing an image of modernity in progress.”233
Disruptive Caricature and the Nation
Carrera’s assessments of nineteenth-century visual culture are certainly pertinent to the
examination of Constantino Escalante’s prints. Particularly pertinent are her discussions of the
emergence of technologies such as lithography and photography that led to the increased
circulation of images and visual representations of progress and modernization. Carrera’s
conception of modernity as a process contending with a particular past in order to shape the
present speaks to the definitions of visual satire discussed in Chapter One. There is, however, a
critical distinction to be made in assessing Escalante’s lithographs. Rather than using varied
approaches to visual production to build a unified, idealized, or aggregate view of Mexico,
Escalante subverts various genres in his depiction of Mexican types, symbols, cityscapes, and
allegorical representations of the nation. He simultaneously adopts and disrupts the conventions
of those genres. The tensions produced within caricature and visual satire challenge, ridicule, and
expose sites of contestation rather than attempting to establish a neoclassical or romantic view of
Mexico as a unified modern nation, real or imagined. Yet Escalante’s disruptive approach to
image making is deployed to produce a similar result. That is, he directly participates in the
process of shaping concepts of the nation through an interrogation of the present in light of
historic political and artistic discourses. The relationship between the viewer/observer and the
image is necessarily premised upon a discursive, critical exchange. Though it is true that the
caricaturist exploits popular visual, textual, and material devices as well as repetition to “teach,”
engage, and at times, perhaps, manipulate the viewer, visual satire is necessarily dialogic and
combative. The viewer must grapple with layers of multiple meanings and ambiguity to uncover
the critique waged by the caricaturist. Escalante’s visual language influenced public opinion by
questioning, criticizing, and influencing the Juárez administration and Maximilian’s imperial
regime.
Escalante relies on key oppositions that inform my conception of disruptive imagery. His
visual satire traverses the boundaries between representation and exaggeration by constructing
surprising juxtapositions, ambiguous spatial arrangements, irrational conjoinings, and a tension
between volume and flatness that often defies the boundaries of animate and inanimate figures.
Escalante, of course, does not deploy all of these oppositions in every print. But take, for
example, his March 8, 1862 print of Juárez sitting on a stone in conversation with a satyr (Figure
48). The right horn of the Satyr is labeled “opposition” identifying him as metaphor for the
Conservative Party. Juárez holds a large scroll labeled “Constitution” and the Satyr holds a
document with proposed changes to the Constitution. The caption is a play on words that
essentially means, “What is written in the Constitution is as untouchable as what is written in the
Bible.” Juárez’s stoic and closely rendered visage and signature attire is juxtaposed to the
fantastical, animated, and caricatured face and the partially exposed body of the Satyr. The
strange and unlikely pair sits upon a rock in a completely ambiguous space. The carefully
rendered volume of both figures stands in direct contrast with the flat cartoonish drawings on the
page held up by the Satyr. Each of these juxtapositions contributes to Escalante’s multilayered
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intention to criticize the opposition for attempting to undermine the constitution, to advance
Radical Liberal support for the Constitution as it was originally intended, and to remind Juárez
and the public that the Constitution is indeed a sacred document and should be protected.
Escalante’s larger enterprise was dependent upon visual tension produced by these kinds of
oppositions to create meaning that is both persuasive and critical. A close comparison of cartes
de visite (photographs) produced by the Mexican photographic studio of Antíoco Cruces and
Luis Campa, Casimiro Castro’s lithographs (Mexico y sus alrededores), and representations of
the female figure as an allegory of the Mexican nation all demonstrate Escalante’s tendency
simultaneously to inhabit and disrupt the aggregate visual constructs of his time.
The Carte de Visite and Cruces y Campa
Cruces y Campa opened their photographic studio in 1862 and remained in operation
through 1876. Their primary format was the carte de visite (tarjeta de visita), patented by
Disderí in 1854. Cartes de Visite were Albumen prints measuring 2 1/2 by 4 inches taken with a
four lens camera that allowed for eight negatives to be produced on a single 8 x10 inch glass
plate; the small photographs were printed on paper and mounted on cardboard.234 Just as
lithography had exploded onto the scene making a variety of images available for purchase and
collection by larger and larger numbers of Mexicans, cartes de visite were widely sold, collected
and exchanged. In Mexico City there were seven photographic studios in 1856, more than twenty
in 1860, and by 1870 that number jumped to more than 70 studios.235 The market for these
photographs revolved around the bourgeois demand for portraits of themselves to exchange as
calling cards. Photographs of celebrities, well known political figures, and types were also mass
marketed, sold and collected in albums.236
Disdéri established the widely accepted photographic convention adopted around the
world. In doing so he not only dictated the technical production of the carte de visite but also the
approaches to handling the subjects being photographed. Typically, the sitter faced the camera in
a full-length pose in an interior setting with a background consisting of a piece furniture or
perhaps a column with a potted plant or a curtain. Alternatively, the subject assumed a seated
pose looking at the camera or looking away from the camera while indulging in some activity
such as reading (Figure 49). 237 As Poole and several other scholars point out, Disdéri’s
enterprise was influenced by the pseudo-scientific theories of physiognomy advanced by
publications such as Lavater’s late eighteenth century Essays on Physiognomy. According to
Lavater, an individual’s moral character could be determined by examining external physical
traits.238 Disdéri set out to capture the “subject’s essence,” by using a uniform set of conventions.
Poole argues,
What is perhaps most striking about the uniformity of feeling, pose, and expression that
became institutionalized in the cartes de vsite is the extent to which cartes de visite
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from all over the world look very much the same. Barring the few cartes that make use
of national themes, costumes, or symbols as part of the studio props, a historian would
be hard pressed to differentiate a portrait card from Boston, Paris, New York, Vienna,
Mexico City, Buenos Aires or Lima, to name just a few cities in which carte de visite
were marketed from 1850 on.239
According to Disdéri’s schema, the carte de visite was to follow the conventions of academic
painting including agreeable physiognomy, clarity, pronounced and clear shadows and half
tones, natural proportions, and decorum. 240
Many photographs demonstrate the extent to which Disdéri’s standards permeated the
methods of producing cartes de visite world wide. One example from the studio of French
photographer François Aubert which opened in Mexico City in 1865-66 depicts an image of a
laundress (Figure 50).241 Examples of portraits of political figures such as Maximilian, his ally
Miguel Miramon and Benito Juárez (Figures 51-53) as well as photographs of Mexico’s
bourgeois class (Figure 54) also demonstrate the far reaching influence of Disdéri’s
programmatic approach including choice of poses, props and lighting. Poole’s assessment of the
medium as mass marketed, widely circulated and collected as a material artifact of bourgeois
identity in Latin America reverberates in much of the scholarship on carte de visite production in
Mexico.242 For example, John Mraz states in his 2009 publication, Looking for Mexico: Modern
Visual Culture and National Identity
Combining the credibility of the daguerrotype with mass production and circulation, the
medium (carte de visite) launched technical images into the very center of social
existence, where they created the celebrity, constructed a bourgeois self-image of
elegant modernity, and prettied up the lower classes; they also documented the poor,
the prostituted and the imprisoned.243
As a material artifacts the carte de visite was a vehicle for depicting political leaders and well
known Mexican figures as will be explored in Chapter Five. For the moment, however, I wish to
examine the aggregate nature of the carte de visite in Cruces and Campas’s depictions of types
and compare them to Escalante’s disruptive visual language which places representational
figures in tension with caricature and the exaggerated setting.
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As Poole points out, there are some photographic productions that provide culturally
specific data despite adhering to the uniformity advanced by Disdéri’s models: “Barring the very
few cartes that make use of national themes, costumes or symbols as part of the studio props, a
historian would be hard pressed to differentiate portrait cards…” Several of Cruces and Campas’
depictions of Mexican types fall into this class of temporally and geographically specific image
making. Examples include carte de visites picturing the water carrier (aguador) (Figure 55), the
chicken vendor carrying his load in a wooden box (huacal) (Figure 56), and the harvester of
maguey cactus nectar (tlachiquero) used to make the alcoholic drink pulque (Figure 57). The
practice of collecting and displaying these images in albums attests not only to the material
availability and circulation of the images but to the interest in documenting and disseminating a
particular way of seeing and understanding Mexico as a nation. As sets of images, these
photographs contribute to this larger enterprise. The aggregate approach to image making that
Carrera pointed out, in this case, involves elaborate backgrounds, temporally and culturally
specific settings, and costumes as well as subjects specifically engaging in the activities that
define particular types. In each of these photos, it is unclear if the backdrops are painted sets with
bucolic images of nature or if they are carefully structured outdoor settings. In either case, the
figures, props and backgrounds are carefully arranged and posed to highlight the unique qualities
of these human types specific to Mexico. Unlike the portraits of Maximilian, Juárez or the
bourgeois class, these photographs depict anonymous individuals as part of the fabric of Mexican
geography and identity. Additionally, the chicken vendor, water carrier and pulque harvester
were types that existed for centuries and continued to exist throughout the nineteenth century.
They embody the cohesion inherent to conceptions of Mexican national identity - that is, fusing a
past that persists into the present as a unified view. Cruces y Campas’s types would seem to
stand in contrast with many of the images promoting Mexico as a modernizing nation such as
pictures of bridges, railroads, architecture and clean city streets populated with pedestrians,
carriages, and street lamps. These human types place human bodies and labor alongside
technological advancement. Similar kinds of image making are also present in lithographs
produced during this time period.
Casimiro Castro
Highly skilled Mexican lithographers such as Casimiro Castro and Hesiquio Iriarte
produced images that favored writers “with a Mexican consciousness.”244 They viewed their
prints as active vehicles of nationalistic and didactic sentiment.245 Mexico y sus alrededores.
Colleccion de monuments, trajes y passages (Mexico City and Its Environs. A Collection of
Views, Monuments, Costumes and Landscapes) was a collaborative project involving various
artists and writers including lithographers Casimiro Castro, Julián Campillo, G. Rodriguez and
Luis Auda and French printer Decaen. The volume was published in 1855-56 with later editions
produced in 1862, 1874 and 1878. Castro drew many of the lithographs depicting types,
architecture, street scenes, plazas, and parks.246 According to Lyle Williams,
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These lithographs and hundreds of others produced by the print shops of Mexico City
played a unique role in the development of a sense of nationalism in Mexico. They
revealed the cultural and geographical glories of the newly independent country to a
public largely unaware of what existed beyond their own city or town. Lithographs
helped to form a comprehensive picture of the new nation and began to answer the
question of what it meant to be Mexican.247
The concepts of a comprehensive view of the nation and a unified visual understanding of what it
meant to be Mexican are the core of aggregate image making as described by both Williams and
Carrera. The original edition contained twenty-nine plates with text describing each print in
Spanish, French, and English. According to Carlos Monsiváis, Castro was the first to create a
high quality panoramic view of Mexico City after independence. Castro’s acknowledgment of
the presence of Indian, creole, and mestizo populations spoke to the tensions in a culture
grappling with its colonial past and modernizing present.248 Castro’s prints, similar to Cubas’s
and Campas’s cartes de visite, construct a visual conception of Mexico as a unified but diverse
nation.
The frontispiece of Mexico y sus alrededores (Figure 58) begins Castro’s visual tour of
Mexico City and its surrounding areas by invoking Mexico’s natural and cultural heritage. The
central sculptural element, a large bust with features emulating Aztec figures combined with
classical flourishes sitting upon a tall pedestal, displays the title, artists, and printers of the work.
The bust sits atop a carved decorative element, also emulating both a classical and Aztec
aesthetic. The sculpture is surrounded by various flora and fauna specific to Mexico. Flanked by
the maguey cactus to the right and the nopal cactus to the left, a young woman watches as a male
figure, a tlachiquero, siphons nectar from the maguey cactus. The female figure’s traditional
dress, bare feet, the cactus leaves she holds in her hand, and the load she carries on her back
signal that she is Indian despite her European features and lighter skin tone. The male figure
leans over a giant maguey collecting nectar while being weighed down by the nectar he carries
on his back in a large animal skin. Several other prints depict types such as the water carrier
(Figure 59), the chicken vendor (Figure 60), fruit vendors (Figure 61), Mexican soldiers known
as Chinacos (Figure 62) and even hacendados alongside campesinos (workers) harvesting nopal
cactus leaves or the cochineal insects grown on these cacti and used to make red dye (Figure 63).
Casimiro Castro’s Mexico y sus alrededores, like Cruces y Campas’s photographs, is one of the
many books picturing the nation in carefully constructed human, built, and natural terms.249
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Escalante’s Disruptive Caricature and the Type
Constantino Escalante, too, incorporates images of types in some of his prints. But rather
than use the type to build an idealized view of Mexico, he employed the genre critically to
engage with political and social developments of his time. Instead of depicting anonymous
figures in settings and costumes that define them according to racial and class markers, Escalante
applied the idea of the type to specific individuals. In his prints, Escalante uses visual modes of
picturing the people of Mexico simultaneously in order to criticize particular figures and to
comment on specific events. He also disrupts the widely accepted formats of these visual
constructions by setting naturalistic representation in tension with caricature and reportage in
tension with persuasion. In the April 23, 1862 print (Figure 64), for example, Juan Nepomuceno
Almonte a conservative leader who was a decisive player in the process of offering the Mexican
crown to Maximilian, is depicted wearing a huacal, the wooden crate carried by chicken
vendors.250 The caption reads, “French Paradise: An Eve that is not of Adam.” Adam, in this
case, is French diplomat Alphonse Dubois de Saligny, who supported the Conservative Party and
heavily promoted France’s intervention in Mexico.251 The scene depicts the two figures as the
Bible’s first couple - nude, in a state of nature as the serpent wrapped around the apple tree looks
on. This serpent, however, is labeled “monarchy.” Saligny is posed in the position of a classical
nude lying next to two champagne glasses that signal both his French origin and his penchant for
drinking alcohol. The glasses also contribute to the romantic ambience of the scene. The
conjoined torsos of the two men creates an irrational somatic interaction. Almonte’s upper body
appears to emerge from the Frenchman’s body referring to the idea that Eve was created from
Adam. The figures’ nudity and compromising positions and the romantic setting work to create
an obvious homosexual jab that is meant to be humorous and highly insulting. The simplistic
vulgar joke, however, is not what forces the viewer to interact with the print.
The tension between the illusionistic rendering of Almonte’s visage and the caricature of
their bodies and Saligny’s face typify Escalante’s disruptive caricature. The tension between
naturalism and caricature forces the viewer to grapple with real identifiable figures being cast in
fantastical situations. Escalante thereby not only reveals what is happening – Almonte supports
Saligny and the French, but also scathingly criticizes the situation in order to persuade the viewer
to support Liberal opposition to occupation and the Conservatives. Escalante calls upon the
visual conventions of landscape, the nude, portraiture, and the type but rather than use those
conventions to construct an expected cohesive view of Mexico he created a dissonance that is
stylistic and semantic and forces the viewer to question particular political developments.
Escalante also uses cultural markers to further his criticisms of the French and Almonte
himself. The huacal (chicken carrier) Almonte carries on his back functions on several levels. It
signals Escalante’s critique of the conservative figure’s involvement in selling the nation to the
highest bidder. The huacal also points to Almonte’s Indian heritage. His father was the famous
priest José María Morelos who led the struggle for Mexican independence, but his mother was an
Indian woman. The Liberal party viewed Almonte as a traitor to his country and to his people.252
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Escalante depicted Almonte with a huacal twice more, in May of 1862 (Figure 65), just
after Mexico’s victory over the French in Puebla and again on March 28, 1863 (Figure 66). I
will return to Figure 65 shortly but first want to address the 1863 lithograph. Almonte is drawn in
profile crying and hunching over his huacal, mourning his badly injured chickens. His coat tails
and collared shirt are starkly contrasted with the white pants and sandals of a campesino (field
worker) signaling his dual status as an important political figure and Indian. The caption reads,
Pamuceno to the French
Deception in his crate
In placing them he did well
But in extracting them he did very badly
Because having them put to the test
In Puebla, the facts can be seen
That they were rotten and would have to be returned.
Referring to the failure of the Conservatives and the French in the battle of Puebla, the lithograph
is a harsh indictment of Almonte’s role in supporting the foreign invasion. In addition to
denigrating Almonte, Escalante brings into question the widely accepted depiction of the type as
part of a unified conception of Mexico as evidenced in Cubas’s and Campas’s carte de visite,
Casimiro Castro’s lithographs, and many others. By taking the idea of the chicken vendor and
applying it to a specific individual involved in the most pressing issue of the day, Escalante
disrupts the practice of picturing types as an anonymous element of a larger conception of
Mexico. He co-opts the vendor’s huacal simultaneously to malign Almonte, to expose his
involvement in turning Mexico over to the French, and to interject a critical and dialogic
assessment of the events leading up to the French occupation as they were occurring. This time
the huacal, chickens, and Almonte’s face and body are all exaggerated and the background is
completely ambiguous. Unlike the April 23rd print, Escalante acts within the realm of the type,
but rather than represent an anonymous figure posed as a specimen of sorts, Escalante draws an
identifiable figure weeping and desperately trying to tend to his chickens (the French). In this
lithograph, Escalante depends more heavily on caricature than on a tension between
representation and exaggeration. The caricatured image, however, still disparages Almonte and
his actions demonstrating that Esclante sometimes enlists the conventions of a single genre such
as the type and at other times co-opts a whole range of visual modes and tactics to comment on
and attack events and individuals.
A key conundrum that arises from Escalante’s tendency to appropriate and disrupt other
genres is his engagement with racial constructs. The depiction of types is steeped in a long
history of European representations and interpretations of the new world, pseudo-scientific
trends of collection and classification, the tendency of both Mexican Liberals and Conservatives
to look to and romanticize its Indian past in order to claim an ancient legitimacy while at the
same time struggling with and often reinforcing persistent colonial conceptions of race including
the casta system. Although Escalante removes the type from the kinds of unified, constructed,
and staged settings discussed earlier and places it in tension with social and political
developments, it is not clear how exactly he is contending with race. In some caricatures of
Almonte and Juárez, Escalante uses visual cues such as bare feet, sandals, traditional campesino
dress, and props to signify the Indian type. It could be argued that he was employing expressions
of race and class to ridicule and insult the individual by accentuating the fact that they are
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Indians. More specifically, we could interpret these cues as evidence that Escalante sees the
image and symbols of the Indian as tools for denigrating particular individuals. In either case, his
prints reinforce negative conceptions of race and class. I believe that Escalante fully intended to
unleash an entire arsenal of sexualized and racial insults against Almonte, essentially exposing
him as a traitor to his own race and Mexico at large in prints such as Figure 64. But in some of
Escalante’s depictions of Juárez (which will be discussed in depth in Chapter 4), for example,
Escalante’s use of racial markers changed as alliances changed. Escalante’s multivalent use of
symbols, wit and satire at times reinforces negative racial constructs and at other times brings
them into question. Once again, it ultimately falls upon the viewer to enter the conversation and
grapple with the tendency of caricature and visual satire to operate on a variety of levels including irresolution.
The practice of picturing types, in Escalante’s prints, is also activated and disrupted
through symbolic representations of the nation rather than bodies. In the case of the tlachiquero
(harvester of mague for pulque) Escalante does not reference the type as it is embodied in the
human figure. He turns to botanic symbols to disrupt common tropes that are key to picturing the
nation as seen in maps, prints, photographs and paintings. In Casimiro Castro’s frontispiece for
Mexico y sus alrededores (Figure 58), for example, the maguey cactus and the opuntia cactus are
prominently featured. The maguey in the right foreground was a commonly used symbol of
Mexican culture in the nineteenth century; it was also the source of the traditional Indian
alcoholic beverage - pulque. Jose Maria Obregon’s painting The Discovery of Pulque (Figure
67), features the nineteenth- century practice of embracing specific native historical themes
within a neoclassical aesthetic. The painting incorporates traditional customs such as the
harvesting of pulque to construct what was considered national art. Obregon’s canvas depicts the
legend of a young Indian woman Xochitl and her parents, presenting the girl’s invention. She
offers the pulque to the Toltec ruler Tecpancaltzin who would take her as his wife.253 According
to Brian Hamnett, the early colonial practice of looking to pre-Columbian cultures to “assert the
authenticity of historical experience” represented an effort to place the ancient past of the
Americas on par with European constructs of Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Aegean.254 This
elevation of Indian civilizations is a thread, complexly woven, through the history of Mexican
nation building.255 Prints and photographs of tlachiqueros (similar to Castro’s print and Cruces y
Campas’s carte de visite - Figures 57 and 58) collecting the sap of the maguey were commonly
produced and circulated throughout the nineteenth century.
Escalante’s depiction of the maguey occurs in conjunction with the aftermath of Mexico’s
defeat of the French at Puebla (Cinco de Mayo). In his May 21, 1862 print (Figure 68), French
general Charles Ferdinand Latrille, Comte de Lorencez, looks toward three French soldiers with
surprised expressions on their face.256 The trio reaches toward the general but cannot move due
to their pants catching on maguey cacti. The soldiers’ pantaloons, short jackets, and distinctive
caps indicate that they are Zouaves. These troops were originally recruited in North Africa but by
the 1860s they were primarily French.257 The caption states, “The 5th of May. Why aren’t these
troops advancing? Because they are stuck in a maguey.” Escalante depicts a traditional symbol
th
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of Mexico’s indigenous past, often used to claim an ancient cultural history presented as unique
and legitimating. Rather than imbue the symbol with a romantic, ethnographical or neoclassical
meaning, he utilized the maguey to advance a satiric and comic analysis of the battle of Puebla at
the expense of the French soldiers and their commander. The French combatants were thwarted
by the cactus that was (and is) viewed as a cultural marker of Mexico’s indigenous past. As one
of the most powerful empires in the world, the foreign invaders underestimated the ability of
Mexican Liberals to defend their nation. With the United States preoccupied with the Civil War
and Mexico’s dire financial situation, Napoleon III saw an opportunity to regain territory in the
Americas.258 But against all odds, the Mexican nation defended itself and claimed victory even if
it was temporary and brief.
Escalante was not the only artist to prominently feature the maguey in his depiction of the
battle at Puebla. Patricio Ramos’ Batalla de Cinco de Mayo (Figure 69), for example, is strewn
with maguey as the Zouaves struggle, fight, and die in the foreground. The cacti appear strangely
large, dwarfing the soldiers in battle. The atmospheric background and desert landscape reduce
the horses and figures to anonymous staffage relegating the battle to a secondary role. In the May
21st print, Escalante also downplays the battle. He brings the maguey, the soldiers, and the
general to the foreground. The maguey occupies the center foreground while the soldiers in
profile direct the gaze of the viewer toward the general by looking in his direction with
outstretched arms. But rather than emphasize the conventions of the larger landscape painting,
Escalante allows the viewer directly to confront Latrille. The general appears as a static torso
behind an embankment while his soldiers take the brunt of the punishment. Their shocked
expressions and dynamic gestures add to the comic jab made at the expense of the general.
In the July 19, 1862 (Figure 70) lithograph Escalante employs another botanical national
symbol present in Casimiro Castro’s frontispiece (Figure 58, left background). This time it is the
opuntia cactus (also known as the prickly pear or nopal cactus). The plant is widely recognized
as the symbol at the center of the Mexican flag representing the history of the Mexica (Aztec)
empire. The eagle and the cactus imagery is traced back to the founding story of the Aztec
capital, Tenochtitlan, upon which Mexico City was built. After a period of conflict and roaming,
one of the Aztec priests is said to have received a vision from the god Huitzilopochtli indicating
that the sacred spot would be marked by an eagle perched on a large nopal cactus.259 The
episode, graphically depicted in the Codex Mendoza in the 16 century (Figure 71), became the
Mexican coat of arms during the period of independence and was introduced as the official
national symbol on the flag, coins, stamps, seals and official papers since the early 1820s.260
In Escalante’s print (Figure 70) the nopal cactus is the central image looming surprisingly
large over three figures located around its base. To the left, Almonte and Leonardo Marquez
hoist the French flag with an attached dagger and hook toward the top of the cactus where the
head of Juárez is just out of their reach. The cactus leaf supporting Juárez’s disembodied head
reads “liberty.” Marquez was the controversial conservative general blamed for the execution of
liberal leaders including Melchor Ocampo, Santos Degollado and Leandro Valle in 1861. In
1862, he joined French forces under Lorencez.261 To the right of the cactus, a Zouave comically
leans over in pain as a nopal leaf is stuck to his behind. The discrepant scale of the cactus and
th
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Juárez’s disembodied head produce an irrational sense of scale that disrupts the conventions of
landscapes featuring the distinct flora of Mexico. There is also a juxtaposition between the thick,
rooted base of the cactus that supports Juárez and the slanted ground that threatens the footing of
the figures attempting to capture the president. The comic motion of the soldier and the two
figures further highlights the security of Juárez’s position.
In addition to being a national symbol, the nopal cactus is essential for the breeding of
cochineal insects. These insects are used to produce the red dye exported around the world.
According to Rafael Barajas, Juárez was a native Oaxacan and like all liberals, he was
committed to modernizing agriculture. Hacienda owners in the Liberal movement, were caught
in a complex stage of transition. They were attempting to transform a key colonial economic
structure, agriculture, into a modern capitalist endeavor. Coffee and cochineal were among the
main exports in the first half of the nineteenth century.262 According to Barajas, Juárez supported
the cochineal haciendas and the interests of landowners in his home state. In Escalante’s print,
Juárez’s head is attached to the nopal in the same way that cochineal insects were bred to
produce dye. The artist may be referring to Juárez’s relationship to the hacendados including his
wife’s cochineal producing family, the Mazas. The Maza family supported Juárez through law
school and his early years in politics in Oaxaca.263 In the print, the French and the Mexican
leaders supporting the occupation cannot reach Juárez who is protected by the nopal, symbol of
the nation and, in this case, liberty. This depiction of Juárez signals the shift in Escalante’s and
La Orquesta’s view of the president during the war with the French and the subsequent
occupation. Escalante is still ambiguously critical of Juárez’s moderate Liberal economic and
political interests yet the artist sides with Juárez and independent nationhood over the
Conservatives and the French.
In his depictions of the maguey (Figure 68) and the nopal (Figure 70) cacti, Escalante coopts the conventions of highly circulated commercial prints like those of Casimiro Castro as well
as academic history and landscape painting. Rather than attempting to legitimize Mexico’s
Indian past, he chooses to set it in tension with the present. In these two prints, the maguey and
the nopal play an active role in Mexico’s struggle against the French, despite the fact that they
are inanimate objects. As symbolic forms they represent the underestimated strength and
resilience of the Mexican people who continued to fight for national sovereignty.
Escalante repeatedly adopts other genres in order to challenge aesthetic traditions and
political circumstances. He utilizes the maguey and the nopal to signal Mexicanidad but not in
the aggregate romantic, neoclassical, anthropological, typological, and commercial forms.
Instead, he creates a satirical visual language that simultaneously lambasts General Latrille and
his troops and celebrates Mexican victory. And he depicts the conservative faction supported by
the French as inept while simultaneously criticizing and supporting Juárez. Exploiting the
tension between the historicity of print production (as it appeared in the genre of the type) and
the temporal immediacy of these specific political events allows Escalante to challenge other
genres of visual production and to participate in the larger discourses surrounding France’s
occupation of Mexico. Escalante unmistakably takes sides, that of Mexican independence and
Liberal victory regardless of Moderate or Radical factionalism.
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Disruptive Depictions of the Type and Modernization
The aguador (Figures 55 and 59) is another example of Escalante appropriating the genre
of the type critically to engage with both temporally specific events and artistic trends. He
continues to criticize specific individuals but this time with the aim of complicating the visual
representation of both the type and the project of modernization in Mexico City. Casimiro
Castro’s lithographs, Mexico y sus alrededores exemplify a common approach to depicting
Mexico as a modernizing nation, particularly in Mexico City. Beautifully drawn lithographs with
delicately shaded clouds and sharp architectural renderings feature images of plazas and busy
streets with carriages and a mix of figures ranging in age, gender, race, and class (Figures 72-77).
Also featured are public buildings bustling with fashionable ladies and gentlemen, soldiers, and
carriages on clean streets lined with street lamps. Parks, like the Alameda, appear in the album
flanked by large avenues and buildings. The park is complete with a hot air balloon floating
above fountains and ladies wearing crinoline. The Plaza de Armas (now known as the Zocalo)
surrounded by government buildings and a central cathedral put Mexico on display as a modern
city vibrant with activity. Escalante complicates this idealized view of the city by excavating the
messy process of political deal making, the often unethical wheeling and dealing between
businessmen and the government, and the unfortunate outcomes that citizens have to endure.
In Escalante’s January 28, 1866 print (Figure 78) two men wearing vessels typically
carried by water sellers (aguadores) meet in the street. The figure on the right is Sebastian Pane,
an Italian businessman who introduced the machinery to drill wells in Mexico and came up with
one of the many proposals aimed at solving drainage problems in the city. Before turning to the
caption of this print, it is important to consider some of the preceding prints depicting Pane and
circumstances surrounding issues of supplying potable water, drainage and flood control in
Mexico City. Traditionally, aguadores collected water in large vessels and delivered fresh water
to residences. Water carriers were still practicing their trade well into the nineteenth century as
we saw in Linati’s lithograph (Figure 41), photographs (Figure 55), and in Casimiro Castro’s
Mexico y sus alrededores (Figure 59). According to Linati’s description,
All countries offer some customs one does not understand either because of their
inconveniences or because or because of their oddity. The water carrier of Mexico is
one of those things that most strikes foreigners’ eyes: one has difficulty conceiving how
to carry 50 pounds of water.264
Access to clean fresh water and sewage systems challenged the process of modernizing Mexico
City. During the rainy season, water ran through the streets resulting in serious health hazards.265
Controlling the lakes surrounding the city became an obsession beginning in the Colonial period
and persisting into the twentieth century. One of Escalante’s early (June 29, 1861) prints conveys
the almost comic, almost tragic absurdity resulting from floods (Figure 79). The upper left
caption reads, “The population of Mexico has had to hire divers to save their neighbors.” The
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upper right caption reads, “The canals in Mexico make the use of umbrellas insufficient.” And
the lower register states, “Spectacular performances can be seen after a rainstorm in Mexico
City, with no price of admission” while depicting a group of water-drenched, fashionable city
dwellers in top hats and crinolines.266 Escalante returned to the theme of floods again and again
during his decade of print production. In these two prints, Escalante uses water to completely
defy a logical sense of space. There is no sense of ground or scale. In Figure 80, for example, a
male figure with a huge umbrella wades through shoulder deep water as the carriage in front of
him rolls up onto an embankment. Escalante brilliantly captures the juxtaposition of mud and
water. Though the spatial arrangement is completely illogical, most of the print is rendered with
delicate strokes and shading suggesting the opacity of the water, single point perspective and the
volume of human figures and horses. Escalante’s careful and studious rendering of the scene
contrasted with the comic and tragic elements of the situation heightens his critical commentary
aimed at government and business entities who failed to resolve the issue.
During the Second Empire, from the end of 1865 to 1866, Escalante more pointedly
addresses the problem of access to water and drainage in several prints. On September 6, 1865
(Figure 81), an official stands atop an embankment and asks the people submerged in water on
Mexico City’s streets: “Why are you drowning in such a small amount of water? Just wait a little
while for the government already has drainage projects in the works.” To the left of the official,
several men stand in line holding up their proposals to solve the problem. The first of these
reads, “Drainage project no. 7,869.” A few weeks later, Escalante’s focus on the issue shifts
toward Pane’s pursuit of government funding. On October 14, 1865, Escalante places Pane and
his drilling machine on top of the world (Figure 82). The caption reads, “A project of absorbing
wells to drain the valley of Mexico.” By placing Mexico at the top of the world Escalante is
either promoting the view of Mexico as a modernizing nation or making fun of it - pointing to
the fact that sewage, drainage and flooding had yet to be resolved partly because opportunists
were competing for government funds and favors.
A few weeks later, Pane returns in the October 28, 1865 issue of La Orquesta (Figure 83),
knocking at a door labeled city funds with his drainage plan in hand and his machine in tow. The
caption reads, “What door do you knock on but no one answers? The door of the city
government.” The next time he appears in January of 1866 (Figure 84), he is shown dancing with
friends. To the far left is the Imperial throne, the large X refers to Maximilian. Several other
figures from Maximilian’s administration are also depicted in a setting reminiscent of those by
French artist Jean-Jacques Grandville. Male figures wearing fashionable skirts, other part animal
and part human figures, and even an anthropomorphized top hat surround Pane who is one of the
central figures dancing with a goose, rubbing elbows and asking for government favors. Despite
his apparent progress, Pane appears frustrated in his efforts to gain government support again on
February 28, 1866 (Figure 85). As he enters an editorial room, Pane’s thoughts suggest his
frustration. The caption reads, “In this time when it is fashionable to crown (fund) everything, I
find myself without compensation and you want to make me the martyr?” In his thoughts we see
the government “crowning” the theater, the opera, the poor, the railroad, and the arts but not
flooding and drainage.
Pane captured the attention of Escalante’s lithographic pen and through him the artist
engaged with the complexity of resolving an incessant problem for the city and the government.
Returning to the print of Pane as an aguador (Figure 78), its caption records the conversation
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between Pane and Maximilian’s minister Juan Suarez y Navarro: “Where does this trip take you
my friend? I don’t know. I lost the house because I overfilled the pot and there was nowhere to
drain the water. Well, go to Pachuca because they do not pay here.”267 This exchange points to
the end of Pane’s campaign to win government support of his drainage project. Escalante takes
the aguador type and imbues it with several layers of meaning. The print could be read as either
as an indictment of the government’s inability to solve a technical problem, a jab at Pane’s greed
and corrupt campaign to gain funding, or a more sympathetic view of Pane trying to fund a
project that could possibly solve a major municipal problem. Brilliantly, Escalante uses one of
the figures that would be rendered obsolete by Pane’s proposal, the water carrier, to construct
this multivalent assessment of the technical challenges that faced this so called modernizing city.
In the end, both the government and the business man were relegated to the status of aguador one of the unique types of Mexico that persisted despite centuries-long efforts to modernize an
arcane system.
The construction of a national railroad system also caught the attention of Escalante’s pen
toward the end of the Second Empire and during the Restored Republic (1867-68). Though the
bulk of Mexico’s railroads were built during the Porfiriato, debates on the feasibility of a railroad
system played out decades before the first railroad concessions were made. These debates
revolved around issues of controlling particular interests in the railroad: those of business, the
government and foreign investors. Beginning in the 1830s public campaigns involving
pamphleteering and newspapers were launched to garner support for railroad projects.268 During
the Second Empire there was a major push to construct the Veracruz-Mexico City line. Minister
Luis Robles Pezuela argued for the necessity of the railroad citing progress and economic
advancement as key benefits. He also argued that the Mexican government should play a
decisive role and the foreign interests should be limited. As Robert Randall points out, Pezuelas’
stance was surprising given that Mexico was ruled by Maximilian at the time. Nonetheless, the
British run Imperial Mexican Company played a key role in the advancement of the project.269
Upon his return to office in 1867, Juárez made a push to complete the line between Veracruz and
Mexico City, calling it the Mexicano. Images of trains appeared in Garcia Cubas’s maps along
with bridges, ports, canals, and steam ships (Figure 44) as well as in photographs and paintings
as a common trope signaling modernization. Most well known, are Jose Maria Velasco’s
paintings of railroads in the 1870s and 1880s (Figure 86). While some photographs incorporated
human figures, most prints and paintings featured a powerful metal marvel of technology moving
along a track surrounded by a landscape accentuating Mexico’s natural resources and potential
for development.
Escalante’s images of trains, by contrast, address the arduous debates surrounding the
construction of the railroad - particularly addressing the problem of defining the roles of
government and foreign and domestic business as well as complicating the discourses around the
idea of progress. In some of the most dynamic prints in Escalante’s oeuvre, various political
figures and businessmen attempt to propel the project forward. They are incorporated into the
very workings of the train. In Figures 87-90, for example, figures representing business interests
are depicted as part of the stack emitting the steam that propels the train forward. In Figure 88,
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almost all of Escalante’s disruptive formal techniques are at play. The scale of the train is
completely illogical, the conjoining of the bodies of Juárez’s cabinet with the steam stack as it
appears to be consuming the men confuses the animate and the inanimate. The action of waving
arms and kicking legs further intensifies and overwhelms logical interpretations of the train and
the figures. Finally, the scale of the men fueling the train confuses the illusionistic space of the
whole image. Similar kinds of visual antics played out in subsequent prints addressing the
railroad.
In the December 7, 1867 print (Figure 89), Escalante attaches the imagery of the train and
modernization to Juarez’s return to the presidency. The caption states, “Epigraph to the
president's speech. Here's how we get to the to our goal.” Juárez, his cabinet and various other
factions including state leaders make up the inner workings of the train. The station is manned by
Congress and the Constitution; as indicated by the text on the kite and the sign above the
building. Juárez is clearly the engineer driving the train, but it is apparent that the other
components of leadership are necessary to keep national momentum toward modernization
moving. The wheels and axel of the train, for example, are labeled “the people,” “the law,” and
“the governors.” While there are also references to corporate foreign interests, the print works to
create a multivalent perception of Juárez, modernization, the expansion of the railroad, and the
complexity of political alliances. Juárez inhabits an ambiguous role in the print. He is the driver
of the train but it is unclear whether the path of the railroad is one that will benefit Mexicans.
Escalante’s dual perception of Juárez as the embodiment of both the failure and promise of
Liberalism and modernity will be further explored in Chapter Four. In many of Escalante’s
pictures of the railroad, certain figures such as Juárez and his cabinet (Figure 89) are driving the
train while particular members of congress are opposing the project (Figures 90, 91, and 92). In
one of Escalante’s last prints before his death, October 7, 1868 (Figure 93) the train is
completely derailed; in fact the rail system would not be fully realized for nearly a decade.
In addition to pointing out some of the serious problems facing the city due to lack of
infrastructure, Escalante employed familiar architecture in Mexico City and Veracruz to
comment on a whole host of issues facing the city and the government. These fragmented
architectural depictions stand in direct contrast to the cityscapes of Casimiro Castro and the
architectural drawings by Garcia Cubas. Escalante quite literally rips architectural renderings of
municipal buildings and churches out of their usual context to expose inequality and corruption.
During Juárez’s first administration, Escalante addresses the president’s efforts to privatize land
communally owned by the Church and Indian communities. In Escalante’s images there is no
doubt as to who were the true beneficiaries of such reforms. The April 6 (Figure 94) caption
states,
Pueblo: Gentlemen, since you have not reserved a place for me at your table consider
at least sharing the crumbs of this beautiful cake.
Winners: My friend, the poor have never been seated at the table of the rich.
The cake is an architectural symbol of church property, which the laws of Reform adjudicated to
private individuals. The business and political figures at the table are about to cut and share the
cake while leaving the “people” out. On August 14, 1861 (Figure 95), Escalante, similarly sheds
light upon the plight of the poor versus the wealthy. The caption states,
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New Deluge in Mexico
In this flood, only those of little wealth perished. But some animals remain in the ark to
preserve the species.
Those of “little wealth” are shown drowning in the flood waters as Ministers of the Juárez
administration and businessmen including Juan Zambrano who smokes a cigar, stand safely atop
the Casa Municipal, floating on the ark, safe and dry. In both of these prints, Escalante turns to
architectural elements to expose the level of inequality resulting from the Reform period.
Figures 96, 97 and 98 explore the inept actions of Congress and tension between Congress
and the executive (Juárez and his cabinet of ministers). Some of the pressure is a result of the
threat of foreign occupation and the influence of businessmen upon the government in 1861 and
62. In each of these prints, government and business officials are scrambling to lay claim to
official buildings that signify the country and positions of power. The push for the advancement
of business and industry and the threat of imperialism are key forces at play.
Rather than depict modernized, efficient and organized public spaces or use accepted
commercial and academic practices such as those found in Casimiro Castro’s lithographs, Garcia
Cubas’s maps, or Cruces y Campas’s photographs, Escalante delves deeper into the tensions and
problems facing a city grappling with foreign occupation and the process of realizing Liberal and
modern conceptions of nationhood. In Escalante’s Mexico City and surrounding areas (Figure
99), torrential rains enter the interior spaces of the street car; spider webs and a few dogs are the
only figures populating a street scene, and ladies wearing crinoline fashions prove more
problematic than elegant. Castro’s bucolic scenes of strollers, carriages and fountains are
nowhere to be found in Escalante’s Alameda Park, March 21, 1866 (Figure 100), with the
caption, “Respectable listener in the Alameda, days of music.” Instead, a resting park laborer
with his shovel and muzzled dog stand in the foreground while nondescript figures stand in the
distance. Even the band members are represented with their backs to the viewer denying any sort
of festive interpretation of the event. On October 26, 1861 (Figure 101) Escalante features a
central figure, Manuel Doblado, governor of Guanajuato and soon to be Juárez’s Minister of
Foreign Relations, lounging with his colleagues under the shade of a tree much like those that
populated Castro’s parks and hacienda scenes. The caption states, “Mr. Dobalado and his
colleagues await the arrival of good times, resting on their laurels and dreaming up building
projects for the Republic”270 In the print, the landscape does not take center stage. The
indifference and stasis of the trio stands out, even as an outline of a ship in the distance signals
the looming threat of foreign attack and occupation.
Escalante’s depictions of the theater and the opera are employed to highlight particular
political and class tensions and hypocrisies and stand in contrast to Castro’s architecturally
detailed depictions of these venues. The January 31, 1866 print (Figure 102) reads, “You see,
who would have believed that we are not the only ones with the privilege of offering crowns!”
The patrons entering the theater carry crowns of flowers for the famous performer Angela
Peralta. Gutierrez-Estrada, one of the supporters of the Second Empire, and the former Mexican
president Santa Anna, who offered his services to the French backed government, stand to the
right of the entrance and quip about their power to offer the crown to Maximilian.271 They make
light of the situation and appear confident in their positions of power. But by January 1866
270
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Maximilian’s loss of Napoleon’s support signaled that the days of the Second Empire were
numbered, The joke is on the conservatives and Liberals who supported Maximilian.
In the February 3, 1866 lithograph (Figure 103), aristocratic opera-goers dressed in the
Imperial style sit in a loge facing the stage. The women are occupied with social interaction and
the accompanying male figure stows away behind a wall to nap with his Imperial style top hat
covering his face. Most likely supporters of the Empire, these opera goers are interested in seeing
and being seen rather than in watching the performance. The caption reads, “At the opera, to be
well dressed, the only thing you have to do is be there as little as possible.” 272According to
Barajas, Escalante was forced to temper critiques of the government during some periods of the
Second Empire due to censorship laws imposed by Maximilian. Perhaps that is the case here, but
throughout his career Escalante’s pen extended to social and cultural arenas as well as direct
political indictments. It could also be argued that he is interacting with the many depictions of
theater and opera produced in Europe during this period. In this case, however, he appears to be
echoing such artistic precedents that often poked fun at the bourgeoisie rather that activating
them specifically to chastise Mexico’s Conservatives.
Escalante and Allegorical Representations of the Nation
Allegorical representation of the nation is a final key example demonstrating Escalante’s
propensity both to co-opt and to disrupt pervasive visual constructions of Mexico. In general the
foci of Escalante’s larger oeuvre are specific male figures engaged in situations that comment on
the pressing developments of the day. On the occasions that he depicts women, they fall into one
of three categories: Indian/lower class worker, the fashionably dressed aristocrat/ bourgeois, or
the allegorical personification of the nation. I focus here on the latter of the three types of women
pictured in Escalante’s prints. All three types of women are almost always anonymous rather
than specific individuals. According to Magali Carrera “Mexican independence required both
new and reconfigured allegorical imagery to destabilize and replace those images related to
Spain and Spanish rule.”273 The pictorial construction of the female form as an allegory of the
nation changed during this period to reflect the relationship between citizen and nation. As an
example of this shift, Carrera points to the anonymous Alegoría de la Independencia, 1834
(Figure 104). The painting features a central figure in a low-cut flowing gown, arms exposed,
holding up a Phrygian cap flanked by independence leaders Miguel Hidalgo and Iturbide. She
dons a quiver of arrows on her back and her bare feet are visible. Her red, white, and blue
headdress along with the cap she waves, however, refer to French Revolution, pointing to a
shifting view of Mexico as an independent nation within the context of the Enlightenment and
French Revolutionary ideals. Earlier allegorical depictions of the Americas typically featured a
barefoot or sandaled semi-nude female form wearing a headdress of feathers and a quiver full of
bows identifying her as Indian. Sixteenth and seventeenth - century European examples (Figures
105,106 and 107) display the long-standing practice of representing continents through female
personifications. Mexican artists such as Juan Correa, famous for Casta paintings, also took up
this type of nationalist painting with some differences including a more modestly and elaborately
dressed female figure (Figure 108). In the biombo (painted screen), she is placed within a larger
allegory representing the four continents. Another nineteenth -century example of an allegorical
-
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interpretation of the nation is an anonymous painting featuring Iturbide’s wife (Figure109). The
familiar iconographic objects are prominent, including the quiver of arrows and the feather
headdress. The painting, however, conforms to the genre of portraiture through both the figure’s
pose and the ribbon of text below her. Iturbide’s wife is a rare example of a specific individual
serving as an allegorical personification of the nation. By the end of the nineteenth century,
Monroy depicts the Constitution of 1857 as a female allegorical figure (Figure 110). Without
quiver and feather headdress, she marks another shift toward a neoclassical creole dressed in a
flowing white gown, with her arm raised and hand clasping the olive branch of peace. Though
formal elements and specific props defining female form as a representation of the nation shifted
over time, the function of the genre did not. The allegorical figure and accompanying objects
were and continued to serve as an aggregate composition that represented the nation and national
identities well into and beyond the nineteenth century.
Escalante adopted the visual language of allegorical personification throughout his print
production but unlike previous Mexican examples, his figures have agency. Escalante borrows
and disrupts the genre by allowing his personifications to be emotionally invested, active
participants in the events he targets.274 The allegorical representation of the nation is set in
tension with historically specific discourses. In his early prints, Escalante had already challenged
the frontal stoic maiden, wearing a headdress and quiver. In the March 30, 1861 print (Figure
111), for example, he uses the allegorical form to comment on the hazard of flooding in the
capital. The caption reads, “The Alameda in Mexico City, dirty, unattended, and loaded with
debris, complains to the Administration about the messes she has suffered.” The female figure is
identified as the Alameda - a central, often depicted public park.275 Rather than proudly display a
feather headdress or draping gown, this symbol of the nation’s capital stands before a
government official to bring attention to her situation. Drenched and weighed down with the
debris of the flooding streets of Mexico City, her bare feet, semi nudity, long hair, and dress
signal that she is Indian. But unlike Mexican academic personifications, she is burdened by the
indignity of the present state of the city, so much so, that the viewer does not even glimpse her
face.
The lithograph distributed in the very first issue La Orquesta, March 1, 1861(Figure 112)
addresses one of the measures taken to alleviate Mexico’s financial woes. The male figure is
Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, Treasury Secretary under Comonfort and author of the 1856 Lerdo Law
calling for the disentailment of properties owned by the Church and by Indian communities.276
The goal of the Lerdo legislation was to make more property available in the private market and
to collect additional national funds by taxing the purchases and sales of those properties.277 As
the print suggests, the conversion of communal lands to private property did not work out as
planned. The caption of the print reads, “Disamortization laws have changed so much in the
course of three years that the author no longer recognizes them.” Lerdo has the look of fear or
surprise on his face. Standing before him is the female allegorical figure personifying the law
that he penned. She appears disheveled and defeated with clasped hands and head hung low,
disrupting the form that was often used to represent the nation with the typical flowing dress,
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arms exposed and quiver full of arrows. 278 Her semi-nudity, quiver and long dark hair signify
that she is Indian. The range of Escalante’s dexterity with the lithographic medium is apparent in
the construction of the female figure’s body. Her dress is primarily a loosely clustered set of
lines while her bare arm, shoulder and face are drawn using carefully rendered shading allowing
for subtle light and shadow to emerge. While the juxtaposition of the surprised expression and
hands of Lerdo to the demure and defeated woman is significant, the contrast between line (the
dress) and value (faces and extremities) is equally powerful in constructing visual tension.
In the November 23, 1861 (Figure 113) print, Escalante brings Juárez into the
conversation; he wears coattails with a cane and a top hat in his hand. The caption reads,
“Misfortune of the situation: This situation was created thanks to the proactive law of
disamortization.” The female figure labeled country (patría) walks behind the striding president
attempting to reassure him with her hand on his shoulder. But the situation is dire as she carries
an empty basket labeled funds for the war. The flowing gown, quiver and arrows, and feather
headdress are replaced by a modest dress and apron pointing to the financial woes of the nation.
Once again her head is lowered and she appears in profile signaling the desperation of the
situation. Though the November 23 print is critical of Juárez’s support of laws disentailing
lands, it conveys an almost sympathetic tone toward the leader, particularly when compared with
prints such as that of October 16, 1861(Figure 114). Here Escalante unleashes a harsh attack
against the Conservative branch of government. The female personification of the nation stands
with her back to the viewer. Wearing a flowing white gown and sash, she clasps her head in what
can only be a desperate attempt to defend herself as she faces an angry mob of Mexico’s past
Conservative Presidents and leaders wielding sticks as if about to attack. The caption reads
“Constant suffering that our republic has been condemned to from Independence to the present
day.” The lithograph is a clear indictment of the government and the turbulence caused by the
constantly revolving Executive leadership. The visages of the male figures are roughly drawn
compared to some of the more naturalistic renderings of other prints. Escalante communicates
emotion through the female figure’s leaning posture and raised arms and the delicately rendered
fabric of her dress including the sash gently flowing with the breeze. When juxtaposed to the
cumbersome and clumsy leaders, the personification of the nation draws not only the viewer’s
attention, but sympathy as well.
Beginning in the final months of 1861, Escalante repeatedly deployed allegorical imagery
to comment on the threat of foreign occupation. A November 9, 1861 print (Figure 115) features
Napoleon III standing alongside the queens of Spain and England. The trio hides behind a tree
holding sticks. They look toward the female allegorical personification of Mexico who is
identified by her lowered shield labeled “Mexican Representation.” She is hunched over, wearily
holding her head in her hand as she watches over two children fighting in front of her. The
children symbolize the government in conflict over what to do about the threat of foreign attack
and refer to the tensions among Liberals, Conservatives, and their respective factions. The
caption reads, “France: Now is the time to attack, they are powerless. Spain: We should wait.
Why? In order to surprise them when they are even weaker.” Escalante returns to the subject of
foreign intervention in his December 21, 1861 print (Figure 116). In a desperate plea to unite
rd
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Mexicans against inevitable foreign attack he relies on allegorical conventions of nineteenthcentury images, such as Monroy’s painting (Figure 110). With arms widespread, the female
figure holds the Mexican flag in one hand and the olive branch of peace in the other, clearly
labeled with the banner “Amnesty.” Kneeling before her are the military leaders Gonzalez
Ortega (Liberal) and Leonardo Marquez (Conservative) whose arms are outstretched as if they
are in a trance. The caption reads “No more divisions when the country is in danger.” Crossing
the water is a large procession carrying a sign indicating that they march toward the port city of
Veracruz, second in importance only to the capital. In the distance, the sun appears to be setting
with the word Porvenir (future) marking the central orb of brightness. It appears as though
Escalante is unleashing the full power of allegory in his desperate attempt to convince Mexicans
to unite in the battle against foreign intervention.
The unfolding events of war and occupation resurface on August 13, 1862 (Figure 117)
when Escalante invokes the visual language of allegory to portray Napoleon III (center),
Genreral Saligny (left), and a third figure. The caption reads, “The Three Graces.” The trio
hovers over Mexico as France marches toward occupation of the North American nation.
Escalante’s visual language operates on various temporal and aesthetic strata. He refers to a
classical theme, the three graces, painted by canonical European painters such as Raphael and
Rubens and sculptors such as Canova. The three women were most often painted or sculpted as
classical nudes. Escalante completely disrupts the symbol of national allegory by applying the
visual language to specific male figures who possess great power and are about to unleash that
power on a nation struggling to realize independence for over half a century. Picturing one of the
great world leaders and his General as canonical female figures is an obvious comic (and
patriarchal) stab.
As demonstrated earlier, General Saligny was a common target of Escalante’s
lithographic pen. The artist struck again on May 20, 1863 (Figure 118). The central figure,
Saligny, places a crown of laurels on an allegorical figure labeled “hunger.” She is old, gaunt and
ragged. The Zouave standing behind him asks, “But what are you doing General?” and he
responds, “I am placing on this forehead the laurels of victory for she is the only one that can
deliver it to us.” Escalante here refers to the shortage of supplies suffered by the Mexican troops
during the war against the French, a situation that he suggests played a decisive role in the defeat
of Mexico. But here again, Escalante challenges the traditional use of the formal language of
allegory to valorize the nation. The female figure is not a symbol of the nation or the capital or a
central national document such as the Constitution of 1857.
One of the more perplexing images of Escalante’s oeuvre features a seated Jesus
González Ortega, one of the liberal generals who stood out in the battle against the Conservatives
during the reform and a decisive player in the struggle against Maximilian in the late 1860s.
Ortega grasps for the presidential seat, literally a chair, as an allegorical figure labeled “republic”
holds it just out of his reach (Figure 119). In the mid-1860s Ortega had designs on the highest
office, but it remained an unattainable goal during the Juárez administration and throughout the
Second Empire. Uncharacteristically, the female figure is one of the very few females depicted
as an actual person: Mexico’s first great female opera singer Ángela Peralta (Figure 120).
Peralta was a world famous opera singer, impresario, and composer, and she was Indian or
mestizo, a fact registered by her darker skin tone in Escalante’s print. Though she was worldfamous and performed all over Europe, she promoted Mexican composers such as Melesio
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Morales and Aniceto Ortega.279 Due to her accomplishments as an artist, Peralta was held in high
regard despite her race and gender. She received funds to study in Italy and during the Second
Empire, Maximilian commissioned Peralta and her company to put on Ildegonda composed by
Morales.280 On February 25, 1866 and again on April 2, 1866 poems expressing the highest
praise for Peralta’s voice, lauding her as a national treasure, appeared in La Orquesta.281 On
April 7, 1866, the newspaper announced Peralta’s performance of La Traviata at the National
Theater the next day.282 In Escalante’s lithograph, she is depicted as an allegorical representation
of the Republic. Here again, Escalante is placing the art historical conventions of a particular
genre in tension with the present. Rather than portraying a barefoot or semi-nude Indian woman
with arrows and feathers or a white/creole woman in a flowing gown, Escalante chooses one of
the most globally respected and nationally treasured artists of the day - a woman who so
forcefully defied the limitations placed upon her by her race and gender. It is unclear exactly
why Escalante would use the image of Peralta as an allegory of the Republic. Perhaps he is
capitalizing on her popularity to attract readers; or perhaps he is celebrating her as a national
treasure. Regardless, Escalante creates a likeness that is beautifully rendered. Though she is
active in that she holds the “presidency” just outside of Ortega’s reach, her visage harkens back
to some of the portrait-like examples of allegory discussed earlier.
In the same issue of La Orquesta a short conversation was published in which the
“Republic” has an exchange with Jesús González Ortega. In this conversation, entitled the
“Devil’s Tale” (the devil’s advocate), the female figure asks Ortega who he would like to lead
the country. She suggests Benito Juárez or Joaquin Villalobos but with each option Ortega
adamantly replies no. In the end he declares that he would prefer himself.283 The visual
caricature and the textual exchange refer to the precariousness of the political situation toward
the end of the Second Empire. Beginning in January of 1866, Napoleon III ordered a phased
withdrawal of French troops.284 The question over who should become president had been raised
just a few months earlier. Juárez had been exiled to the far north of the country but maintained
his claim to the presidency and continued to govern liberal strongholds under the auspices of
extraordinary executive powers granted to him by congress.285 Using these executive powers,
Juárez extended his term on November 8, 1865. General Ortega, former governor of Oaxaca was
president of the Supreme Court at the time and had Juárez allowed his term to expire, as many
believed he should have, Ortega would have succeeded him.
After the fall of the Second Empire, Escalante returned to this question of extraordinary
powers and the role of the congress as defined by the Constitution of 1857. The Liberal effort to
reestablish Mexico’s march toward independence and modernization is represented in the June 3,
1868 lithograph (Figure 121). The female personification representing the Constitution of 1857
is depicted as an active participant in current developments including the compromising of
congressional powers during this period. According to an editorial poem on June 31, 1868,
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Don't know why the Congress always forgets that it is the sovereign who holds the keys
of the treasury and that the weapons of the nation are at its disposal;
on the contrary, it grants power to the Executive.
And the sovereign always dies of the most complete indignity
Today leaves little.
A broken carpet with more holes than constitutional rights.286
In the mid-ground of the June 3, 1868 print, an aggressive Benito Juárez mans a cannon as Lerdo
lights the lamps adorning one of the federal buildings in the capital as preparation for the return
of Juárez. According to Martha López and Carlos Mújica, Escalante depicts the closing of the
congressional session and the suspension of guarantees that were the outcome of the war.
Congress is symbolically depicted as an anchor and various other objects locked in a cage by the
Constitution of 1857.287 Escalante’s emphasis on the large lock and the allegorical figure’s
equally large and forceful arm demonstrate how powerful the idea of the Constitution was during
the period. The print suggests that Juárez has used the constitution, the very document defining
the rights of the Mexican people, to secure executive powers. The implication of the scene is that
the abandonment of the legislative arm of government is disastrous.
Escalante repeatedly adopted and disrupted the commercial and academic pictorial
conventions of nineteenth-century Mexico. His prints corroborate Carrera’s assessment of the
shifting approaches to visuality in the nineteenth century. The viewer was newly perceived as a
capable consumer who interacted with images that circulated as material objects in the larger
public sphere. Though Carrera examines aggregate conceptions of the nation as “unified and
framed fragments of real and imagined Mexico… constructing an image of modernity in
progress,” Escalante’s disruptive approach exemplifies a counter-discourse about modernization
as a process. Escalante continually employed a multivalent discursive visual language in order to
shape the present and to address the changing mindset of the viewer/observer. Returning to
Benedict Anderson’s argument, the nineteenth century witnessed a major shift in how the world
was understood, making it possible to “think” the nation.288 Anderson presents the temporality of
the novel and the newspaper as an analog to the function of time in the imagined community that
is the nation. Novels and newspapers, he argues, promoted an awareness that individuals and
nations move along in history although their stories only appear sporadically in the news. The
viewer/reader of La Orquesta was made aware of this process because Escalante’s images were
not published as a linear narrative bur rather as a cacophony of discourses. According to
Anderson, the newspaper produces a ritual consisting of individuals who consume information,
knowing that others are behaving similarly in their own private domains as well as in public.
Escalante’s prints specifically and caricature generally participated in this process by making
viewers grapple with a whole host of discourses. His lithographs continually revealed the
tensions inherent in art historical developments, current pressing social and political debates, and
the ongoing process of modernization and nation building.
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Chapter 4
Caricature, Historical Specificity and the Dream of Reason
In “The New Voice of Political Dissent: The Transition from Complaint to Satire,” Kirk
Combe argues that satire is necessarily historically specific: “Satire is the product of a particular
person writing at a particular time for a particular audience within a particular society.” 289 He
goes on to argue, however, that the genre of satire simultaneously confronts its own history. He
asks, “Where do we draw the line between legacy and locality?” The key, he argues is to avoid
either extreme by recognizing that satire is handed down to individual writers and artists who are
shaped by the conventions of the genre but challenge that tradition by making it specific to their
own temporal and geographic conditions.290 As we have seen in earlier chapters, Escalante’s
disruptive caricature was a weapon used both for criticizing political events and figures and for
advancing Radical Liberal platforms regarding press freedoms, the Constitution, and Mexican
sovereignty. Escalante’s lithographs depicting Benito Juárez before and after the French
occupation, however, demonstrate that Escalante was also simultaneously critical of and
optimistic toward modernization and Liberal ideals. Fittingly, he looks to a caricaturist that
perhaps, more than any other artist, grappled with the failure and promise of the Enlightenment
in Spain – Francisco Goya. According to Jacques LaFaye, reproductions of Goya’s and other
European artists’ works were widely imported into Mexico from the eighteenth century
onward.291 Escalante draws upon this legacy of caricature and visual satire yet creates images
that effectively operate in nineteenth-century Mexico. This chapter examines how Escalante’s
visual language was engaged with particular political issues within a specific temporal and
geographical context and also interacted with Francisco Goya’s visual conception of the dream
and failure of Enlightenment ideals.
Foundations of Republicanism and Juárez– A Brief History
Before turning to the images of Escalante and Goya, it is important to briefly consider
Mexico’s complicated struggle for autonomy during the first half of the nineteenth century. In
the years following Mexico’s decade long battle for independence (1810-1820), the recently
sovereign nation continued to be embroiled in political struggle and violent conflict. The
dissolution of Spanish vice-regal control in Mexico City left “a political vacuum” that creole
elites quickly moved to fill, according to Brian Hamnett.292 Colonel Agustín Iturbide favored the
presence of the Catholic Church in Mexico, the consolidation of independence with a limited
monarchy, and the preservation of the rights of Peninsula born Spaniards in Mexico.293 Iturbide’s
plan directly opposed the momentum of Liberal thought set in motion by Spain’s Constitution of
1812 (Cadiz Cortes) which established universal male suffrage, a constitutional monarchy with
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defined branches of government, and freedom of the press. 294 The Cadiz Cortes also proposed
land reforms and advanced free trade legislation in Spain. The Constitution was severely
compromised with the defeat of the French and the reinstatement of the Spanish crown
(Ferdinand VII) in 1814. The tenets outlined in the document, however, set the stage for what
would become the basis of constitutional reforms advanced by the Liberals of an independent
Mexico throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century.295
Once Iturbide took control of Mexico in 1820, offers were made to Ferdinand VII for his
brother Don Carlos of Spain to rule as the former colony’s emperor. Upon Spanish Royalty’s
refusal, Iturbide became Emperor Augustin I of Mexico in 1822.296 Within a year, Santa Anna
forced Iturbide out of power. A new Congress was assigned the task of drafting a constitution.
The members of Congress declared that they would not be tied to the Cádiz document of 1812
and that they were their own sovereign body. The first Federal constitution of Mexico, drafted in
1824, sought to balance regional and centralized power.297 These first attempts at nation building
did not bring about the kind of stability sought by Conservative and Liberal Mexicans alike. The
period between 1824 and 1853 was characterized by constant political flux with several regime
changes - each failing to establish a lasting order.298
Almost constant warfare was one of if not the primary contributing factor to Mexico’s
instability according to Mark Wasserman.299 In 1829 and again in 1838 the new nation managed
to fend off foreign invasions from both Spain (a last attempt to re-conquer her prize colony) and
France. In 1836, Texas won independence from Mexico. In the war of 1846-48 with the United
States, Mexico lost half of its territory to its northern neighbor. Internal conflicts such as the
1847 Caste Wars in the Yucatan and numerous rebellions added to the nation’s instability. The
War of the Reform (1857-60) was a major civil war leaving the country further devastated and
vulnerable to foreign attacks including the French occupation of Mexico for a significant portion
of the 1860s.300
Throughout the period from Independence up to 1880, Mexico’s financial situation was
grave. The new nation inherited a debt of 76 million pesos from the Spanish Colonial system
forcing loans to be taken from foreign entities such as Great Britain and France. The Federal
system was in complete flux and by the 1830s, the government could no longer meet its
obligations such as paying public employees or repaying foreign debt.301 The combination of war
and economic and political instability resulted in a view of Mexico as “an abject people
incapable of running their own affairs as an independent state.”302
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By the 1840s, ideological battle lines were drawn between those arguing for the
preservation of previous colonial institutions and those advocating for the modernization of the
nation.303 As Mark Wasserman points out, however, the conflicts between Conservatives and
Liberals were by no means static. Liberals in particular were divided. Moderate Liberals did not
completely reject colonial structures and feared the involvement of the lower classes. Whereas
Radical Liberals rejected the colonial past and aggressively sought to eliminate the social and
economic powers of the Church.304 In the early 1850s, Santa Anna sought to re-centralize the
federal government. He used funds from lands sold to the United States to launch an attack
against his enemy and defender of federalism, Juan Alvarez. But Alvarez garnered the support of
the states and towns in the periphery and countered with defensive action against Santa Anna
spurring the Ayutla Rebellion, named after the Plan of Ayutla that called for the removal of
Santa Anna and the establishment of a constituent assembly tasked with drafting a new federal
constitution.305 This period came to be known as La Reforma (1855-1876) marking the moment
when Liberals began the long process of consolidating their power, ushering in free markets and
limits on the Church. In 1855, after a year of bloody fighting, Alvarez overthrew Santa Anna.
The Moderate Liberal, Ignacio Comonfort took over as president and Benito Juárez (then
governor of Oaxaca) was appointed Minister of Justice and Ecclesiastical affairs. Liberal reforms
included the Juárez Law (1855), a reorganization of the judicial system, and the Lerdo Law
(1856), which called for the privatization of Church property and communal lands.306 The new
federal Constitution of 1857 reflected these reforms. It also organized the government in such a
way that the Congress (legislative branch) held more power than the president (executive branch)
and states were granted significant levels of autonomy. Loosely based on the 1812 Spanish
experiment as well as the model of the United States Constitution, the Mexican Constitution of
1857 outlined freedoms of speech, association, and assembly, the right to bear arms, and freedom
of the press. Also included were the sanctity of private property and the abolition of the death
penalty for political crimes. Elections were to be determined by popular vote (universal male
suffrage), but almost immediately Moderate Liberals voiced their concerns about encouraging
wider participation in politics and Conservatives rejected the Constitution altogether.307 In his
Plan de Tacubaya, for example, Conservative General Felix Zuloaga recognized Ignacio
Comonfort, who took power in 1856, as president but rejected the Constitution of 1857.
Comonfort was persuaded to abandon the Liberals and the Constitution and joined forces with
Zuloaga.308
Juárez served as president of the Supreme Court under Comonfort who resigned in 1858.
The presidency then went to Juárez due to his position as Head Justice of the Supreme Court. He
came to power during the three-year war of the Reforma but almost immediately had to leave
Mexico City because conservatives had again taken temporary hold over the capital city. Despite
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factionalism, the Liberal party managed to emerge victorious in 1860 and Juárez won the
election of 1861. The situation remained precarious as Juárez was faced with the problem of
implementing the Constitution of 1857. In addition, the dire depletion of funds left his
administration unable to meet its financial obligations at home or abroad.
To the present day, Benito Juárez represents a powerful force within Mexico’s political
mythology. He is seen as the symbol of modernization, republicanism and governance by the
rule of law.309 He came from a poor Zapotec family in Oaxaca making him a highly unlikely
leader. According to Wasserman, however, he was one of the most qualified of the many
nineteenth-century Mexican presidents, having studied law and having served at all levels of
government.310 There have been, however, many other readings of Juárez and his brand of
Liberalism. According to Rafael Barajas, the driving force behind Juárez’s political approach
was his intimate relationship with the Maza family who, as discussed earlier, were wealthy
cochineal hacendados (farmers) of Oaxaca. Barajas claims Juárez was committed to converting
the old feudal system of haciendas into a thriving capitalist form of agribusiness, in essence coopting colonial systems rather than eradicating them.311 Brian Hamnett assesses the Juárez
regime differently, arguing that Juárez was primarily occupied with maintaining some semblance
of consistent government:
He sought to hold together an uneasy coalition of dissident factions, ideological
purists, prima donna literati, ambitious military commanders, state governors
determined to retain control of federal resources and local caciques with their
personal armed following. He was neither a moderate or a jacobin - he dealt with
whomever it was necessary.312
Hamnett makes the case that Juárez was progressive in his support of the constitution during the
Reforma and created alliances with Radical Liberals through 1861 but more strictly aligned
himself with Moderate Liberals after 1861.313 Representing only a few of the many analyses of
the Mexican leader, these examples point to the shifting and contested frames of reference
employed to scrutinize Juárez’s presidency and this period of Mexican history. Escalante’s
representation of the Mexican president was also varied and shifted over time, demonstrating the
contemporaneous process of assessing Juárez and his administration. This brief history also
demonstrates the finicky nature of Mexican leaders. The revolving door of presidents often
abandoned the ideals they promised to uphold and frequently reversed their positions altogether.
Escalante viewed Juárez through the lens of this unstable political environment.
Dichotomies such as center versus periphery and Conservative versus Liberal are
employed to describe the Reforma and Benito Juárez’s regime but, as Florencia Mallon points
out, a more nuanced and sustained analysis of the period is necessary. In her essay, “Reflections
on the Ruins” and in her book, Peasant and Nation: The Making of Post-Colonial Mexico and
Peru, Mallon examines the complex interaction between central power structures and the
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provinces. She puts forth an alternative definition of hegemony as both a process and an
outcome:
I define hegemony in two distinct, though sometimes related ways. First hegemony is a
set of nested, continuous processes, constant and ongoing, through which power relations
are contested, legitimated and redefined at all levels of society. According to this
definition hegemony is hegemonic process: it can and does exist everywhere, at all times.
Secondly, hegemony is an actual end point, the result of hegemonic processes. An always
dynamic or precarious balance, a contract or agreement, is reached among contesting
forces. Those in power then rule through a combination of coercion and consent. In the
words of Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer, this is a “cultural revolution”: the generation
of a common social and moral project that includes popular as well as elite notions of
political culture.” 314
Mallon’s conception of hegemony as an outcome can only occur when leaders of a specific
movement effectively claim legitimacy and support. Their success is contingent upon a political
discourse by the movement’s participants who adopt elements of previous hegemonic processes.
“Only then can they rule through a combination of coercion and consent, control the terms of
political discourse through incorporation as well as repression, and effectively bring about a
cultural revolution.”315 She goes on to argue:
The concepts of hegemony and counterhegemony are always interlaced…The first
definition of hegemony is always useful in the analysis of processes of political
conflict and alliance. The second becomes useful only when a coalition achieves
broader influence.316
Mallon’s definition of hegemony as process is particularly useful in the examination of post
Reforma Mexico and Escalante’s prints. Escalante and the press were one of the “nested arenas
of contestation,” both advancing Liberal ideals and challenging Conservative, Moderate Liberal,
and imperial positions. Juárez was an uncertain site of contestation for Escalante in that he both
advanced and thwarted the agenda of Radical Liberals. His political standing constantly shifted
from a local Radical Liberal leader, to a more moderate Liberal President, to a symbol for
opposition during the rule of Maximilian, and finally a return to the presidency. Through
disruptive caricature, Escalante enters into a complex and critical interaction with some of the
larger questions defining the battle between and among Liberals and Conservatives, including
land disamortization, the severe economic situation facing Mexico, the battle for a free press, and
Benito Juárez’s relationship to the problematic question of the constitution. Generally, Escalante
critically participates in this process engaging an emerging public sphere, his fellow journalists,
and political figures. But in the case of depicting Juárez, during the periods in which he occupied
the presidency, the disruptive nature of Escalante’s prints takes on a varied and less direct
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approach to criticism signaling the artist’s skeptical yet still hopeful view of Juárez as a symbol
for and a proponent of national modernization and Republican ideals.
Representations of Juárez
Escalante depicted Juárez on numerous occasions over the span of his print production
(1861-68). The earlier works address Juárez’s relationship with his administration, the problems
of national debt, and the reorganization of Church powers, specifically Church lands. The later
images demonstrate a sustained engagement with issues surrounding Juárez’s attempt to pass
constitutional reforms. Escalante’s images of Juárez when he is in power are tempered in a way
that is not often seen in the Mexican artist’s lithographs that repeatedly target a particular figure.
Many of the Escalante’s serial treatments of individuals are prolonged and vicious attacks.
Examples of targets previously discussed include Almonte, Pane, and press figures such as Piña
and Barres. Other frequent targets were Juárez’s administration, French military figures,
Maximilian’s allies, and Napoleon III himself. Juárez, however, inhabited an ambiguous and
often shifting role in Escalante’s enterprise. During the periods in which the president was in
power, Escalante generally represents Juárez with his cabinet or allies who are the site of action
and take the brunt of the artist’s criticism. In most of Escalante’s depictions from these periods,
Juárez is neither illusionistically rendered nor heavily exaggerated. Often Escalante will place
these two approaches to figure drawing in tension in order to highlight the criticisms he is trying
to wage or the positions he wants to advance. The subdued exaggeration of the president’s facial
features and the consistent rendering of his dress and stoic expression regardless of what is going
on around him, demonstrate Escalante’s equivocal handling of the leader. I argue that this
equivocation signals Escalante’s simultaneous skepticism of and hope for the advancement of the
Liberal ideals Juárez often stood for.
In Escalante’s first image of Benito Juárez published in the March 9, 1861 issue of La
Orquesta (Figure 123), the president stands facing the viewer while Guillermo Prieto, current
Minister of Finance in Juárez’s administration, stands behind him. The president’s hands are
hidden behind his back as Prieto thrusts his hands forward into the spaces created by the
president’s bent arms, giving the appearance that Prieto’s hands are Juárez’s. The caption states,
“The administration plays the game of false hands,” implying deception is taking place. Juárez is
playing the game, but he is the more passive figure hiding his hands. Escalante portrays Juárez as
the face of the government but the hands of the Finance Minister do the acting. Juarez’s visage is
somewhat closely rendered but does not stand out as either exaggerated or illusionistic. Prieto’s
face appears obscured. The dark grey markings on his cheek and upper lip imply that there was
probably an error made in the application of the grease. If the artist touches the stone,
fingerprints will produce such marks. If Escalante intentionally obscured Prieto’s face, there is
not enough of a difference in how the faces are rendered to create a heightened sense of tension.
Prieto’s disheveled hair and expressive hands, however, make him the target of Escalante’s
criticism. The representation of Prieto standing behind Juárez produces both comic and sexual
innuendo further rendering the president passive. This first image of Juárez sets the tone for
Escalante’s critical evaluation of his administration and uncertain view of the president himself.
In a short article published in the March 9 issue of La Orquesta entitled “Treatment,” the
government is accused of doing nothing. The article chastises Prieto, accusing him of being a
money-changer and bankrupting the nation. The article concludes by decrying the fact that
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nothing can be done about the problem.317 Interestingly, Prieto is the target of criticism rather
than Juárez. In essence, the president has been spared responsibility. However, he is complicit in
his inaction and therefore not wholly innocent.
In the April 13, 1861 lithograph (Figure 124), Benito Juárez and the Minister of War,
Jesús González Ortega, perform a popular entertainment - a puppet theater. Juárez turns the
crank on a large music box suspended from his shoulders as Ortega lifts the curtain on the small
box puppet theater labeled “to the people.” Ignacio Ramírez, Guillermo Prieto and Francisco
Zarco are inside the box. All three were ministers in Juárez's administration as well as writers
and journalists.318 The caption reads “National Puppet Theater: Representation of a farce that is
not very entertaining, yet quite interesting.” The performance signifies that Juárez and Ortega are
using the ministers to put on a show for the people. The show involves appointing some Radical
Liberals to government positions in order to quell the faction’s opposition to Juárez’s policies.
The stoic visages and stasis of figures outside the box are contrasted with the animated hands of
Zarco inside the box. The interior site of action works to expose the fact that Juárez and Ortega
are intimately involved in the entertainment yet they are outside of it.
On April 27, 1861(Figure 126), Escalante’s lithograph depicts Juárez being confronted by
a gentleman holding a jack-in-the-box labeled, "the congress.” Behind Juárez are Ignacio
Ramírez and Francisco Zarco. Ramírez is dressed in what appears to be a clown costume. Both
men cower behind Juárez who stands back startled by the toy and its holder. The caption states,
"Congress is the buffoon of the government." The image captures the antagonism between
congress and the Juárez camp. The passive posture of Juárez and the confrontational figure
before him contrasts with the almost washed out stasis of the chair in the background. The back
of the chair is discernible but the seat and legs seem to meld into the wall resulting in both the
assertion and denial of the picture plane. The lithograph is characterized by multiple levels of
visual tension: light and dark, the forward movement of the gentleman holding the toy and the
retreating movement of Juárez’s advisors, and the appearance of the solid floor against the
lightly rendered background. While there are intentional contrasts of dark and light such as the
men’s shoes and Juárez’s vest, most of the print is a more subtle juxtaposition of line and
shading that both creates and denies volume and space. For example, Juárez’s head and torso are
forward in the picture plane but the left foot of Juárez and those of the two ministers behind him
recede back in space but do not correspond with the bodies of the figures behind Juárez. As a
result, the three men appear attached at the torso. Gesturing hands and a confusion of arms and
legs enhance the perception that the trio is acting as a single body. Juárez himself, however is not
the focus of the action in the print. His static, frontal, full body pose is not ambiguous compared
to men behind him. His face is stoic, his clothes familiar, and even his gesturing hands are small
and subdued. The comic and visual tension is going on around him as the figure with the toy and
his cabinet are animated and caricatured.
In each of these prints depicting Juárez, there is a tension between lighthearted action and
political antagonism. A game of switching hands, a puppet theater, and a jack-in-the box popping
up and startling Juárez and his administration are incorporated into the visual and textual
critiques of the current government. Juárez appears with the same stoic expression in each print.
His hands are the site of subdued action. In the first print, they are hidden, in the second, one
hand is revealed turning a music box, and in the third both hands are raised with palms visible
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contributing to the president’s startled appearance despite the fact that his face remains
unchanged. Juárez’s hands in each of these prints are the only indications of the president acting
in any way. His actions are subtle and often hidden or ambiguous indicating that the leader
should be viewed skeptically. But this subtle visual treatment of Juárez actually works to
intensify Escalante’s criticism of the other figures. La Orquesta supported Juárez but was critical
of his administration and economic policies - particularly the attempt to raise federal funds
through the practice of privatizing lands.319 Escalante was certainly interested in exposing the
antagonistic relationship between the Juárez camp and congress but the caricaturist rarely goes
so far as directly to blame or criticize the president. Though Juárez is usually indicted in some
subtle way, these early prints demonstrate the intention of Escalante and La Orquesta to
influence political opinion without profoundly disparaging the leader. But they also show that
Escalante’s assessments of the president are rarely straightforward and settled during the periods
when he is in office.
One of the more powerful examples of Escalante’s critique of Juárez’s handling of the
national economy returns to the issue of the laws of disamortization. The May 8, 1861 print
(Figure 127) is set in a barbershop. The caption reads, “The supreme government, after shaving
the Church up to its eyelashes, to no avail, now moves on to the people (pueblo).” The gentleman
in the far left background (representing the Church) sits with his back facing the viewer and has
a cleanly shaven head. Another seated figure in the foreground (the Pueblo) is in the process of
being shorn. This print is referred to in one of Casarín’s articles in the same issue entitled La
Barberia. According to Casarín, the master barber (Juárez) and his officials wield scissors to cut,
hair by hair, the possessions of the people in exchange for false promises regarding elections,
reforms, and the end of the War of the Reform. The question is, once they have finished
“shaving” all Mexican people, who will they “shave” next? They better watch out for they may
be shaved by those who have been deprived of all they have.320 The short article is both a searing
rebuke and a warning. In the print, Juárez is the central figure but he himself does not do the
cutting. He stands and watches as Prieto, Minister of Finance holds up a tuft of “the people’s”
hair for the Minister of Foreign Relations, Francisco Zarco, to cut. The scissors worked by Zarco
are inscribed with the word “contributions.” Prieto is both actively involved in accosting the
new victim and looking back toward the already shorn Church. Juárez appears (again) in his
signature black attire with a stoic expression on his face. This time, however, Escalante slightly
caricatures not only the action in the print but also the face of Juárez. The president’s diminished
chin, protruding nose and eyebrows, and larger cheeks suggest that he too is at least complicit in
the disastrous economic policies set in motion by his government. The pictorial treatment of
Juárez implies a shift toward a more critical view of the leader yet still it does not identify him as
the principle culprit. Again, Juárez is prominently featured primarily as an observer. This time,
however, he is described as the “master barber”(in the May 8 article) raising the question of
whether Juárez was as passive as many accused him of being or was actually using his
administration to enact his own agenda - making him the mastermind of current government
actions and policies. In essence, Escalante wages a still ambiguous, yet more disparaging view of
the President.
In the May 8th print, Escalante recreates a barbershop scene to construct a layered and
satirical assessment of the Juárez administration. The setting of the print is not unique to
th
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Escalante’s production and points to the tension between temporal specificity and the long
history of the genre of caricature. In fact, Francisco Goya depicted a similar setting in his print
series, Los Caprichos over six decades earlier. In Plate 35 (Figure 127A), Goya depicts a young
man being shorn by a young woman. Like the “people” and the “church” in Escalante’s print, the
process of being shaven suggests that the barber is fleecing her victim. The Prado manuscript
describing Goya’s Caprichos reads, “They shave him close and fleece him. It is his own fault for
putting himself in the hands of such a barber.”321 The Goya print is a critique of the social and
sexual relationships between men and women. The young man is enamored with or sexually
attracted to the young woman but she uses her sexuality unscrupulously to exploit her victim.
The young woman with her entourage looking on is the target of Goya’s criticism of women’s
manipulation of men, but he does not let the young man off the hook either as he is partially to
blame for the situation he is in.
In Escalante’s barbershop, we are no longer in the realm of social types. His figures are
the most important political leaders of his time and the situation that he condemns is of utmost
priority for the government and the nation. Escalante has taken Goya’s satiric visual language
and infused it with historically specific themes, thus imbuing it with meaning relevant to the
political discourses of the moment. Escalante’s engagement with the Goya print also creates
another layer of significance. In the Escalante print, Juárez and his administration take on the
roles of the woman in Goya’s print. The president becomes the sexualized figure who is
figuratively “screwing” the victim. Though he stands and watches, Juárez is directly in front of
the victim using his position of power rather than his sexuality to intimidate “the people.” By
depicting specific individuals engaged in a compromised political situation Escalante’s print
becomes a critique of a particular political policy and the figures involved in shaping that policy
not, as in Goya, a general moral critique. The Mexican artist’s ability to construct multi-faceted
layers of meaning that both directly influence political outcomes and engage the historicity of his
own genre are key characteristics of disruptive caricature. A similar negotiation occurs in the
later prints depicting Benito Juárez.
The Restored Republic
On Wednesday June 26, 1867, just six days after the execution of Maximilian and yet
another defeat of the Conservatives, La Orquesta announced Liberal triumph with great fanfare.
The full first page article, entitled Obertura a toda Orquesta: Las ultimos acontecimientos
(Overture of the entire Orquesta: The Most Recent Events), began:
After many days of silence, grief, fear of grenades, taxes, of hiding, of hopes,
disappointments, long faces, thin bodies and empty stomachs, La Orquesta needs to play,
and play some more, with drums, violins, trombones, cymbals, triangles and chinoiserie
in a big, very big and lavish national overture dedicated to Independence and to the
Reformation and to the gloriously restored Republic.322
The renewed promise of a modern, independent Mexico once again captured the imaginations of
the Liberal party and its supporters. Exuberant optimism, however, was short-lived as Liberal
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factions began to vie for power in the aftermath of the war against the French. Juárez, through
extraordinary powers granted by congress, managed to secure his position as the leader of his
party and reclaim the presidency. But already there were signs of unrest within the ranks of
leadership.323 During the period 1867-1876, known as the “Restored Republic,” Mexican
Liberals were engaged in yet another complex moment of continued cultural and political
development. After Juárez’s triumphant return to Mexico City, it would seem that the Liberal
party finally possessed a mandate for the advancement of a constitutionally led modern nation.
Instead, the new struggle facing the Juaristas would emanate from within the Liberal party itself.
According to Brian Hamnett,
The Liberal party though supreme after 1867, remained divided within itself over
personalities, over the nature of the constitution, the pace of reform, the purpose of the
Reform movement, the relationship of the executive and the legislative branches and
between the central power and the rights of the states. The removal of foreign troops had
raised to the forefront once again the issue of the nature of the Liberal party itself,
whether it was to be an instrument of state-formation and national integration or whether
it was to be the sum total of all those local, provincial, and popular elements – multiethnic and multi-class which constituted its base of support.324
Juárez responded to the increasing divisions in his own party by attempting to reinforce the idea
of a strong centralized state. On August 14, 1867, he called for new elections and a referendum
(Convocatoria) that made several amendments to the constitution of 1857.325 The referendum
included three changes to the constitution: a Senate would be added to the Chamber of Deputies
which would reduce the power of the legislative body by dividing it, the president would be
granted the power to veto any legislation subject to a two thirds-majority to override the veto,
and it would allow members of the cabinet to answer congressional inquiries in writing rather
than in person.326 These changes had the effect of enhancing the power of the president and
diminishing the power of congress with predictable results: they perplexed and angered some
Liberals who had supported Juárez’s rhetoric in the fight for the de-centralizing Constitution of
1857. According to Hamnett,
While there could be no doubt judging from his record, that Juárez stood for
constitutional government in Mexico, this Constitution (of 1857) became the millstone
round his neck. It remained so for the rest of his life.
Hamnett goes on to point out that the Liberal party had always been divided into various factions
but Juárez’s Convocatoria “reawakened them and presented them in a new light.”327 Though
Juárez managed to organize his political machine and defeat his primary liberal opponent,
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Porfirio Díaz, in the elections of 1867, the Convocatoria failed.328 Juárez would continue to
struggle for constitutional reform for the rest of his tenure but he withdrew the Convocatoria on
December 8, 1867.329 As a result of the outcry against the referendum, Juárez was forced to
offer concessions to the Liberal hacendados, who held local authority and to the middle class by
expanding government bureaucracy (providing employment opportunities) and by pushing
forward urban projects such as improvements in public education.330
Though there was a constant struggle for power among local and state politicians, the
primary force of opposition to the Juaristas were the constitutionalists, led by Porfirio Díaz.331
Díaz, a hero in the war against the French, aspired to the presidency himself. The Porfiristas
accused Juárez of presidentialism and portrayed his administration as an emerging
dictatorship.332 Díaz and his supporters became increasingly aggressive in their claims to power
as guardians of the Constitution of 1857. Interestingly, all of the Liberal factions sympathized
with the basic ideals of controlling the power of the Church, the freedoms of speech and the
press, the rule of law, and the creation of an educated citizenry. But their approaches to
achieving such reforms were the sources of contention that defined the struggle within and
among the various Liberal factions.333 Though the Díaz camp was quite diverse and contained
both Radicals and Moderates, Díaz’s primary position was to maintain state powers as outlined
in the constitution of 1857 and to defend effective suffrage and term limits – ironically the very
slogans that would be used against him during his own thirty-five year dictatorship.
Escalante directly participated in these political debates while simultaneously evoking the
art historical relevance of his genre. As we saw in the barbershop print (Figure 127), Escalante
echoed some of Goya’s thematic and formal methods. In his August 7, 1867 (Figure 128) print,
Escalante again turns to Goya, but this time he engages with the Spanish artist’s dual assessment
of Enlightenment ideals and his visual language (as will be discussed later in the chapter). In the
August 7 print, Escalante captured the conflict that emerged among Liberal factions partly as a
result of the Convocatoria (Figure 128). The print features Benito Juárez and his cabinet
members, Sebastían Lerdo de Tejada and José Maria Iglesias all seated with their head down on
a table. Lerdo, the second figure from the left, was Juárez’s principal political ally from mid1863 up to Juárez’s death in 1871 and served as Minister of the Interior from July 1867 to June
of 1868.334 Iglesias, the third figure from the left, served as Juárez’s Minister of Finance from
January of 1864 to January of 1868.335 In this image, the trio appears to be sleeping. Juárez’s
arms are propped up by three laurel wreaths while Lerdo and Iglesias are resting on one wreath
signifying either the level of power or the level of funding they possessed. They are seated upon
a wooden bench that is pulled up to a wooden table covered by the day’s newspapers as
identified by the partially legible headlines such as “Comida,” “Dedicatoria,” “Convite,”
“Chiariani” and “Teatro.” Also on the table is a wooden bucket labeled “Adormidera (opium328
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poppy)” and a balloon with what appears to be a tube and mask labeled “Cloroformo.” The
mask, along with the contents of the bucket (opium-poppy) and the balloon (chloroform),
indicate that the state of sleep or dream in which we find the three central characters is an
induced state. The balloon is a direct reference to the figure standing behind Juárez, Lerdo and
Iglesias. He is Manuel Zamacona, the editor of El Globo (which means “the globe” but also
means “balloon”) and at the time of Escalante’s execution of the print, a strong ally of Porfirio
Díaz. The print conveys the idea that Zamacona has subdued the Juárez camp by employing his
newspaper El Globo to shape public opinion. His pointed finger is raised in a gesture suggesting
that he is signaling for quiet. From whom he is requesting quiet is ambiguous – possibly from the
viewer, so as not to awaken the trio or possibly from the trio themselves. If the gesture is read as
a motion toward the viewer/reader, there is a suggestion that we are now complicit in the action
taking place. In either case, Zamacona wants to silence the administration currently in power.
Juárez’s attempt to amend the constitution is also subdued as, in the distant background, a cat
with the label Convocatoria sleeps in a chair while a black rat sits up on its back legs on the back
of the chair above the cat. The “gato” in Escalante’s print is an archetype found in the Mexican
graphic tradition. According to Rafael Bajaras, Escalante’s cat represents “political chicanery or
deception.”336 The cat along with the trio of figures developed as a codified set of symbols
alerting the viewer to both the identity of Juárez and his camp but also the political measures the
trio was attempting to promote.
The characters and themes represented in Escalante’s August 7 print appeared in previous
lithographs and many subsequent prints in the months surrounding the election and Juárez’s
campaign to bring the Convocatoria to a public vote. Together these images depict some of the
political developments within the Juárez administration at a time when they were facing serious
opposition from their fellow Liberals. Escalante becomes more critical of Juárez as he and his
administration attempt to redefine the very constitution that many Liberals fought to enact, but
the president still does not receive the full wrath of Escalante’s visual arsenal. In the July 31,
1867 issue of La Orquesta (Figure 129), Juárez and his cabinet are shown gathered around a
cauldron with the label “congreso;” Lerdo stirs the pot, Iglesias fans the flames and Juárez looks
on as they brew a potion. The concoction is being brewed for congress some of whom are lightly
outlined in the background. Lerdo’s face is almost completely obscured by his arm but the
viewer is able to discern his identity based on simple cues like dress and hairstyle as well as his
repeated appearance with Juárez and Iglesias. The potion could be read as a nefarious attempt to
undermine congress as that was one of the key actions included in the Convocatoria.
On August 24th (Figure 130) the trio is portrayed in the act of cutting and sewing the
constitution of 1857 while the cat that symbolizes the Convocatoria plays with a spool of thread
being used to sew the document. On August 31st (Figure 131), the three figures walk together as
Juárez carries an umbrella with the label “facultades” (power or right) in an effort to protect them
from the rain. The rain is a flood of protests plaguing the Juárez administration. The cat, once
again representing the Convocatoria, accompanies the trio through the floodwaters. On
September 11 (Figure 132) Juárez, Lerdo and Iglesias are shown desperately trying to stuff a
sack with objects that represent the various measures that they are attempting to push through
with the Convocatoria. In their greed and haste, however, they have torn the bottom of the sack
and there is a sense that they will not be able to keep their initiatives together. In each of these
prints from July 31- September 11, Juárez and his cabinet are engaged in a variety of quotidian
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actions – stirring, cutting and sewing, promenading and packing. Despite the simplicity of such
actions, Juárez and his cabinet comically struggle with the tasks at hand. The trio is willing to go
to great lengths to achieve their objective (passing the Convocatoria) but no matter how hard
they try their efforts are for naught. In each of the prints, Escalante creates a visual tension
between physical action and the material objects thwarting the progress of that action. This
tension is evident in the exaggerated representation of the material objects signaling the failure of
the trio including the cauldron, the scissors, the umbrella and the sack. The movement of the
figures stands in direct contrast with the stasis of the massive objects that Juárez and his cabinet
fail to operate. Juárez does participate in some of the various comic scenarios taking place but
his actions are always subdued by the bolder, more exaggerated and more animated presence of
the figures around him. Again, he appears with the same stoic expressions and signature attire.
On October 2nd Juárez and his cabinet sit on a bench and mourn the passing of the dead
cat – suggesting the defeat of the referendum (Figure 133). Four scrolls representing the press
labeled “El Constitutional,” “El Voto Pueblo,” “Diario Official” and “El Continental” surround
the dead cat. On the table next to the deathbed are several bottles with the labels “veto” and
“senate” representing the measures that were in the Convocatoria. In the background, to the far
right are three of the important editors of the Liberal press as indicated by the pen and the plume
that flank the figure of Zamacona who is in the center with the balloon (El Globo), as he appears,
in many of Escalante’s prints. The presence of the Liberal press in this print and in the August 7
print (Figure 128), speaks to the increasingly powerful role that the press played in shaping
politics during this period. Their visual presence also points to the fluctuating alliances and
conflicts that occurred across political factions and the many press outlets in publication during
the period.
With the exception of the August 7 print (Figure 128), each of the images featuring
Juárez, Lerdo and Iglesias signify some action or response to the attempt to pass the measures
that would amend the constitution of 1857 to give the president more power. Juárez passively
participates in the comic chicanery that ensues, the obvious implication being a shift in
Escalante’s and La Orquesta’s support of Juárez and an emerging view that the referendum did
not have sufficient public or Liberal support. As a result, Juárez and his cabinet had to resort to
extreme means to promote it. In the August 7 print, however, the trio is rendered inactive and
Zamacona is the figure who incapacitates them. The method of incapacitation is one of the
satirical turns in the print. The presence of the mask and the sleep inducing substances imply that
the three men were drugged. But the container for the chloroform is a balloon suggesting that
Juárez and his cabinet were actually rendered inactive by Zamacona’s “El Globo.” Zamacona’s
connection to the balloon is signaled by the string extending from his left hand to the top of the
balloon. He is the only figure in the print depicted with agency and that agency is directly tied to
his role as a member of the Liberal press several of whom shifted their support away from Juárez
and toward Porfirio Díaz. According to Paul Garner,
It is significant that a number of Mexico City newspapers not only expressed their
opposition to the Convocatoria, but began simultaneously to advocate the candidacy of
Díaz following its publication. Favorable editorials in Manuel Maria Zamacona’s El
Globo, Ignacio Altamirano’s Correo de México and Ireneo Paz’s El Padre Lobos
indicated that Díaz now enjoyed the support of some of Mexico’s leading liberal
intellectuals. The groundwork was therefore laid for an anti-Juárez faction and even a
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party, calling itself the Constitutionalist or Progressivist Party, to emerge with a coherent
platform, choosing Díaz as their candidate. 337
Escalante is implying that the press is in a position to check the power of Juárez and his
administration by influencing public opinion around the Convocatoria and the elections of 1867.
Zamacona’s ties to El Globo had put him in a position to advance Porfirio Díaz’s campaign
against Juárez. According to the historian Friedrich Katz,
The freedom of the press to criticize was nearly complete. Some of the country’s bestknown intellectuals – Manuel Zamacona, Ignacio Altamirano, Francisco Zarco – became
increasingly outspoken in their attacks on the mistakes made by the Juárez
government.338
Zamacona, who had been Juárez’s secretary of foreign relations in 1861, was particularly critical
of the Convocatoria. In an editorial entitled “El Ministerio,” he wrote that “the cabinet was a
major cause of Liberal discord, the government’s prestige was dwindling daily, and public
offices were the colonial prize of government election agents.”339 Escalante captured
Zamacona’s crtitical interaction with current political events in the July 27 issue of La Orquesta
(Figure 134). Zamacona, wearing a balloon symbolizing El Globo, is playing the cello to the
closed doors of the ministry. As mentioned earlier, for Escalante the idea of music was tied to the
critical role that satirical journals played in the political and cultural developments of the period.
As we have seen, the very first issue of La Orquesta featured a declaration by Escalante and
Carlos Casarín, “We have taken the name of La Orquesta to see if the supreme government,
insensitive to arias and poetry, might soften to the chords of an orchestra.”340 Escalante employs
music metaphorically as a tool for political criticism. It is clear that the artist is portraying
Zamacona as one of the members of the Liberal periodical press who actively and critically
engaged with the political developments of Mexico in the 1860s.
Between September 26th and October 29th, Zamacona appeared in three more issues of La
Orquesta. In the September 26th issue (Figure 135), Zamacona holds a flag symbolizing the
constitution. He wears a gun holster with a writing implement as his weapon (behind his back).
In his left hand he holds a top hat with a balloon attached symbolizing Zamacona’s El Globo.
The caption reads, “the battlefield of victory after the first electoral skirmish.” To the right of
Zamacona is the “Diario Official,” an official government-backed newspaper, with a nail driven
through it. To the left is a dying figure with two attendants wearing the labels “La France” and
“Iberia,” which are foreign newspapers. The gun next to the dying figure is labeled “the public
vote.” Esclante is suggesting that the public vote killed the measures that Moderate Liberals and
the official press backed. He is making the point that the Liberal press aligned with the Radical
Liberal faction is winning the battle to promote the preservation the constitution while the
official press, which promotes the ideological position based on the moderate principals that
Juárez championed, is being defeated. In the background, the cat representing the Convocatoria
runs away in defeat. Zamacona appears again in the October 5th and October 9th issues of La
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Orquesta. In these two prints, he does not appear quite so victorious, but he is also not
completely defeated. The caption of the October 5th (Figure 136) print reads “Preparativos para
la próxima batalla electoral” (Preparations for the next electoral battle). Zamacona is preparing
some kind of brew. The figure directly behind him holds up a bottle of magnesium, a mineral
that can be used to sooth an upset stomach. The bottle appears again in the October 9th print
(Figure 137). In this print three figures are plunging themselves into a giant bottle of magnesium
as Zamacona sits nearby mending his “globo.” In the background Juárez and his supporters
celebrate in victory. These three prints depict Juárez’s win in the October 1867 election as a
defeat, but the failure of the Convocatoria as a victory for Zamacona and the anti-Juarista faction
of the Liberal press. The images suggest that Zamacona will continue to use El Globo to oppose
Juárez and his administration. Unlike the images of Juárez, Zamacona’s body and actions are
vividly caricatured.
Escalante’s prints from 1867 were directly engaged in specific political discourses
particularly regarding the tensions within the Liberal party, the negotiation of the Constitution of
1857, and Juárez’s role. They demonstrate, yet again, the extent to which the press was directly
involved in political developments of the day and how Escalatne’s treatment of figures serially
represented is varied and dynamic. In contrast, his treatment of Juárez is often subdued and
ambiguous.
The Dream of Reason
Returning to the August 7th print (Figure 128), Spain’s Francisco Goya is once again
overwhelmingly present pointing to some key characteristics of the genre of satire – temporal
specificity in tension with an art historical past and the dialogic nature of the genre. Goya’s
famous Capricho 43: El Sueno de la Razon Produce Monstruos (Figure 139) from the print
series Los Caprichos is echoed both formally and thematically in Escalante’s print. This is not to
say, however, that Escalante was in any way “copying” Goya’s famous work. Instead, the
Mexican caricaturist was engaging in the type of critical, dialogical satire that Goya so
profoundly represents. Goya too created his print series within the context of a specific historical
crisis. Interestingly, this period in Spain was defined by issues that spoke to those erupting in
nineteenth- century Mexico. In 1799, Spain had also negotiated a wave of change, in this case,
brought on by the Enlightenment and the French Revolution. Spanish leaders, too, were
navigating the problems that emanated from a process of establishing a strong national
government in a country where local entities had previously held significant power. They, too,
were contending with the monumental task of reining in the power of a strong Catholic Church.
Eighteenth-century Spain, like nineteenth-century Mexico, was negotiating land rights issues, the
role of the rule of law as opposed to absolute monarchy, and, of course, the Enlightenment ideals
of an educated citizenry and individual rights as tools for liberal advancement.
According to Gwyn Williams, Goya’s etched works are a complex series of
juxtapositions that both reflected and shaped some of the many and conflicting ideologies of
eighteenth – century Spain. After 1792, in his series, Los Caprichos, Goya was simultaneously
painting in the service of the royal court and portraying the ever-shifting conflicts between and
among the Spanish Crown, the Enlightenment of the Ilustrados, the Church, the Inquisition, and
the Pueblo. The cultural and political identity of Spain was in crisis. Much of Europe was
engulfed in revolution and looked to the promise of reason espoused by the Enlightenment.
Spain, however, did not experience economic modernization or the rise of a revolutionary
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bourgeoisie as had France.341 Rather, Enlightenment ideals surfaced during the rule of Charles III
at a time when the small group of intellectuals, known as the Ilustrados gained recognition.
Reform, however, was negotiated from within the narrow confines of the crown and was
relatively limited in scope.342 From the late 1780’s to 1800, the tension between Enlightenment
ideals and tradition took center stage. During Charles III’s reign, which lasted through 1788,
Ilustrado figures like Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos enjoyed considerable but not unqualified
influence and power.343 By 1800, a return to tradition reigned, sending Spain into many more
years of internal strife, invasion, war and economic decline. It was during the rule of Charles III
that Goya both emerged as the painter to the royal household and became acquainted with
Jovellanos and other Enlightenment thinkers and leaders.344 It was in this radically fluctuating
political environment of competing viewpoints that Goya’s Los Caprichos were conceived.
Los Caprichos is a series of 80 aquatint plates published in 1799. The public nature of the
advertisement and sale of the prints diverged from the typical practice of selling prints through a
bookshop on a subscription basis.345 Goya chose to advertise his prints as a group in the Diario
de Madrid and the widely disseminated Gazeta and the series was sold in an apothecary shop at
1 Desengaño Street among other goods.346 The Gazeta was the official government-sponsored
journal of Spain and it dealt with regal affairs, news from abroad and at home, announcements,
and commercial advertisements. The Diario de Madrid was the popular Journal d’annonces that
contained advertisements listed under the headings of books, sales, lost articles, official notices,
servants, ecclesiastic and civil vacancies, fetes, and the theater.347 Based on the very public
advertisement and sale of his Caprichos in the Gazeta and the Diario, Goya was keenly aware of
the presence of an emerging and receptive public and he was deliberately encouraging a popular
dialogue with his works despite the risk of punishment from the Inquisition. Over the course of
two days, 27 copies of Los Caprichos were sold before sales were suspended in late 1799.
Simultaneously, the political and ideological momentum of the Ilustrados was suppressed.
According to Pierre Gassier, Jovellanos, Meléndez Váldez, and Caen Bermúdez were expelled
from Madrid by 1800 (for the second time). Accordingly, Gassier argues that Los Caprichos
were re-worked and sold in the midst of the final descent of the “failed” Spanish
Enlightenment.348 In 1803, Goya surrendered the plates and unsold prints to the crown.
The themes of contradiction and juxtaposition found in Goya’s Sleep of Reason (Capricho
43), and as we will see later, in Escalante’s 1867 print (Figure 128), hinge upon light and dark,
dream space and real space and the ambiguity of the word sueño. Goya’s central figure, most
commonly interpreted as Jovellanos, is located in the foreground with his head resting in his
arms on a desk, while a series of nocturnal creatures both share the foreground and recede into
the background.349 The desk suggests interior space while the animals evoke a sense of exterior
expanse or natural space. Interestingly, it is this space depicting nature that signifies the dream
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and the monsters. The bats and some of the owls both symbolically and literally inhabit the dark,
while the lynx and the owls in the foreground are bathed in light. The depth between the
foreground and the background appears ambiguous and gives the sense that the two are
collapsing on one another. The incongruities in space, in setting and in light create a sense of the
illusory, yet it is not clear where the reality ends and the dream begins. Light appears to be cast
on the central figure, the desk, and the animals in the foreground. However, the light source
becomes increasingly ambiguous in the background. For example, there is a dark cat-like animal
that appears to be resting on or hovering above the central figure. The birds to its right and left,
as well as the central figure, are light, while the cat is dark. The shallow yet boundless and
unsettled character of the background in combination with the contrasting light and dark
throughout the image reinforces the sensation of a dream space.350 The only elements identifying
the central figure as an artist or writer is the owl handing him a writing implement and the pad of
paper on the desk (Figure 10).351 The groupings of owls and bats are both light and dark. Stark
lines, expressive creatures of the night and a sparse representation of space in the foreground
define the visual and spatial presentation of the Capricho. The ambiguous play of light, however,
produces another site of duality in the print. According to Williams, “It is precisely the dialectic
between light and darkness, mirrored in the very technique of the prints, which is their creative
power.”352 In this sense, light and dark are not only a formal juxtaposition, but also underscore
the other layers of opposition latent within the image.
The caption accompanying Capricho 43, “El sueño de la razón produce monstruos,”
enhances the print’s ambiguity. Rather than offering a direct explanation of the meaning of the
visual image, the written language forces the viewer/reader to confront the multifaceted
infestations of paradox imbedded in the work. The most common translation of the caption is
“The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters.” This translation is usually interpreted literally as a
manifesto of the Enlightenment suggesting that when reason sleeps, monsters are produced.
However, the distinction between the word “dream” and the word “sleep” is ambiguous in the
Spanish language. The Spanish philosopher Eduardo Subirats rightly argues that Goya’s usage of
“sueño” could be interpreted as dream, sleep, or both.353 If the translation of the caption is dream
rather than sleep, the interpretation suggests that the nocturnal creatures appear as the dream of
reason, indicating that reason, which is heralded as the cure for what ails society, has ironically
become unreasonable in its attempt to free the Spanish people from themselves and their
traditions; the results of such a foolhardy attempt are monstrous. Finally, if the term is taken to
be purposely ambiguous and bivalent as both sleep and dream, there is a sense that Goya is
grappling with both the absence of reason as well as the failed promise of reason – the very
conflict that defines the war between the Ilustrados and the conservative traditions of Spain.
According to Williams, “His graphic work derives from this very tension between intellectual
conviction and the sensibility towards human realities, a dialectic which for the Spanish
enlightened was peculiarly searing.”354 Williams argument suggests that Goya was critical of the
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superstitious and irrational tendencies of the pueblo, but that he also recognized the shortcomings
of the Enlightenment.355
The concept of the dream appears in the Caprichos on a variety of other levels. Many of
the preparatory drawings for the aquatints were discovered in Goya’s Albums. A Sueños
sequence exists in Album A, Images of Spain. Revealingly, sueño, in this case, refers to a genre
of representation. Goya also used the idea of the dream as a distraction, allowing him to portray
controversial or unacceptable ideas while possibly avoiding the attention of the Inquisition and
the Spanish Crown. The dream as a descriptive or defensive device is certainly relevant,
however; it is Goya’s intentionally ambiguous use of the word “sueño” in both the visual and
written presentation of Capricho 43 that demonstrates the unresolved dialectic of dream and
reality. The dream ultimately invades reality suggesting that the sleep of reason is not what
produces dreams or monsters. Political and social constructs are produced by people who are
simultaneously creating and becoming the nightmare. It would appear that no one is spared this
plight, not even the Ilustrados with reason as their shield. And certainly not the viewer, who was
simultaneously tasked with deciphering the layers of meaning in Goya’s prints and forming their
own opinions regarding current events.
In many ways, a comparison of Goya’s and Escalante’s prints reveal more about the
different development of the genre of graphic satire and the lithographic process in nineteenthcenutry Mexico than its similarity. But let us begin with the obvious parallels. As discussed
earlier, the ideological similarities in the political and historical development of Spain in the
1790’s and Mexico in the 1860s certainly resonate in both prints. The obvious formal parallels
are the similarities between the sleeping figure of Juárez and the sleeping figure of Jovellanos.
Beyond the figural commonalities, Juárez and Jovellanos embodied the promise of
Enlightenment ideals in their respective moments. They stood for controlling the power of the
church and the power of absolutist governments as well as the goal of producing an educated
citizenry.356
In Mexico, Liberals supported Juárez in his quest to defend the constitution against the
Conservatives and the French. Many of the same Liberals who fought alongside Juárez in the
battle for self-determination felt betrayed when his faction attempted to amend the constitution in
ways that would bolster presidential powers. In Escalante’s print, Juárez, Lerdo and Iglesias
embody the failed promise of an enlightened constitutional republic. Many Radical Liberals saw
the constitution as the vehicle that would finally allow Mexico to overcome many years of
political struggle and achieve political modernization. Juárez and his cabinet, in an induced state
of sleep, represent the failed promise of the Liberal ideals that they had formerly embodied.
Escalante’s caption, “La paz del sueño,” is reminiscent of the ambiguous nature of Goya’s
caption in Capricho 43. The verb dormir, to sleep, is used in some of Escalante’s other prints,
but here he chooses the verb that could mean either sleep or dream. If the caption is interpreted
as sleep, Zamacona has put the three men to sleep with substances such as poppy and
chloroform. If the word sueño is read as dream, however, the print compels a much more
symbolic reading. In Goya’s Capricho, dream space is inhabited by bats and creatures of the
night. But in Escalante’s print, the dream space is inhabited by Manuel Zamacona. The
implication here is that Zamacona haunts the dreams of Juárez and his cabinet and, rather than
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literally incapacitating them with chemical substances, he has employed El Globo to render
Juárez, his cabinet, and even the cat that represents the Convocatoria unable to act by
influencing public opinion. I argue that neither of these readings is fixed. Instead, Escalante, like
Goya before him, constructs a tension and satirical play between the two readings.
Escalante’s approach to satire in the August print is yet another example of his engagement
with the works of Goya. No moral or didactic conclusion is inherent in Escalante’s portrayal of
the events of 1867. Rather, he aims to expose the hypocrisy of the current administration, and of
course, to draw attention to the conflict between the liberal factions of Juárez and Díaz.
Escalante is critical of the Juarista Convocatoria, but it is not entirely clear that he sides with
Zamacona either. In fact Zamcona appears as a sinister figure drugging Juárez and his camp.
Based on prints mentioned earlier, both factions seem, at various times, to suffer defeat and
celebrate victory. Escalante is certainly commenting on the important role that the press played
in the political developments of the time, but in this print, it is inconclusive whether he is
attempting to side exclusively with either Juárez or Díaz (though we know that he later becomes
a supporter of Lerdo and then Díaz). Escalante, like Goya, forces the reader to engage with the
political events and the positions of the entrenched factions but he does not always provide a
ready solution – he often leaves it to the viewer to grapple with the situation.
There are also formal and iconographic similarities in Goya’s and Escalante’s prints: both
Juárez and Jovellanos inhabit the central space and they are both sleeping/dreaming figures. Both
men embodied Enlightenment ideals at moment when those ideals were being challenged.
Formally, the crossed arms and folded hand of both figures bear a striking resemblance. In each
print, the hand on top of the opposite folded arm bends at the wrist, standing out as a site of
concentrated light. In both cases, the hand of the central figure is rendered inactive. In the Goya
print, writing implements sit idly on the surface of the table while in the Escalante print, various
newspapers are splayed about the table. In both images the protagonists are rendered incapable
of interacting with the work that lies before them. In the case of Juárez that interaction involves
dealing with the press. Both artists also turn to longstanding conventional iconographic symbols
of animals. The bats in Goya’s print personify night and they allude to darkness and obscurity.357
The black rat in Escalante’s print embodies darkness and decay.358 The cat is used in both prints
but carries two very different meanings. In the Goya print, the cat in the foreground is probably a
lynx and represents keen vision. His wide-open eyes suggest that he watches even as Jovellanos
sleeps. As mentioned earlier, the cat in the Escalante print represents political deception
particularly in reference to the Convocatoria.359
One of the most telling differences between Capricho 43 and the August 7 print conceren
medium. Escalante’s lithographs were intended to reach the larger audience afforded by
freedoms of the press at that point in Mexican history. Goya’s print is produced by a complex
system of etching, burnishing and aquatint. Dust-ground aquatint entails dusting the metal plate
with a resin or asphalt substance that has been reduced to fine particles. The plate is then heated
in order to fix the particles to the plate. Each individual grain melts in an irregular pattern. The
particles that have been adhered to the plate prevent the acid from attacking the plate in the areas
immediately below them while operating in the intervening gaps. The result is a rich tonal range
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that can be varied on the same plate. 360 In Capricho 43, the darker grey of the background and
the lighter grey on the forearm and legs of Jovellanos demonstrate this kind of gradation. The
deep black lines are produced by directly etching the plate. Stark white areas of the print are
produced by a process called stopping out, which involves applying a varnish to those sections
that the artist wishes to protect from further biting by the acid.361 Jovellanos’ shoulders, the face
and wings of the large owl in the center of the print, and the white of the top of Jovallanos’ hand
and hip demonstrate this technique. Some of the more subtle gradations in the Capricho were
produced by scraping and burnishing the plate. Each of these techniques and multiple acid
applications allows Goya to layer dark, light, and white in a way that produces a sense of depth
and texture. This highly sophisticated interaction between dark and light defines Goya as one of
the greatest masters of printmaking. It also exemplifies how the artist’s technical process
correlates with the kinds of juxtapositions, visual tensions, and multilayered ambiguous
meanings that Goya created in his prints. He masterfully manipulated the tonal range in his
Caprichos by carefully controlling how the plate was etched and he used that range as a central
vehicle for creating an intricate and dynamic visual languge.
Escalante, by contrast, employs a lithographic process in his prints. Lithography involves
applying a type of greasy ink to a highly polished stone.362 Water is applied over the lithographic
printing surface which holds the liquid in a clear film. If the surface is greasy in any place the
water will not remain there. A roller of ink is passed over the moistened surface and the ink
adheres to the greasy markings but not to the wet areas. Tonal variations are produced as a result
of gradually building up grease on the stone; the more grease there is on a particular area, the
more ink will adhere. But this is true only up to a point due to the porousness of the stone.363
Though Escalante’s technique does not demonstrate the same intensity of layered tonal variation
found in many Goya prints, the juxtaposition of light and dark is still present as he uses his own
medium to produce contrast. This technique involves carefully controlling the amount of grease
that is applied to the stone. In figure 128, the stark white areas, such as some sections of the
newspapers on the table, were probably achieved by scraping away some of the applied grease.
Escalante’s control of light entering the picture plane from the right side of the print is evidenced
by the shadows cast by the table and the chair in the background as well as the illumination of
the trio’s foreheads, Juárez’s hand and forearm, the curved back of the cat, the front legs of the
chair and the objects on the table. The darker areas such as Juárez’s clothing and hair are
examples of Escalante using both a hard lithographic pencil followed by a softer lithographic
crayon to apply as much grease a possible. The grease does not completely coat the surface of
the stone so there are tiny spaces of white where the wax does not adhere resulting is a subtle
sense of texture. In an effort to increase the effects of texture, Escalante employs the technique of
cross-hatching in a base layer of strokes. He also varies the direction in which he applies the
grease. Zamacona’s coat, for example, demonstrates how the lines produced by the crayon can
create contrast if the wax is applied in different directions. While the tonal range of Escalante’s
prints is not as varied as Goya’s, his ability to employ both line and shading (as if he is drawing)
affords him a more agile set of tools for image making.
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The varying techniques that Goya and Escalante employ have subtle implications. Goya’s
lines were produced by etching, which is a process that involves applying pressure to the plate
and working against the resistance of the metal to remove material. The heavier, darker lines that
define Jovellanos’ hair and the darker bats in the background are produced by deeper etching and
imply a strength and consistency in the pressure applied. The thinner lighter lines are more
complex in that they tend to stop and start and in some cases veer in strange directions. These
irregularities are the traces of Goya’s hand as he worked the plate and managed the resistance of
the metal. In Escalante’s case, it was about controlling the contact between the surface of the
crayon and the surface of the stone. Lithography is a process of application (planographic) as
opposed to a process of elimination (intaglio). Escalante demonstrates a studious approach to
tonal modeling as he carefully employs both line and shading. Interestingly though, it is Goya’s
print that offers a sense of movement. The bats and owls taking flight in the background, the
drapery of Jovellanos’ coat and his disheveled hair all work to create an image that is not static.
Jovellanos appears almost to hover as his body and clothing deny the viewer direct access to the
chair that supports him. Escalante’s August 7 print, on the other hand, is quite static. Thicker
lines, the perfectly aligned row of feet under the table, the solidity of the bench and the clear
indication of Juárez’s body on the bench all contribute to the stasis in Escalante’s print.
Spatially, Escalante’s August 7 print also operates differently from Capricho 43. Goya was
interested in creating ambiguity through multiple layers of formal and thematic signification
imbedded with political and social critique. As mentioned earlier, the viewer is unable to discern
whether the space is interior, exterior, dream or real. We do not know with certainty that the
central figure is Jovellanos. Even the creatures of the night fail to offer a definite reading as the
owls can be interpreted as creatures of the night or as symbols of wisdom. Escalante, on the other
hand, uses both ambiguity and specificity to construct a critical visual language. The background
of the August 7 print is demarcated with a chair and a horizontal line that cuts through the crosshatching to create the illusion of the bottom edge of a wall suggesting that the figures inhabit an
interior space. This suggestion of space works to anchor the image. The table, bench and chair
are also used to define the setting. The figures and symbolic objects in Escalante’s print are
clearly identifiable. Juárez and the cabinet have their heads down, but we can still make out their
identities. The symbolic objects such as the cat, the balloon and the bucket are labeled. Escalante
leaves no doubt that the image is about the rifts within the Liberal party over the Convocatoria.
As discussed earlier, the assessment of events within the print are left up to interpretation but not
the events themselves or the identities of featured protagonists.
It is tempting to attribute the formal and technical differences between Capricho 43 and
Escalante’s August 7 print to Goya being the more accomplished artist and to the differences in
the medium that each artist employed. I would like to suggest, however, that Escalante was
producing his works to interact with a larger Mexican public and his fellow Liberals. He was
attempting to enter and disrupt the embattled discourse shaping political opinion and public
perception. As a result, he was more focused on constructing a visual language based on
discernible political events and figures, while Goya, in an environment of sever censorship,
employed every possible device to elude a direct reading of Capricho 43 and his print series as a
whole.364 Though Escalante had to contend with censorship during the period of the Second
Empire (1862-67), by the end of 1867, the freedom of the press insured by the constitution of
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1857 was reinstated.365 As a result, Escalante was able to depict contemporary personages and
events in his prints without the kinds of retaliations that Goya would have suffered. It was
necessary for Escalante to make certain elements entirely legible so that his viewers understood
that his image was directly questioning the current Liberal political administration and exposing
the conflicts within his party. As argued earlier, Escalante incorporates enough ambiguity to
force the viewer to interact with the print and draw their own conclusions, but there is never any
question as to who or what political issue is being treated in the print.
Escalante’s depictions of individual figures also functions to construct a repository of
characters and symbols to identify those characters across several prints. As we saw in various
issues of La Orquesta from this period, Escalante took up the major themes surrounding Juárez’s
promotion of the Convocatoria and the Liberal reaction to it. He treated several of the issues
surrounding the process, the individuals involved and the eventual defeat of the referendum.
Viewers/readers were able engage with these political developments as they happened through
the lens of La Orquesta and Escalante’s bi-weekly lithographs. Escalante, however, was not
interested in reporting on these events but insisted his viewers critically engage with them. This
provocation required a delicate balance between satirical ambiguity and the legibility of events,
personalities and issues. The early and late prints of Juárez and his administration also highlight
the tensions inherent in an art form negotiating a specific temporal moment and its own art
historical past.
As discussed earlier, La Orquesta’s support of Juárez and his regime were conflicted and
shifted over time. The president’s economic policies and his cabinet were frequent targets of
Escalante’s visual criticism. The president himself however was often spared the kinds of
personal and political attacks often waged by the periodical. In Chapter 5, we will examine how
Juárez becomes a visual symbol for the opposition against Maximilian further demonstrating that
the president inhabited an ever-changing significance in Escalante’s oeuvre. He represented
Liberal ideals and the struggle to create a modern nation but he also undermined some of his
party’s progress by attempting to amend the constitution and by forging alliances that did not
support the Liberal agenda. Escalante and La Orquesta did, eventually, take a more critical
stance toward Juárez as evidenced in Escalante’s November 16, 1867 (Figure 138) print.
According to Rafael Barajas, text and image were enlisted by Riva Palacio and Escalante, for the
first time, to publicly and explicitly castigate Juárez by presenting him as an authoritarian
figure.366 The caption reads, El mundo alreves (The world upside down). The roles of various
political figures, businessman and press figures are presented as comical reversals. At the center
is Juárez with the presidential seat sitting on him. He appears again to the left as the caricaturist
drawing Escalante. Above, the cat representing the Convocatoria presides over the people rather
than the people “killing” the Convocatoria. By representing Juárez at the center of this universe
gone awry, Escalante implies that he is responsible for thwarting the constitutionally democratic
brand of government Liberals supported as the solution to finally establishing a modern
independent nation. While Juárez still appears subdued and his body is neither illusionistic or
caricatured, he is the main site of caricatured action and the receiver of the harshest criticism.
The chair sits upon him rather than him sitting upon the implying that the presidency controls the
man, not the other way around. Up to that point, Escalante was relatively tempered in his
approach to criticizing the president. I suggest that Escalante’s equivocation surrounding the
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figure of Juárez is evidence of the caricaturist’s hope that Mexico could realize the Radical
Liberal ideals that he so boldly fought for. At the same time, Escalante never blindly promoted
Juárez. There was always some subtle judgment that forced the viewer to be skeptical of the
president in the way that Escalante was. Similar to Goya’s assessment of Enlightenment ideals
through the image of Jovellanos in the Dream of Reason, Juárez embodied both the promise and
the failures of Liberalism and modernism for Escalante.
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Chapter 5
War and the Second Empire: Napoleon III, Maximilian and Juárez
The stunning display of artifacts, portraits, and memorabilia exhibited in Mexico City’s National
Museum of History (housed in Chapultepec Castle) constructs a visual narrative of Mexican
history from 1521 to the present.367 The gallery of the Second Empire features gilded frames
displaying painted and photographic portraits of the Archduke Maximilian of Vienna, his wife
Carlota (Figure 140 and 141), his strongest Mexican ally General Mejía, and his staunchest
enemy Benito Juárez. Military garb and weaponry, and even Maximilian’s monogrammed ring
are the objects documenting the Austrian’s short and contested reign as Emperor of Mexico.368
Also prominently featured among these visual artifacts is José Clemente Orozco’s mural, Juárez,
the Church and the Imperialists, 1948 (Figure 142) and José Cusachs’ Batalla de Puebla, 5 de
Mayo de 1852, 1903 (Figure 143). These two commanding works were both painted well after
France’s ill fated occupation of Mexico, they both depict moments of French defeat, and they are
much larger than any of the other objects in the gallery allowing them to dominate the space. The
material evidence of the Archduke’s European pedigree juxtaposed with Orozco’s imposing,
twentieth-century painting and Cusachs’ equally large dramatic battle scene exemplifies the
multifaceted and conflicting autochthonous approaches to representing the less than four years of
French occupation and the years of war leading up to Maximilian’s rule. With few exceptions,
contemporaneous depictions of the Second Empire as well as later interrogations such as
Cusachs’s and Orozco’s paintings memorialized heroic figures and iconic historical events.
Diego Rivera’s Sunday Dreams on the Alameda (Figure 144) and his Portrait of Benito Juárez
(Figure 145) are just two such examples. Many artists tackling this period of Mexican history
also looked to sensationalist photographic accounts (primarily in the medium of the carte de
visite) to reconstruct the dramatic events of war, empire, and execution. Figures 146–157 are part
of an album consisting of François Aubert’s cartes de visite picturing the events surrounding the
period of French intervention and Maximilian’s execution. These images were widely collected
in Mexico City.369
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Escalante, too, relied on these modes of representation, but rather than employ the visual
record to create a historical narrative of the war with France or Maximilian’s failed monarchy
(including his execution), Escalante wielded his lithographic pen directly to engage with events
as they unfolded. His prints advanced opinion, criticism, and commentary that actively
participated in fighting against French aggression and promoted Mexican republican ideals.
Interestingly, it was Juárez who emerged as a key symbol in the struggle against occupation. As
discussed in previous chapters, Escalante and La Orquesta were deeply entrenched in battles
between factions within their own Liberal party and also against Conservatives, but during the
Second Empire some of those differences were set aside. Escalante’s disruptive caricature
survived much of the occupation though not without penalties and the constant threat of
censorship. The publication continued to possess agency due to its dogged determination to
unmask what was deemed the underlying truth behind ongoing political developments.
Throughout Volumes 1 and 2 of La Orquesta’s first epoch (March 1861 - May 1862) criticisms
of and clashes between Juárez, the congress, state leaders, Radical Liberals, Moderate Liberals,
Conservatives, and journalists were Escalante’s primary subjects. In volumes III and IV (May
1862 - May of 1863), a major shift occurs when the artist concentrated on opposing Napoleon
III, his generals, and France’s Mexican allies. From May 1863 to December 1864, during the
escalation of the war, La Orquesta was out of circulation. Casarín joined the military campaign
against the French. Escalante, along with several other figures associated with the publication,
engaged with the war by documenting the battles and publishing Las Glorias Nacionales: Album
de la Guerra. The album included text describing the battles and 11 lithographs drawn by
Escalante. On December 3, 1864, six months after the arrival of Maximilian, La Orquesta
reopened its doors. While Maximilian was depicted during this Second Epoch of the publication,
Escalante’s drawings of the emperor were subdued and few in number compared to the
representations of Napoleon III. These more subtle renderings were still relentless in revealing
what La Orquesta viewed as treacherous alliances that allowed the Second Empire to persist.
Escalante not only deployed caricature to disrupt foreign occupation but also wielded his cultural
and political capital as an artist to support Juárez and the oppositional forces that continued to
fight for national sovereignty throughout the French occupation. Juárez was one of Escalante’s
favorite targets in his early (1861) and late (1867-1868) prints but during the Second Empire,
Juárez became a unifying symbol of Mexico’s continued struggle for independence.
Maximilian’s execution has been a key focal point in art historical scholarship examining
the Second Empire and Mexico. Of course, Manet’s interpretation of the Emperor’s ill-fated
venture is the source of much of the attention. Aubert’s macabre photographs of Maximilian’s
embalmed body and the Emperor’s clothing in the aftermath of the execution have also aroused
interest (Figures 152-157). Strangely, in the aftermath of Maximilian’s death and the defeat of
the French, Escalante barely refers to the incident. On June 26, 1867 (Figure 158), just one week
after Maximilian’s execution by firing squad, La Orquesta published the first of Escalante’s
lithographs since July of 1866 when the publication was halted due to tightened censorship laws.
La Orquesta, announced Mexico’s Liberal triumph with great fanfare in a full first page article,
entitled Obertura a toda Orquesta: las ultimos acontecimientos (Overture of the Entire
Orquesta: The Most Recent Events). The article began,
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After many days of silence, grief, fear of grenades, taxes, of hiding, of hopes,
disappointments, long faces, thin bodies and empty stomachs, La Orquesta needs to play,
and play some more with drums, violins, trombones, cymbals, triangles and chinoiserie in
a big, very big and lavish national overture dedicated to Independence and to the
Reformation and to the gloriously restored Republic.370
Escalante’s lithograph depicts the emperor Maximilian in a seemingly quotidian exchange.
Only his back is visible to the viewer, but the meticulously parted hair, the size of the top hat and
his aristocratic attire render his identity unmistakable. He has approached a shoe shiner who is
attending to another patron. The caption describing the exchange between Maximilian and the
shoe shiner reads, “For the love of god, won’t you grant me preference and polish my hat.” The
shoe shiner responds, “But you already have more polish than you came with.” The textual
satirical turn centers on the word bola, which can mean either polish or shot/bullet – a reference
to Maximilian’s recent execution. The juxtaposition of Maximilian to the seated figure as well as
the shoe shiner reinforces the satirical power of the print. The seated figure in profile is none
other than Escalante himself. He sits, almost reclines, displaying his modern fashion as opposed
to the aristocratic garb of the recently deposed Emperor and he reads a newspaper with the
visible headline La Union. Escalante appears relaxed and confident as he attends to his everyday
activity without the slightest acknowledgment of Maximilian’s presence. Smug in victory, he
does not even bother to look up from his newspaper. Escalante’s illusionalistically rendered
visage requires no decoding whereas the shoe shiner and Maximilian’s identity are conveyed
through formal tropes and symbols. The Emperor’s tense posture, fashionable trappings, and
ridiculous plea signal desperation and the demise of French rule in Mexico. The shoe shiner who
is loosely drawn (as is often the case in Escalante’s depictions of types) wearing an apron and
holding the tools signaling his labor is complicit in honoring Mexican victory as he turns
Maximilian away with a biting quip.
In the very next issue, June 29, 1867(Figure 159), Escalante again depicted the defeat of
the French. The title at the top reads, “The Three French Saints.” Each of the three registers is
accompanied by a sub-title above each image written in both Spanish and French, “without
manners,” “without glory,” and “without ceremony.” The first frame depicts Napoleon III
conquering Mexico. The caption below states that the French flag will never retreat. The date
below, 1862, implies that the occupation was arrogantly ill-conceived from the beginning. The
caption to the center frame states, “the military question has been concluded.” The stone marking
the site of many graves reads Miscalco - the name of the cemetery where French soldiers were
buried from 1864-1866.371 The third frame features a Zouave boarding a small boat signaling his
return to France after defeat in 1867. He carries a huacal (chicken vendor box) in which he has
packed skulls and bones. His nose is incredibly long inscribed with the label “loans,” exposing
France’s pretense of collecting debt as a justification for recolonizing Mexico. The soldier drags
the French flag behind him as he slinks off in a most unceremonious manner. Escalante most
often structured his prints within a single frame. Occasionally, multiple registers or multiple
frames were used to construct a series of relationships, ideological juxtapositions, real space and
dream space, and even geographic distance. In this case, though, the clear demarcation of time
implies the construction of visual narrative. The relationship between text and image also
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reinforces the sense that there was a beginning, middle, and end to the French occupation. Thus
far, I have made the case that the vast majority of Escalante’s prints were pointedly and
deliberately engaging with events as they unfolded rather than attempting to analyze outcomes
from an historical perspective. Here, he departs from constructing a sense of immediacy and
instead reflects upon a course of events in both symbolic and real terms. He makes the case that
not even one of the most powerful nations in the world could defeat Mexico’s quest for an
independent republic. He reflects upon the passage of time to warn both Royalist Mexicans and
other nations like the United States that republican ideals did eventually prevail. Rather than
feature the luridness of the execution, Escalante deliberately conveyed a fundamental Radical
Liberal ideal - Mexico, as a sovereign nation, will stand up to the threats of imperial occupation.
Escalante made one last reference to the French defeat on August 3, 1867 (Figure 160).
The print is divided into two panels delineating the ideological differences between Juárez and
Napoleon III. On the left, the caption reads, “Napoleon (in Bourdeaux) - “Empire is peace.”” On
the right, the caption reads, “Juárez (in Mexico) - “Respect for the rights of others is peace.””
Above Napoleon’s quote, a Zouave stands guard outside of a wall demarcating a pantheon in
which the dead are buried equating Napoleon III’s brand of peace with death. On the right Juárez
administers a vomitive agent to a French soldier who vomits up Mexico. The poison is depicted
as a canon referring to Juárez’s long fought battle against the French to regain control of the
nation. According to Barajas, the print pays homage to Juárez celebrating the Mexican leader as
a more just and civilized ruler than the French despot. Repeatedly, Escalante avoids directly
representing Maximilian but sharply lambasts Napoleon III. During the Second Empire,
Escalante drew Maximilian far less frequently than key French military figures and Mexican
figures who supported Maximilian’s administration. More aggressive reinforcement of
censorship laws may have determined Escalante’s choice of targets. But in the aftermath of the
occupation, Escalante continued to refrain from visually treating Maximilian in the forceful way
that he had treated other leaders, military officers, and political figures.
The three prints that immediately followed Maximilian’s dramatic demise are among
Escalante’s very few reflections on the French defeat. For the most part, after June of 1867,
Escalante returned to the partisan political battles that had been waged previous to the
occupation. As discussed in chapter 4, the key issues of the period were the Constitution of 1857,
the Convocatoria, limits on presidential powers, and the advancement of business interests.
Escalante, once again, became one of the most influential voices speaking out against the Juárez
administration and for Radical Liberal ideals as reform measures resumed. In fact, La Orquesta
and Escalante began to shift their support toward Porfirio Díaz after Juárez sought constitutional
reforms. The visual celebration of victory was short lived as La Orquesta quickly pivoted back to
the daily business of news and politics.
But what about the period during the war and the Second Empire? Many of Escalante’s
prints engage with the moment by directly, repeatedly, and harshly lambasting French military
figures like Latrille, Saligny, and Laurencez as well as their Mexican allies including Almonte.
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, Escalante employed an entire arsenal of visual and verbal
weaponry to rebuke the actions of these figures. His goal was clearly to disarm and disgrace the
commanders directly driving the actions of soldiers on the ground. During this period, Escalante
also turned to a more directly ideological campaign in his renderings of Napoleon III,
Maximilian, and Juárez. While every day events and ongoing political developments were still
key subjects in the lithographs featuring the primary leaders of the time, larger foreign policy
concepts such as self-determination and imperialism emerged as urgent sites of contestation.
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Unlike Orozco and Manet, Escalante was not scrutinizing global political actions and policies by
constructing a consolidated visual narrative of an iconic moment such as the execution.
Escalante’s prints were meant to engage with events and discourses as they unfolded. He wielded
the weapons of wit, caricature, and satire to further his own Radical Liberal positions as aligned
with La Orquesta. His images were produced with the clear purpose of persuading his audiences
and disrupting official, imperial discourses at a time when long fought for republican ideals were
under direct siege.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Escalante both incorporated and manipulated the photographic
rendering of types in his attacks against French military figures and their Mexican allies.
Photographic portraits of political leaders were also relevant in Escalante’s visual enterprise
leading up to and during the Second Empire. Many scholars turn to the carte de visite portrait to
discuss its role in legitimizing power structures or reinforcing particular class, cultural and
gender identities. In Escalante’s works however, portraiture functions in a variety of ways.
Sometimes portrait-like renderings of Napoleon III, Juárez, and Maximilian are set in tension
with the formal attributes of caricature. Other examples demonstrate a more nuanced
interrelationship between portraiture and caricature. Direct sources for Escalante’s interaction
with portraiture were widely circulated photographs in the form of the cartes de visite.
In his 1855 book Renseignements Photographiques, Disdéri, inventor of the cartes de
visite, outlined the key elements of a successful portrait photograph. According to Disderi, “One
must be able to deduce who the subject is, to defuse spontaneously his character, his intimate
life, his habits; the photographer must do more than photograph, he must “biographe.”372 Based
on the popular interest in physiognomy, he advanced the notion that a portrait not only captures
the physical likeness of the body but conveys the moral fiber of its subject. Simultaneous to the
subjective understanding of photography as a purveyor of character, Disdéri devised an objective
set of standards that would define the practice of portrait photography all over the world. The
full- length photograph was one of the preferred portrait formats. The depiction of the entire
body involved the posing of legs and arms. Subjects were shown reading, leaning on a column or
chair. In the case of political figures, ornate furniture and columns were often used harkening
back to painted portraits of world leaders. The practice of depicting political figures in full length
is traced back to Rigaud’s famous portrait of Louis XIV. According to McCauley, “the full
length pose was reserved for persons whose social rank placed them on an iconic level equal to
that of the gods and whose influence extended beyond the sphere of a private living room.”373
When types were depicted in full length the photograph was considered a genre image rather
than a portrait. With the advent of the carte de visite, the tradition of depicting political rulers in
full-length was challenged due to the small size of the carte. Seated poses required that legs be
turned to the side to prevent lens distortion and the hands were to be aligned with the body. The
face was turned at a forty-five degree angle from the photographer with eyes fixed on a specific
point. The seated three quarter length portrait with a light source on the side of the face which
was more directly turned toward the camera was another common option.374 Fashion played an
important role in establishing the subject’s class and cultural position. In the case of world
leaders’ military garb or modern bourgeois fashion such as the coat tail were typical.
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Technically, photographers aimed to preserve half-tones, reach a high degree of focus, and
minimize distortion in the foreground.375 The key elements of the carte de visite portrait - setting,
props, poses, and fashion - worked to present not only the station of the subject but also his or
her perceived character. Though Disdéri’s schema provided a relatively formulaic approach, the
sitter exerted some degree of control and often viewed the portrait as a way to perform status,
legitimize power, and construct a fixed identity.
According to Henry Miller,
Traditionally portraits had often presented a fixed, atemporal iconic view of individuals
that seemed to offer a definitive portrait for posterity. Some portraits continued to serve
this purpose, but there was a tension between timelessness and topicality, between
portraits as fixed icons and more current likenesses that better reflected changes of
appearance during the course of political careers that were often measured in decades.376
Miller goes on to argue that portraits not only functioned as atemporal iconic images but were
employed to shape public opinion.377 Caricaturists typically challenged the traditional
approaches to portraiture and exposed the tension between “timelessness and topicality” as
Miller has pointed out.
Escalante often created works that functioned in opposition to the genre of portraiture. Yet
his representations of particular figures also often appear indebted to photographic portraits.
Perhaps his work as a portraitist contributed to his ability to embrace and challenge what had
become the most ubiquitous mechanism of circulated visual objects in nineteenth-century
Mexico.378 The reception of Escalante’s portraits, in fact, demonstrates that his commercial
lithographs were as well received as his caricature, suggesting that he was engaging with this
new popular form of imagery on multiple levels. According to an anonymous article appearing in
both El Monitor Republicano and El Siglo XIX,
Mr. Escalante has an amazing facility to produce portraits...they are admirable likenesses
that are speaking, living as if about to move because Escalante is not a vulgar portraitist
that copies the face, rather he is an intelligent artist that imprints a soul... and is the only
artist who can reveal the character of a person.379
This description of Escalante’s portraits is strikingly similar to Disderi’s conception of the carte
de visite. Escalante’s portrait of Victor Hugo (Figure 161) is an example of his work, probably
rendered from a carte de visite.
The genre of caricature is often set up as an opposition to portraiture because it literally and
figuratively diminishes the portrayed individual. Repeating James Sherry’s definitions of portrait
caricature, this strain of the genre presents figures full-length (often in profile), constructs a
minimal background, and exaggerates certain characteristic features of the body or face of an
identifiable individual. The caricaturist uses these techniques to construct contrasts such as
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inflation and deflation (the character of the individual) and/or exaggeration and understatement
(bodily). Such contrasts produce comedy or wit that is dependent upon the audience’s knowledge
of the individual being portrayed. Portrait caricature, Sherry argues, does not produce a moral
perspective but rather “holds the figure up for view.”380
Satiric caricature, on the other hand, forces the viewer to adopt a certain position
regarding the subject. According to Sherry, “satiric caricature cannot be satisfied with simply
presenting the exaggerated, distorted or grotesque; it must present them as the expression of
moral conditions.” While portrait caricature generally features static individuals in a minimal
setting, satiric caricature employs wit and drama in the depiction of a particular situation in order
to make a moral point. The figures in satiric caricature are not necessarily “real” people and
often include allegorical figures like peace, justice and nations as well as fantastic creatures such
as witches or demons. This strain of the genre tends toward the world of the dream and the
nightmare and adopts metaphor as one of its primary techniques. It is not uncommon for
historical figures to exist in this wholly fantastic realm. Satiric caricature is more public in
nature. “The myths it alludes to, the works it parodies, the expressions it cites, the figures it
portrays are all in the public domain.” The satirical caricaturist educates his audience by
repeatedly returning to particular figures and situations.381 Escalante certainly wields all of the
weapons that Sherry outlines though not necessarily within the confines of the categories Sherry
constructed. Escalante more often than not employs multiple approaches to caricature depending
on what or who he is attacking and/or supporting. My goal is not to take issue with Sherry’s
analysis of the caricaturist’s weapons but rather to demonstrate that portraiture and caricature are
not always at odds in Escalante’s lithographs of Napoleon III, Maximilian, and Juárez.
Several scholars have pointed to the fact that the emergence of photography coincided
with an increase in the production and demand for caricatures circulated through the modern
press. Another new technology, lithography, became the primary means for reproducing these
images. In fact, prints would remain the only process available for mass producing images in
books and newspapers until the 1880s when technological advances allowed for photographs to
be incorporated into the printing process.382 Contemporaneous with the growth of Disdéri’s carte
de visite in France, caricaturists also witnessed a sharp increase in the demand for political and
social caricature. While there were many talented artists that made the first half of the nineteenth
century France’s golden age of caricature, I consider here the artist that Escalante turns to for his
depictions of Napoleon III - Honoré Daumier.
By the 1830s caricature was transformed into a vehicle for political discourse in France.
When it became apparent that Louis-Philippe would not be the constitutional leader republicans
expected, Philipon launched La Caricature which became the most formidable enemy of the July
Monarchy.383 Philipon began publication of Le Charivari in December of 1832 (Figure 162).
From 1831-1835, Daumier was a member of the team of writers and graphic artists who waged
an aggressive attack against Louis-Philippe and his administration through the periodical
press.384 With Gargantua (Figure 164), of course, Daumier fully arrived as a caricaturist.385 As
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punishment for his biting portrayal of the Louis-Philippe as a giant consuming the wealth of
France, he was put on trial and sentenced to six months in prison on February 23, 1832.386 The
government increased enforcement of press laws but radical journals were ever more relentless.
After an assassination attempt against Louis-Philippe, the September laws of 1835 were passed
making it illegal to publicly exhibit or sell drawings, prints, or lithographs without prior
authorization.387 The legislation brought one of the most dynamic periods of political satire to an
end.388 T.J. Clark describes Daumier in the period following the reinstatement of the press after
1848,
He did a few political cartoons, jibing at Bonaparte, at Hugo’s useless international Peace
Congress, at the phony excitements in the Assembly. He was in search of targets, in
search of a symbol. And also, perhaps, in search of a cause to support- a symbol of his
own republic, to put against the various counterfeits.389
Clark’s assessment that Daumier’s prints after 1848 were not as powerful as his July Monarchy
caricatures speaks to the complexity of analyzing the components of caricature that give political
visual caricature and satire their power.
Like the Daumier of the 1830s, Escalante’s enterprise was not simply an act of taking pot
shots at an enemy. His aim was to attack the very underpinnings of imperialism and advance his
faction’s brand of republicanism. Typically, however, it is the formal elements of Daumier’s
works that are pointed to as important sources for Escalante’s works. The obvious figure, of
course, is the French artist’s rendering of Napoleon III (Figure 165). A direct comparison of
Daumier’s and Escalante’s lithographs of the ruler certainly yields enough evidence to suggest a
reasonable degree of influence (Figures 165-166). The Emperor’s slight stature, oversized hat
and boots, and large mustache are the bodily and material symbols rendering the figure
immediately identifiable. The exaggerated scale of these elements further implies both a physical
and moral inadequacy. In both prints the two figures below are burdened with the task of
supporting the diminutive ruler and seem to struggle despite his size. In Daumier’s case (Figure
165) important French figures hoist the ruler up while in Escalante’s case (Figure 166), French
soldiers support the hat suggesting that the Emperor is not capable of supporting his own crown
without his military force.
Beyond the obvious manipulations of scale and recognizable symbols there are stark
formal differences. Daumier constructs a more dynamic composition by employing gesture.
According to Wechsler, Daumier depicted hypocrisy using two basic strategies. His more
obvious approach created explicit situations where the true intentions of the subject are seen in
action. His more subtle approach involved, juxtaposing “rhetorical gesture with a theatrical
aside.”390 Returning to the 1848 print, Napoleon III’s gesture is clearly set against the drama of
Hugo and Girardin attempting to hoist the figure up. Daumier is not only questioning the
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legitimacy of France’s newest ruler but also the support he received from so-called republicans.
Daumier employs subjective contour lines to construct his figures while Escalante constructs
volume with shading and more objective contour lines. Daumier’s drawing approach results in
starker contrasts of dark and light while Escalante’s produces a more subtle range of tones.
Daumier’s rendering of line allows him to more readily express movement and humor by
manipulating gestures and expressions. Fear is detected in Napoleon’s eyes as the visages of his
supporters connote extreme bodily exertion. The Emperor’s large hooked nose and the foreheads
of the men below represent the well known tools of all caricaturists. Each of the figures’ postures
in Daumier’s print works to create a sense of precariousness. Escalante’s more stiff portrait-like
figures, on the other hand, appear grounded and static while the detail and the exaggeration of
the boots and hat take center stage. Escalante is more invested in carefully building the details of
the Zouave’s uniforms and Napoleon’s coat. In fact, the somatic renderings of each of the figures
is entirely dictated by attire rather than flexed and extended limbs or torsos as seen in the
Daumier print. The thrust of Daumier’s satire is built upon action and reaction whereas Escalante
is dependent upon the juxtaposition of exaggeration (hat and boots) and the detailed fashionable
trappings of the trio (for example, Napoleon III’s turned up collar and white pants).
It is revealing to reflect on the commonalities and differences between these individual
prints and it is certainly fair to say, in this case, that Daumier is the more dynamic caricaturist.
Escalante borrowed specific visual symbols from the French artist and is highly dependent upon
a more objective approach to draftsmanship. It would be a mistake, however, not to consider
Escalante’s larger campaign as it was represented through many renderings of the French ruler.
Like Daumier, in his crusade against the Pear king, Escalante had a formidable foe in Napoleon
III. Echoing T.J. Clark’s assessment of Daumier, Escalante found his target in Napoleon III and
his symbol in Benito Juárez. He employed an entire visual arsenal to champion his own republic
and fight against the various counterfeits. Perhaps the greatest counterfeit of all embodied in
Maximilian.
The majority of Escalante’s lithographs of Napoleon III appeared in La Orquesta in the
period leading up to and during the French military escalation against Mexico (late 1861 through
the end of 1862). The Mexican artist’s representation of the ruler was both fixed and dynamic.
Certain features were consistently rendered while others varied dramatically. Although Escalante
repeatedly drew Napoleon III, the seriality of the images was not tied to a succinct narrative.
Rather, the image of the Emperor was constructed over time allowing for an agile response to
new information, events, and circumstances. Escalante’s first portrayal of Napoleon III appeared
on September 7, 1861(Figure 167). The caption reads, “Beautiful Illusions of some sleeping
gentlemen.” Two slumbering men, in what appears to be a cell, dream of a different Mexico.
They rest upon solid ground implying that they exist in the realm of the real. Above, their dream
materializes. Napoleon III sits along side Queen Victoria of England and Queen Isabella II of
Spain (Figures 168 and 169). In the lithograph each European monarch wields a large pair of
scissors to cut and divide a map of Mexico making clear their intent to conquer and redistribute
the nation’s lands among themselves. The two registers in the print create a multifaceted visual
tension that delineates a geographic divide between Europe and Mexico, separates the realm of
the dream and the realm of the real, and exposes European interests supported by Mexican
Royalists/Conservatives. The tension is heightened by the agency of the identifiable world
leaders in contrast to the incapacitated anonymous Mexican figures. While the world leaders are
ambiguously grounded in the upper register, the men below are firmly anchored to the jail cell.
The thick shadows along the backs of the two figures to the lower right and the heavy shading of
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their trousers make their bodies appear practically attached to the floor and cracking walls
surrounding them. Only the feet and legs of the figure to the left are visible as if he has nearly
become one with the ground. In the lower register, there is also a skewed sense of perspective.
The figure in the right foreground is pulled forward in the picture plane with his enlarged shoes
attached to foreshortened legs and a fairly nondescript body. The figure next to him slouches
over his knees in a curled up position: if this figure were to straighten his legs, he would appear
immense next to his cell-mate. The abrupt and unexpected shifts in perspective and scale within
and between the two registers are key elements in Escalante’s depictions of Napoleon III
suggesting important geographic, political and historically specific relationships. These moments
of discrepant scale also work to alert the viewer that particular factions, namely European
Imperialists and Mexican Royalists are not to be trusted even if they seem geographically distant
or are currently incapacitated. Escalante’s assessment of Mexico’s increasingly precarious
relationship with Europe as rendered in this first depiction of Napoleon III anticipated the events
that would quickly unfold later that year. Though conservatives may be slumbering now, their
designs to align with European foreign powers were very much in play. In this first depiction of
the French leader, Escalante also begins to establish a code of visual cues that would become the
visual weapons of Escalante’s campaign against the emperor as it intensified.
This first rendering of Napoleon III launches Escalante’s effort to expose European
ambitions to conquer Mexico which would throw off course all advances made by Liberals to
construct a sovereign modern nation built upon the principles of a constitutional republic. At this
point, France, Spain and England are implicated but as events unfolded and the French became
the sole aggressor, Escalante’s attack would shift more forcefully against the French despot.
From September 1861-November 1862 Escalante repeatedly featured Napoleon III criticizing
both the threat of European intervention and the conservative support for that intervention. One
of the key intents of Escalante’s strategy was to expose the relationships between Napoleon III
and other European powers, Mexican Conservative royalists, and French military leaders.
Employing caricature to unmask the nature of these relationships, Escalante attempted to disrupt
Napoleon’s drive to reassert France’s imperial position in the Americas. Key to the French
ruler’s ambitions was the construction of a canal and railway across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
to complement the Suez Canal and create additional routes to the East.391 By September of 1861,
some form of European occupation became a very real threat; Great Britain and France
suspended diplomatic relations with Mexico a few months earlier due to the Mexico’s failure to
repay debts accrued by previous administrations. Upon solidifying Liberal victory and assuming
the presidency in March of 1861, Juárez almost immediately placed a moratorium on the
repayment of foreign debt equaling 82 million pesos.392 By October 31, 1861 France, England
and Spain responded. Under the Convention of London they announced their intention to deploy
troops to control Mexico’s major port at Veracruz in order to force the repayment of debt.393
On November 9, 1861 (Figure 170), the trio of European leaders from the September
print reappear in La Orquesta. This time, they are in the foreground anchored by the natural
setting that surrounds them. The allegory of Mexico is barely visible in the distance though her
dismay with her fighting children is evident.394 The caption reads, “France: Now is the time to
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attack, they are powerless. Spain: We should wait. Why? In order to surprise them when they are
even weaker.” The shift in depicting the European powers in real space rather than dream space
indicates that European troops were encroaching on Mexican shores. Holding their ships, the
leaders are biding their time before attacking the already weakened nation. A key difference
between the November 9 print and the earlier print depicting the tripartite alliance is Napoleon
III’s attire. In the earlier image he wore formal military garb and here he wears coat tails; both
were typical dress for the French ruler as evidenced in widely circulated photographs from the
period (Figure 171). The change in attire implies a less aggressively militaristic Napoleon III.
His position behind the queens, literally hiding behind skirts, also implies a less militarily
offensive stance. The skirt may also be a reference to the common belief the Napoleon III’s wife
Eugenie persuaded him to act on Mexico.395 According to the caption, however, he is the more
aggressive of the three rulers encouraging his allies to attack. The text’s call to action contradicts
the image of a less aggressive ruler hiding behind Spain and England. According to Escalante’s
print, Napoleon III is currently in alliance with the other European powers, but is deflecting
attention away from his long standing foreign policy toward Mexico. In the print, the Emperor is
feigning a combative stance through his words but his actions imply something different. In
Escalante’s depictions of Napoleon discussed thus far, the French emperor was static and his
features were only mildly caricatured with exaggerated facial hair. He appeared in a three quarter
pose either sitting or in full length just as he would in a portrait. The scale of his body and his
attire were the focus. In the November 9 print, however, the tension between text and action
unmasks the ruler’s position toward Mexico. Here he stands in profile leaning forward with his
chest puffed out and his arms tensed as if he is ready to attack. The viewer is left to wonder if the
Emperor would be so aggressive if he were not hiding behind the women or if his target were
more formidable.
On February 19, 1862, the Convention of La Soledad was signed. The Convention
recognized the Mexican government and stated that the French, British, and Spanish expedition
did not intend to interfere with Mexican political structures. Juárez ratified the Convention and
arranged talks to discuss the debt problem. It quickly became clear that France would advance its
own agenda and Spain and England withdrew form Veracruz (April 9, 1862).396 The French
representative Jurien de la Graviére was removed for having signed the Soledad Convention.
General Lorencez took over military command and Saligny was responsible for diplomatic
relations. Lorencez quickly mobilized troops and on April 20 France declared war against
Mexico. 397
By March 1862, Escalante, trained his sights more forcefully on France and Napoleon III
as European aggression escalated. In his March 29, 1862 print (Figure 172), Maximilian appears
for the first time. The caption reads, “Napoleon III sits upon the arc of the covenant saying to
Maximilian, as if he is Moses, ‘There I have the promised land.’” Based on the rendering of
Maximilian, it is apparent that Escalante had not yet seen an image of the future emperor of
Mexico. Here again, Escalante employs two registers to construct a sense of geographic and
political tension. Napoleon III and Maximilian are on European shores but they can see the
symbolic rendering of Mexico in the distance. The presidential chair is a metaphor for Mexican
republicanism. Seated on the chair, however, is a crown and candle with an invisible hand about
th
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to bestow the phrygian cap, symbol of republican freedom upon the symbols of monarchy.
Surrounding the presidential chair are the federal congressional buildings in Mexico City. As
mentioned earlier, the conflicts between Juárez and the Mexican congress intensified, and were
figuratively and literally dividing the republic despite the threat of foreign aggression. Escalante
continues fiercely to criticize Mexican leadership for remaining divided in the face of military
attack and occupation. Formally Escalante enlists a whole range of iconographic tropes to signal
hypocrisies facing modern forms of republicanism still grappling with the last gasps of
monarchic rule. He includes religious icons such as the ark, French Revolutionary and
Republican symbols such as the cap, and specific Mexican references such as the presidential
chair. Napoleon III is once again in military dress with his oversized boots. Escalante’s use of
discrepant scale highlights the targets of his criticisms. In this case, Napoleon III’s size, gesture,
and central position indicate Escalante’s intention to expose the Leader’s designs regarding
Mexico. The juxtaposition of the ruler’s size and position with the distant symbols on Mexican
shores point to the multifaceted nature of Escalante’s critique. While France is the aggressor, the
inability of Mexican leaders to unite around republican ideals makes them complicit in rendering
Mexican sovereignty vulnerable. The ominous nature of the scene is further intensified by the
vultures circling above.
On April 5, 1862 (Figure 173), Escalante further reveals the exigence of a
French/Mexican alliance. Once again looming large over the scene in a dream/cloud space,
Napoleon III holds out Juan Nepamuceno Almonte as if offering him to several representatives
of the Mexican Conservative Party. The caption reads, “the frogs ask for a king.” According to
Barajas, Almonte’s body appears to be attached to or inside a log implying that Escalante’s
intention was to depict him as a vile slug.398 Almonte was a controversial figure who was
initially a moderate but became a Conservative in the 1850s. As discussed earlier, he received
some of Escalante’s most heated criticism as a traitor to the nation. In 1861, he fled to France in
order to align himself with Napoleon III and advocate for a monarchy in Mexico. He returned to
Mexico in March of 1862, just before Escalante’s print was published. The lower register of the
lithograph includes a frog, insects, and water flora. While Almonte occupies the upper register
with the French leader, it is clear that he belongs to the swamp that is home to the Conservative
figures below. Not only is he being returned to the swamp, but he brings a French presence with
him. The print contains iconographic references signaling a complex interrogation of the concept
of nation. The robes draped over Napoleon III’s military uniform refer to allegorical forms of
nation; the eagle that sits at his feet is a reference to Mexico’s national tale of origin. Firmly in
control of a faction of Mexican Conservatives, Napoleon III appears sufficiently armed to rewrite
Mexico’s trajectory as a nation. Mexico’s capital city on the lake has become a swamp, the
Conservatives are its wretched inhabitants, and the eagle with the serpent is a tame pet of the
European leader. The surroundings, the somatic details of the figures (or lack thereof), and the
dual registers of the print construct a series of juxtapositions that are common in Escalante’s
prints featuring Napoleon III. The almost naturalistic visages of Napoleon III (based on
photographic portrayals) and the conservative figure just below Almonte create a striking tension
between actual political figures and the larger symbolic constructs of nation. The men in top hats
and the creature-like figure whose back is facing the viewer are caricatured with jutting chins,
protruding lips, and polished bourgeois hats. These so-called representatives of the Mexican
people are capitulating to foreign occupation.
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The extent to which French and Conservative alliances mattered is further revealed in
Escalante’s April 14, 1862 print (Figure 174). The far right background features Napoleon III
holding up a trio of Marionettes with Almonte facing forward. Below the raised puppets are a
group of Conservative politicians and prominent business leaders assessing the capital city as if
playing a board game. Behind them, more Conservative military and political leaders, some of
whom appear as toys with no bodies, wait in line to be served drinks. They hold out their top hats
(signifying their bourgeois class) as they are served drinks by José Maria Lacunza who would go
on to hold key positions in Maximilian’s administration.399 Escalante triply assaults Lacunza by
depicting him as a lower class Indian aguadora (drink server). His Indian status is reinforced by
the figure behind him grinding corn using a mano y matate. In the left background, the capital (as
the lights above indicate) with a candle-lit altar honoring Juárez. The Conservatives supported by
Napoleon III have not yet taken the capital but their presence points to the urgency of the
situation. To disrupt the advancement of Royalist aspirations, Escalante revealed the delusory
coalitions formed between Conservatives and the French to disrupt the advancement of Royalist
aspirations. The French have not yet taken the capital but here we already see Escalante turning
to Juárez as the symbol of the ongoing Liberal struggle.
Just a few days after France declared war, Maximilian reappeared in the pages of La
Orquesta on April 26, 1862 (Figure 175). The caption reads, “Mexicans admire the candidate the
French Emperor came up with.” On the right, Napoleon wears large boots and grasps his colossal
hat - the now familiar reference implying that Napoleon III cannot fill the shoes nor the hat of his
uncle. Maximilian dumbfoundedly stands between Napoleon III and the Mexican Conservatives
who are giving him the once over. His ill-fitting clothes and floppy hat suggest that Escalante
was making the case that Maximilian did not measure up in terms of military might or
intellectual astuteness. Inside of Napoleon III’s enormous hat is a nest full of eggs. One of the
eggs has hatched and the chick is Almonte. In the center is a diminutively drawn Maximilian
wearing an ill-fitted uniform adorned with shoddy regalia and a lop-sided floppy hat. The figure
of Maximilian is only identifiable because his name is inscribed on his hat. In later prints
Escalante’s detailed rendering of attire and naturalistic depictions of Maximilian suggest that
what appears as clumsiness in the early prints is quite intentional. While it is wholly possible that
Escalante had not seen photographs or paintings of the Austrian ruler, but it is also plausible that
he chose not to take Maximilian seriously. The Mexican conservatives on the left scrutinize the
potential leader of Mexico as they are reassured by the bold gesture of Napoleon III’s outstretched arm and pointed finger. The April 26 print signals a shift from confining Napoleon III
to a dream space or geographically separate register. Here, he is on the same ground as
Maximilian and the Conservatives who are evaluating the proposed future monarch of Mexico.
Though they are all on the same plane, the enormous hat supported by Napoleon III separates
him from Maximilian and the Mexican contingent. As pointed out earlier, the large hat and boots
were visual devices borrowed from Daumier to denigrate the ruler. But in this case, Escalante
renders the hat so large that it diminishes the somatic forms of the leaders surrounding it. In this
print, Escalante goes beyond referring to Napoleon III’s inability to measure up and suggests that
there were larger intentions emanating from long standing French ambitions. The print depicts
the powerful military backing that Mexican Conservatives were foolishly welcoming. The
juxtaposition of gesture and action renders Napoleon III more dynamic in this print.
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On May 5, 1862 France suffered a shocking defeat at the battle of Puebla with a loss of
476 troops. As discussed in Chapter 3, Escalante executed prints featuring the primary actors in
the battle including Saligny, Laurencez, the French troops, and Almonte. Escalante turned to
cultural symbols and the type to caricature the French generals and their Mexican supporters.
Interestingly these prints do not feature specific Republican generals, troops or leading Liberal
figures such as Juárez. Instead Escalante enlists specifically Mexican icons such as the Chinaco
(rural soldier), the chicken vendor, and the maguey cactus to foreground Mexican victory and
France’s misappraisal of Mexico’s oppositional forces. Rather than attempt to glorify or
celebrate the Liberal victors of the battle, Escalante chose visually to assault the French
military’s miscalculations.
Escalante did not return to Napoleon III until a month after the Battle of Puebla. On June
4, 1862 (Figure 176), the French leader holds an immense crinoline skirt under from which
emerges Saligny without his spectacles and a blindfolded Laurencez. The generals’ inability to
see reveals that they are inept pawns in Napoleon III’s scheme to take Mexico. The caption
reads, “Who is she? The intervention has emerged from a crinoline - small causes result in great
effects.” Most of the sheets of paper scattered on the ground read “bonds,” once again signaling
France’s false pretenses in attacking Mexico. Escalante reminds the Mexican people that
Napoleon III was the driving force behind the advancement of war in Mexico. The crinoline
specifically points to the influence of Napoleon III’s wife. The figures are standing upon a map
indicating that the French ruler controls the campaign against Mexico from Paris while his blind
troops attempt to take Mexico. The Emperor’s bent over body with hands clutching the top of the
immense skirt signal his precarious hold on the situation as he attempts to reassert control over
the Mexican situation.
The June 10, 1862 print (Figure 177) presents an even more sinister view of Napoleon
III’s disconnected perspective on the war with Mexico. The caption reads, “The march of
opposition as seen from Paris.” The French ruler peers through the hole of a phenakistiscope
which allows him to perceive movement by setting figures with slight alterations in motion.
Escalante employs the novel optical device to demonstrate how removed Napoleon III is from
actual events as they occurred in Mexico. Up to this point, Escalante enlisted a range of
strategies to manipulate the somatic rendering of the Emperor including the juxtapositions of
gesture, posture, motion, stasis, and scale. Napoleon III’s visage, however, has primarily been
represented in a manner consistent with photographic portraits including only slight
caricaturization. At this point, Escalante established a visual syntax that allowed him the
confidence to construct an entirely different perspective. Though viewed from behind, cues
including attire, hair style, facial hair, and an exaggerated nose render the ruler easily
recognizable. The serial though non-sequential depictions of Napoleon III allowed Escalante to
take such liberties with the confidence that the viewer would immediately identify the figure.
Here again, much of the composition is built up through the careful application of lithographic
grease that does not favor line over shading. While line defines the Emperor’s visage, trademark
hairstyle, and mustache, shading dominates the somatic construction of the figure and the
shadows in the print.
On July 9, 1862 (Figure 178), Maximilian returns wearing the same labeled floppy hat
and sloppy attire. His facial features still look nothing like later naturalistic renderings of
Maximilian. This time, his posture is more animated as he turns the crank of a music box atop
which a monkey holds out a bowl and begs for a contribution from Napoleon III. The French
ruler blankly looks out from his window above without any indication of action. He is
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increasingly caricatured as evidenced by the more pronounced wisp of hair and hooked nose.
Maximilian and Carlotta would not arrive in Mexico until May of 1864, but here Escalante
already highlights the dependency of Maximilian on an increasingly fickle French alliance. This
is the small window of time in which Mexican victory at the Battle of Puebla gave Liberal
Mexicans hope that they could stand up to French aggression. Just a few months later, however,
Napoleon III forcefully voiced his disapproval of how Mexico was being handled, deployed
General Forey to replace General Lorencez, and dispatched another 39,000 troops.
Within a few weeks of his arrival in Veracruz, Escalante welcomed Forey to the pages of
La Orquesta. On October 11, 1862 (Figure 179) he appears with Napoleon III and Almonte. To
the left, Napoleon III, with his back to the viewer, is in the process of brewing something . His
large hat and exaggerated facial hair, once again, render him identifiable. His attire, however, is
more ambiguously drawn. Forey, dressed as a waiter carrying a tray serves Almonte. The caption
reads, “Mr. Forey, you don’t have anything else to give us? Wait; here I have for you a wellmade pill.” The label on the jar reads, “Dismissal.” Once again, Escalante ruthlessly attacks
Almonte making him appear almost animal-like with his tongue hanging out and his malformed
hand scraping his bowl. Forey’s firm expression juxtaposed to his caricatured large nose, jutting
chin and overstated hat and apron furthers the humorous thrust of the image but also points to the
intensification of France’s campaign in Mexico.
Between October 25, 1862 and November 29, 1862, Escalante dramatically increased the
frequency of his depictions of Napoleon III intensifying his attacks against the Emperor as
France fortified her military positions in Mexico. In the October 25 print (Figure 180), Escalante
transforms Napoleon III into a naughty child wearing a gown. His nanny holds him and scolds
him for trying to grab the globe which displays Mexico. She exclaims, “Come on child, leave it
alone. That is not something for a child like you to do.” With the exception of the globe, the
entire print is embodiment. Escalante once again turns to Daumier in his subjective rendering of
the nanny. As discussed regarding Figure 26, Escalante previously employed the tactic of
juxtaposing a drawing of an older, expressive, and anonymous woman with a less expressively
drawn known male figure. But here, he pulls the duo all the way forward in the picture plane.
Their bodies are hidden underneath a series of folds and fabric as their faces and hands become
the key elements of the print. In many of the previous prints of Napoleon III, he loomed large as
a threatening figure though his power and intentions were continuously brought into question.
He was the figure posing, gesturing, looking on, etc. Here he is still the center of attention but
his gesture with his small hand is completely overwhelmed by the Nanny’s look of disapproval
and controlling large hands.
During this period, it was common to refer to the Americas metaphorically as a child. In
the October 25 print, it is Napoleon who has become the child. This print also demonstrates
Escalante’s agile ability to draw faces with a variety of approaches ranging from naturalistic to
expressive. His choices to draw flat linear visages to play up caricatured features or to create
more portrait-like renderings with the careful constructions of tone, light, and shadow were key
to the visual tension in his work.
On November 8, 1862 (Figure 181), child play is again evoked to criticize Napoleon III.
Escalante makes the French ruler’s hat so large that it falls down over his eyes leaving him blind
to the situation at hand. He plays with his toy train marked with a crown symbolizing his attempt
to bring monarchy to Mexico. In the caption he asks the general, “What will happen when these
Indians move?” The general’s clown-like visage and gesture make it obvious that he does not
know. The “Indians” who support the table on their backs are France’s allies in Mexico. They
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along with the general are anonymously furthering the sense that Napoleon III’s forces and
Mexican backers are inept and he is incapable of seeing the farcical nature of the situation. Here
again, Escalante turns to a looser rendering of the anonymous figures. The large hats and the silly
face of the general make for a cheap humorous jab. What makes the print work, however, is the
contrast between the silliness above the table and the precariousness below the table.
On November 12, 1862 (Figure 182), the combination of the oversize boots and hat is
resuscitated. Further diminishing the slight stature of the ruler, Escalante adds an oversized coat
to the ensemble. Soldiers (at the ready) stand to the left facing the Emperor as he points to two
figures peering at them through telescopes over a distant heel. As indicated in the caption, the
soldiers say, “they are watching us through telescopes from a prominent position above.” On
November 15 (Figure 183), the tiny ruler is supported in the air as he looks through a giant
crystal ball that makes the Mexican conservative figures to the right appear larger. The crystal
ball is labeled Atlantic suggesting that the device allows the Emperor to peer across the ocean to
Mexico.
Many of the prints in Escalante’s campaign against the Emperor involve references to
science and technology. Maps, globes, telescopes and even a phenakistiscope are the modern
props Escalante employed to stage and animate the French ruler. They also worked to expose the
interdependent relationships between Napoleon III, his generals and Mexican allies. The crystal
ball is not presented as a mystical way to see the future. Rather, as the caption indicates, it
creates an optical illusion that distorts the way that Napoleon III viewed Mexico and conversely
how the Mexican figures viewed him.
In the final print of Escalante’s month-long barrage (Figure 184), Napoleon III appears
on the back of an allegorical rendering of France. She looks worn and weary as she struggles
under the weight of the Emperor. The shine of his boots implies that he is not willing to get them
dirty as he fishes a giant object out of a swampy body of water labeled Mexico. The caption
helps the viewer identify the object, “The first plug is dredged up.” Labeled “Cinco de Mayo,”
the plug refers to France’s defeat at the battle of Puebla. Victory over the French at Puebla
served as more than a battle won. It became a symbol of Liberal determination and perseverance
in the face of severely uneven odds. Though France appears haggard, Napoleon’s removal of the
plug implies that the situation is grim for Mexico. Escalante depicted the French ruler only a few
more times over the course of his career.
In the last depiction of Napoleon III (May 7, 1863) during La Orquesta’s first epoch, the
dejected ruler is seated in a niche as if he is a saint. He is flanked by two cannons that have been
transformed into candles. The feet of his chair are bayonets. He grasps his chest because he has
been stabbed with several daggers. The three blades on the left read Italy, Crimea and China
while the blades on the right refer to specific lost battles including Cinco de Mayo. Escalante
cites France’s military losses to demonstrate how France had overextended her Imperial reach.
Military expeditions to Syria (1860), a joint incursion with Britain into China (1860), and the
conquest of the southern part of Indochina (1858) also figured in Napoleon III’s imperial
designs.400 Though Mexico was about to succumb to France’s military might, Escalante takes
this opportunity to issue a warning that though Mexico was currently controlled by France, the
European power should fear defeat.
This extended examination of Escalante’s multifaceted, intense, and prolonged attack
against Napoleon III demonstrates the depth of the Mexican artist’s visual arsenal. There is a
400
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distinct shift in Escalante’s attacks that raise his campaign to the level of ideological substance.
Ibsen makes the following statement regarding Escalante’s representations of Napoleon III:
Disempowering Napoleon’s body was a way to visually repudiate the body politic of his
policies and government. In a broader sense, the relocation of sovereignty in the people and
not in the state or monarchs was central to the Republican ideal and related to French
Enlightenment philosophy of the universal and inalienable rights of all men to freedom,
equality, and property - that is each man’s authority over and possession of himself.401
While Escalante depended on the usual tools of the caricaturist and he looked to the works of
Daumier, he also set in motion a whole range of tensions that worked to reveal what Radical
Liberals perceived as the underlying truths behind the French intervention in Mexico. Not all
caricature succeeds in truth telling, but here Escalante visually demonstrates that there is not a
single truth. Rather there is a whole range of truths that evolve over time. The seriality of his
campaign against Napoleon III is not an attempt to construct a particular narrative. Rather it is an
agile uncovering of events as they developed. Escalante’s nimble responses to new figures,
shifting alliances, victories, and defeats forced him to push his artistic practice in different
directions. Escalante was forced to grapple with the larger ideals that both defined and threatened
Mexico’s epic battle for Reform and ultimately he found his voice in an arsenal of visual
weapons. These works were at times tied to criticism and propaganda but also became one of the
voices that disrupted Imperial hegemonic forces on a larger ideological level.
On June 10, 1863, after a year of conflict, the French took the Mexican capital and Benito
Juárez fled for Veracruz. The French general, Forey, organized a conservative provisional
government that formed an assembly of notables who voted to offer Maximilian the imperial
crown of Mexico. The conservative faction of Mexicans that had hoped to rescue Mexico from
the Liberals by reestablishing authoritarian European rule reigned victorious. Napoleon III had
counted on this faction to convince the Mexican people to “offer” the crown to Maximilian
rather than having France conquer Mexico.402 Maximilian himself agonized over the decision to
accept the crown and attempted to negotiate several concessions that would reinforce his position
in Mexico including significant troop support. Maximilian and Napoleon III wanted to create the
illusion that the Mexican people were exercising self-determination.403
Within a few weeks of re-opening their doors after its ceasing of circulation during the
war, La Orquesta and Escalante turn to Maximilian on December 21, 1864 (Figure 186). The
new Emperor arrived in Veracruz seven months earlier.404 Unlike many of the figures he
repeatedly depicted over the years, Escalante laid very little groundwork to help the viewer
readily identify the new Mexican emperor. In fact, up to this point all of his depictions of
Maximilian were generic and depended upon labeling for identification. In the December 21
print, Maximilian sits with his back to the viewer. To his left are two Mexican Conservative
figures including Vasquez de Leon, Maximilian’s Prime Minister, who offers him a cigarette. To
the emperor’s right are two Liberal figures: Robles Pezuela who was appointed Minister of
Finance and José Maria Cortés y Esparza, Minister of Domestic Affairs.405 Maximilian’s interest
st
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in reconciling Liberal and Conservative conflicts actually worked to undermine the new ruler’s
legitimacy. Almost immediately Maximilian included Moderate Liberals in his cabinet enraging
Conservatives.406 Escalante immediately seized on the Emperor’s controversial move in the
December 21 print. In the caption, Vasquez de Leon says “Sir, they are the real Monzon if you
would like one.” Maximilian replies, “Thank you gentlemen but I am a Caballo man.” In the
print, the Liberal figure offers Maximilian the brand of cigarette that he prefers. According to
Barajas, the print caused quite a stir.407 Visually, the image is generally static with a row of
relatively expressionless figures. The subtle contrasts in the print, however, make it work. The
visage of Pezuela demonstrates how adept Escalante was at rendering portraits. His 3/4 pose and
focus on a fixed point further the illusion; the contrast between his immaculately detailed portrait
and Maximilian’s exaggerated hair and beard break up the monotony of the print. If the viewer is
focused on just the heads of the figures, they appear in almost a straight line including
Maximilian’s turned away head. But once the bodies are considered, Maximilian’s gesture
toward the liberals and the triangle created between their bodies suggest an alliance. Escalante is
capitalizing on the Emperor’s already highly controversial, burgeoning alliances with Liberals.
In the next issue, December 24, 1864 (Figure 187), Escalante reveals the portrait-like
rendering of Maximilian that would appear in the relatively few prints he drew of the Emperor in
1864 and 1865. Standing in the center of the print, Maximilian wears a black frock coat and
gestures toward a bowl on the table labeled “State Cabinet.” In the bowl are several appointed
members of Maximilian’s cabinet. The caption reads, “Sir, this dish is not adequate for our
aristocratic palate. But it is the national dish and above all it is timely.” Escalante employs a food
metaphor to demonstrate that Maximilian is in trouble with Conservative supporters because of
the appointments he has made to his cabinet. The figures to the left are drawn with relatively
subdued expressions and somatic features. The figure of Maximilian, however, is very portrait
like. In fact only his small hand gesturing toward the bowl reminds the viewer that this is a
caricature. In the foreground just to the left of the table there is a strange comic moment where
the vegetables appear to have arms and are embracing. The anthropomorphized produce along
with the disembodied heads in the bowl contrast with the carefully rendered spatial relationships
between the gouging and the baskets, the detail of the baskets and the table, and, of course,
Maximilian’s portrait likeness. Rather than undermine the portrait, Escalante’s visual language
employs the genre and places it in tension with a comic setting.
On January 11, 1865 (Figure 188), Maximilian is again depicted in a portrait-like 3/4
pose. His visage is not as delicately rendered but there is still very little evidence of distortion.
His static posed demeanor is starkly contrasted with the almost hysterical reactions of the
conservative figures on the right. Wielding a magic wand, Maximilian appears to have cracked
open an egg which, based on its label, is a metaphor for the intervention. Out of the egg emerges
a ram. The shocked responses of the men behind and atop the egg suggest that the Emperor’s
magic has shocked them.408 The caption reads, “Sleight of hand.” Once again Escalante is
depicting the Conservatives’ disapproval of Maximilian’s Liberal tendencies, almost reveling in
their disappointment.
On February 1, 1865 (Figure 189), Maximilian appears in long lab coat. He looks on as
his Imperial Guard dressed in an exaggerated and ridiculous uniform with an oversized hat and
st
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feminine shoes sets about measuring various Mexican figures. Each of the men to be measured is
extremely tall or extremely short. The caption reads “The Measuring Stick of the Empire. Sir,
they do not measure up.” Maximilian, of course, stands at the exact desired height while the man
being measured attempts to crouch down. According to Ibsen, the scene probably refers to
Maximilian’s constantly changing Cabinet and the problems he faced trying to fill and keep
officials in government posts.409 Yet again, Maximilian is not particularly animated or
exaggerated. This time he is in profile and his attire is incorporated into the satiric thrust of the
print. While the other figures are severely distorted, it is strange that Maximilian appears out of
place in the print. Escalante’s static rendering and spatial isolation of Maximilian emphasizes his
“puppet” emperor status.
Escalante did not mount an intensifying assault against Maximilian as he did against
Napoleon III. Instead, he turned to other battles such as the conflicts between press outlets
outlined in Chapter 3, the contested advancement of business interests (foreign and domestic),
and the tension between frustrated Conservatives and conflicted Liberals while Maximilian
attempted to bridge the decades long chasm between the two parties. In the few prints Escalante
produced picturing the short-lived emperor, he contended with one of the underlying issues that
ultimately cost Maximilian his throne and his life - the disillusionment of Conservatives. One
explanation for the dearth of images representing the Emperor is obviously censorship. Another
possible contributing factor is that Escalante did not want to grant Maximilian the opportunity to
enter the arena of discourse. Even those figures who were Escalante’s staunchest enemies were
repeatedly diminished and criticized in his prints and enjoyed at least the notoriety of being
included in the pages of La Orquesta. They were important enough to be included in Escalante’s
larger enterprise of influencing politics and public opinion.
Maximilian was highly invested in co-opting culture, tradition, and history to legitimize his
rule in Mexico. Part of this campaign was the deployment of material visual culture including the
various forms of popularly circulated images. According to Ibsen,
Maximilian embarked upon a personal crusade to gain recognition for his empire. This
entailed more than merely demonstrating a legal basis for the state among other nations. It
included the adroit manipulations of symbols and rituals - some pre-existing and others
“invented” - to garner authority for the throne and to forge a nation. The empire would
create for itself an imperial court and “genealogy” to further its goal of legitimacy.
Ultimately Maximilian wanted acknowledgement and acceptance as the emperor of the
Mexican nation and not just the head of state, leading to his initiation of the first public
relations campaign to win the hearts and minds of the Mexican people.410
It is possible that the greatest weapon against the Emperor was to exclude him. By not granting
him a presence in one of the most influential forms of political and visual culture, Escalante,
perhaps unintentionally, contributed to the ruler’s failure to fully legitimize his presence in
Mexico.
By contrast, Escalante repeatedly drew Juárez over the course of his entire career. Juárez
inhabited a shifting and complex role in Escalante’s larger oeuvre. Over a decade, Escalante
supported some of Juárez’s advancement of Liberalism while harshly criticizing specific
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components of his political strategies and policies including his push for certain reforms and his
strained relationships with congress and Radical Liberals. Escalante depicted Juárez during the
war with France and into the Second Empire. During the war, Juárez was often rendered as a
figure actively participating in the conflict. On March 18, 1863 (Figure 190), for example Juárez
is depicted directly squaring off with Napoleon III. In the print, three pairs including Juárez and
Napoleon III are pictured playing a child’s game. Each player faces his counterpart and repeats a
rhyme while taking turns standing and crouching. The winner is the standing figure at the end of
the rhyme. Juárez stands over Napoleon III, General Ortega stands over French General Forey
and the Mexican Chinaco stands over a French Zouave. The print is just one of many examples
demonstrating Escalante’s support of Juárez and the opposition forces during the war.
By 1865, however, Esclante’s deployment of Juárez takes on a different tone. On March
11, 1865 (Figure 191), Juárez is depicted at the top of a triangle shaped candelabra. Each candle
is an important Liberal figure. Entering the frame from the upper left register is a candle snuffer
in the shape of a hand. At the base of the hand is a crown implying that the snuffer is
Maximilian. Already the fires of the four figures preceding Juárez have been put out and Juárez
is next. In the center of the triangle is the phrygian cap and a book inscribed with the word “Ley”
(law) citing republicanism as the basis of Liberalism. The caption reads “Darkness.” Just over a
month later, on April 26, 1865 (Figure 192), Escalante depicted Juárez seated for a portrait
wearing full body armor. The armor is inscribed with terms such as “the law,” “suffrage,”
“religious tolerance,” and “reform.” The caption states, “but didn’t we agree that we would not
copy this figure?” While the print once again points out Conservatives’ frustration with
Maximilian’s Liberal tendencies, Juárez has become the symbol and embodiment of Liberal
ideals. The print is also an example of how portraiture is used as a function of a larger symbolic
rendering rather than in opposition to or in tension with caricature.
According to Barajas, by mid 1865, Maximilian desperately needed to defeat Juárez once
and for all and tried several tactics to solve the problem of having the recognized president of
the Mexican Republic still at large. The French Emperor attempted to lure Juárez to join his
administration and when that did not work, he charged his army with the task of killing him or
chasing him out of the country.411 With the support of his Oaxacan community, Juárez was able
repeatedly to evade the Imperial army. In so doing, he kept alive the idea that he was the
legitimate leader of Mexico and maintained his right to rule. During this period some official
newspapers falsely reported that Juárez had left the country.412 Partially in response to those
reports, Escalante featured Juárez in his July 1, 1865 lithograph (Figure 193). The caption states,
“According to the official press, Juárez forms a new entrenchment every day.” Escalante drew
several images of Juárez, in his signature black coat, standing around an oval track. Each of the
figures of Juárez stands behind a structure representing various locations including Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon, and Oaxaca. Escalante is making the case that Maximilian will not succeed in
defeating Juárez because the Mexican president is everywhere at once. Formally the image relies
on Escalante’s long term and repeated depictions of Juárez as his facial features are not readily
distinguishable without close scrutiny. At this point, clothing and hair style are enough.
Repetition within the print operates to highlight the impossible nature of multiple Juárezes
simultaneously being all over Mexico. Familiarity also allows Escalante to render the figures
receding into the picture plane with even less detail without sacrificing legibility. The modest
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depiction of Juárez actually inflates rather than deflates the character of the leader. No matter
how vague, he is well-known and omnipresent. Despite all odds he is still fighting for his rightful
and legal claim as the Leader of Mexico. He has in essence ideologically become Mexico.
Escalante produced his most symbolic rendering of Juárez as the nation on October 7,
1865 (Figure 194). On the same date that this print was published, La Orquesta also published a
notice to the public that the newspaper had lost a defamation case bringing a penalty of 300
pesos and a sentence of six months incarceration for the editor in chief of the newspaper.413
Having just been penalized, the image was quite a bold gesture. One of the figures on
Maximilian’s official emblem emerges from the exaggerated Imperial shield and attempts to rip
the medal of valor away from the Mexican president. Juárez again appears in his signature black
attire. But this time he dons a phrygian cap signaling that he bears the crown of republican
ideals. Juárez is perfectly posed and fashionably dressed and the detail with which Escalante
rendered his visage is in the tradition of portraiture. His posture further demonstrates that he is
proud of his medal and his ideals. Here again Escalante is not constructing an opposition through
portraiture but is using the genre boldly to honor Juárez and demean the Empire at a moment
when La Orquesta suffered a defeat of their own. To the left of Juárez, an elegantly dressed
serpent carrying a writing plume bites the tail of Juárez’s jacket. The Creature and serpent
simultaneously try to remove the symbols of Juarez’s bravery and status. The snake’s plume is
labeled L’Ere Nouvelle which was one of the French language newspapers in circulation during
the Second Empire.414 The snake is accompanied by an equally smartly dressed figure whose
face is completely concealed by his stark white collar and shiny top hat. His anonymity
juxtaposed to Juárez’s bold posture and expression suggests a contrast between cowardice and
bravery. The figure holds a sheet of paper that reads “warning.” And the caption states, “It is not
polite to remove the medal of bravery.” The print thus attacks Maximilian’s empire on multiple
levels including questioning its legitimacy, chastising its censorship laws, and castigating its
campaign against Juárez and the opposition. The print also works to present Juárez in both
symbolic and real terms as the true leader of the nation.
While Escalante’s print marks a particularly dark moment for La Orquesta and Juárez
and the opposition, French troops were recalled within two years and Juárez was able to corner
Maximilian and his small number of remaining forces in Queretaro.415 Maximilian’s choice not
to abdicate and his refusal to acknowledge the rule of law as it was enforced by the Mexican
Constitution cost him his life. Many accounts painted a picture of respect and nobility as
Maximilian met his death with courage. Others, however, criticized Maximilian’s “failure to
grasp reality” and “the full nature of Napoleon III’s betrayal and abandonment.”416 As a result of
Napoleon’s flawed plan, the French puppet never garnered political capital or legitimacy in
Mexico. The Mexican campaign ended in bitter defeat and embarrassment for Napoleon III. Not
only was Mexico lost, but the deposed Maximilian and his generals Mejía and Miramón were
executed under Benito Juárez’s 1862 decree that anyone aiding foreign intervention would be put
to death.417 The same event that symbolized Napoleon III’s loss became one of the iconic
celebratory moments in Mexico’s history. According to John Leighton, “For the majority of the
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Mexicans, the Maximilian affair was a victory ending a long period of civil war and foreign
interference.”418
During the Second Empire, Juárez, the same figure that Escalante had previously both
supported and criticized, became the heroic symbol of self -determination. Napoleon III became
the arch nemesis that Escalante almost delighted in crucifying in the pages of La Orquesta.
Maximilian, just as in his actual existence, became a malapropos figure. His political and
military power afforded him the opportunity to dramatically change the course of Mexico’s
trajectory. However, his disastrous rule resulted in handing the nation back to the Liberals who
once again set in motion their version of modernization that Escalante forcefully championed
throughout the occupation. The artist unwaveringly exposed the treacherous alliances on all sides
of the political divide, attacked censorship, and championed republican Liberalism - even when
all seemed lost. His nimble and engaged journalistic and artistic presence allowed him not only
visually and textually to expose truths but to respond when those truths shifted over time. It was
this agility that made his art particularly disruptive even during the French occupation.
Amazingly, La Orquesta remained in circulation for a good portion of the Second Empire.
Escalante’s engagement with Daumier and the genre of portraiture further supports the case that
the Mexican artist’s approach to caricature was neither bound to a mimetic practice nor
completely free of European references. His works traversed the contemporaneity of visual
culture in his Mexico by directly engaging with political events and figures. But he also evoked
the historicity of the genre of caricature by producing a body of work that built upon and directly
engaged with the visual languages of previous combatants including Daumier and Goya.
Escalante’s prints were temporally and formally enmeshed in a dialogic exchange that
simultaneously waged scathing attacks, drew upon symbols to advance the ideals of autonomy,
and, in the case of Maximilian, denied the ruler legitimacy.
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Conclusion
After the French Occupation, Escalante picked up where he left off and Juárez again became one
of his favorite targets (see Chapter 4). With looming elections, Escalante and La Orquesta
backed Porfirio Díaz against the leader by whom they had stood by throughout the French
occupation. The shift in allegiance was primarily due to Juárez’s attempt to amend the
constitution for the sake of consolidating executive power. On September 28, 1867 (Figure 195),
for example, prominent political figures are shown weighing Juárez while Porfirio Díaz stands
behind him waiting his turn. Juárez’s seated position and posture are comic particularly when
contrasted with Díaz. Escalante died before the realization of Díaz’s political power which
persisted up to the revolution of 1910. In the last two years of his production there was also a
new aesthetic development in Escalante’s interrogation of the relationship between photography
and portraiture. He created several lithographs that were simultaneously fractured and fused
(Figures 196-198). The target in each of the prints is Juárez. All three refer to his overdependence on his cabinet, his failed efforts to advance constitutional reforms through the
Convocatoria (referendum), and his lack of national funds. Each of these themes was extensively
addressed in other prints. But in the case of these three lithographs, Escalante was more invested
in constructing a different kind of image. On October 12, 1867 (Figure 196), his portrait of
Juárez was formed with the symbolic objects that he used repeatedly to criticize him. The cat
representing Juárez’s referendum, for example, is used to form the leader’s head and most of his
face. On December 21, 1867 (Figure 197), Escalante repeats his constructed portrait of Juárez
but places him in a vessel along with other objects symbolizing the problems of government. But
the two vessels have been transformed into portraits of Juárez’s cabinet members. Very little
about their faces is caricatured. Rather it is their existence as both picture and inanimate object
that demonstrates Escalante’s continued interrogation of likeness and distortion. Finally, on
March 7, 1868 (Figure 198), Escalante draws a disarming and strange amalgamation of Juárez
and his cabinet members. The cabinet members each share an eye with Juárez and he has no eyes
of his own. Here the caricaturist pushes the boundaries of illusion and exaggeration. Throughout
his career, Escalante deployed the disruptive nature of caricature. He understood that aesthetic
and political boundaries were fluid and capitalized on the opportunity simultaneously to capture
the spirit of a long practiced art and forge new and critical discourses in his own time.
Returning to La Orquesta’s debut announcement, we see that the writers, the artists, and
the editors of the newspaper turned to image and text to influence government, to promote the
material advancement of the individual, to persuade and entertain the public, and finally to
represent current political events through the genre of caricature. The power of the press to
influence political and public opinion coincided with the advancement of Liberal ideals including
the evolving conception of a modern Mexico. For the idea of the modern was directly tied to
certain political ideals including constitutional freedoms and equality before the law.419
Escalante’s more than five hundred lithographs published in La Orquesta engaged with the
dramatic and at times traumatic events of a decade replete with major political reforms
interrupted by war and occupation. Battle lines were drawn between artists and writers who were
affiliated with specific publications that were highly politicized, and often, directly involved in
political actions. Escalante promoted Radical Liberalism and created an entire visual arsenal that
he directed at Conservatives, Moderate Liberals, and even Moderate Leaning Liberals such as
419
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Juárez.420 He drew and wrote with the intent of directly participating in his political moment,
making his presence known through his signature and images of himself. Through his works, the
boundaries defining Liberal and Conservative, mimetic and original, and historical and topical
were both challenged and reinforced. Existing completely outside of the Academy of San Carlos
and European Academies, Escalante managed to enter the domain of Spanish and French print
culture. The works of various artists including Goya and Daumier are sometimes visually present
in Escalante’s lithographs. But Daumier’s approach to serial combativeness and Goya’s
contending with the failed promise of and hope for Enlightenment ideals were, perhaps, their
greatest contribution to Escalante’s oeuvre.
While Escalante did not originate caricature and political satire, he boldly took up the
mantle of Mexican self - determination that figures such as Lizardi had advanced. Along with his
early nineteenth-century counterparts and his contemporaries, Escalante contributed to setting
the “national imagination to work.”421 Satirists were united in their determination to advance
social and political critique, press freedoms, and the advancement of French Enlightenment
ideals such as education and progress. But there was also conflict within political party lines and
journalistic ambitions. Honing in on both the idealistic developments of his time as well as the
dissonance of his own social, political, and economic circumstances, Escalante well appreciated
that caricature is not always the purveyor of truth and progress but is tactically disruptive and
political.
Though he wielded his lithographic pen to influence politics and journalism, Escalante
made works that were highly dependent upon engaging the larger public sphere. His audience
was required to negotiate various levels of visual and textual signification and ambiguity. This
negotiation was necessarily participatory; the reader-viewer was enlisted in constructing meaning
rather than passively apprehending a constructed narrative. Escalante’s relationship with the
public would not have been possible without modern developments such as political discourse
entering the public domain, relatively relaxed censorship laws, and the explosion of circulated
textual and visual objects.
Escalante sought to complicate his cultural and political moment by contrasting the
promise of republican Enlightenment ideals as promoted by the French with the political and
cultural events of his time. At other times, he promoted a particular political position. In many
ways, he both subverted and reinforced traditional views of art, politics, culture, race, and class,
but he also often challenged those constructs by exposing conflict and hypocrisy. I have defined
the underlying characteristics of Escalante’s disruptive caricature as historical specificity, a
tendency to appropriate and dismantle the constructs of other genres, engagement with French
and Spanish graphic art conventions through the works of Goya and Daumier, the unmasking of
political deception forged through complex alliances, and its active role in the battle for press
freedoms. While these characteristics have provided a helpful art historical and theoretical
framework, they are by no means static. Escalante’s caricature in unstable and destabilizing. His
art is about tension between the past and present. It fought for particular ideas as much as it is
fought against perceived injustice and hypocrisy.

420

Juárez’s clerical reforms tended to be more aligned with the agenda of the puros (radicals) while his economic
policies favored the moderados (moderates). See Pani, Para Mexicanizar El Segundo Emperio: El Imaginario
Político De Los Imperialistas.
421
Anderson, Imagined Communities, 29-30.
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Figure 1: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, March 1, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 2: Ignacio Ramirez, C. Escalante, c.1860. Lithograph.
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Figure 3: Hesiquio Iriarte, C. Escalante in La Orquesta, November 14, 1868.
Lithograph.
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Figure 4: Jose Augustin Arrieta. Tertulia de Pulqueria, 1851. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 5: Honoré Daumier, The Past. The Present. The Future. Published
in La Caricature, no. 166, January 9, 1834. Lithograph.
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Figure 6: Barry Blitt, The New Yorker cover, July 21, 2008.
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Figure 7: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, April 17, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 8: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, Teatro Iturbide from Mexico y
sus alrededores trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 9: Charles Philipon. Pears, 1832, woodcut.
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Figure 11: Honoré Daumier, Charivari,
December 11, 1848. Lithograph.
Figure10: Constantino Escalante, La
Orquesta, July 5, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 12: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 13, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 13: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, May 15, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 14: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 27, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 15: Cruces y Campa, Francisco Zarco, periodista y
político mexicano, 1850-69. U.S Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs.
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Figure 16: H. Mendez, Salvi y la Costini en la Norma in El Telégrafo, June 26, 1852.
Lithograph.

Figure 17: Honoré Daumier, Merope: A Soldier of my stature is quite able to run
the state once defended with so much fun. Physionomies Tragiques, 1851.
Lithograph.
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Figure 18: H. Mendez, Actualidades/Los
officiales retirados en la tesorería in El
Telégrafo, June 30, 1852. Lithograph.

Figure 19; Honoré Daumier, Ratapoil and
Casmajou in Le Charivari, October 11,
1850. Lithograph.
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Figure 20: H. Mendez, Un nuevo Belisario. El Telégrafo, April 7, 1852.
Lithograph.
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Figure 21: Honoré Daumier, Actualties, Un Nouveau Bélisaire in Le
Charivarie, May 8, 1851. Lithograph
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Figure 22: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 12, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 23: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 7, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 24: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 12, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 25: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 1, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 26: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 22, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 27: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta August 3, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 28: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 5, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 29: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 26, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 30: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 7, 1864. Lithograph.
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Figure 31: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 21, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 32: Miguel Piña, Dona Clara, June 25, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 33: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, May 13, 1865. Lithograph.

Figure 34: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 12,1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 35: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, May 2, 1866. Lithograph.
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Figure 36: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta: Danza Habanera para
Piano, April 27, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 37: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, “Modas,” May
29, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 38: La Orquesta, February 4, 1865.
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Figure 39: Constantino Escalate, La Orquesta, December 3, 1864. Lithograph.
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Figure 40: Claudio Linati, Costumes civil, militaires et réligieux du Mexique; dessin´s
d’apres nature, 1828. Lithograph, hand colored.
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Figure 41: Claudio Linati, Costumes civil, militaires et réligieux du Mexique;
dessin´s d’apres nature, 1826. Lithograph.
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Figure 42: Antonio Garcia Cubas, V Instrucción publica, from Atlas pintoresco é
historico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Lithograph.

Figure 42A: Detail of Figure 42 –
Constantino Escalante (caricaturist)
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Figure 43: Antonio Garcia Cubas, I Carta Politica, from Atlas pintoresco é historico
de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Lithograph. Detail below.
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Figure 44: Antonio Garcia Cubas, IV Vias de comunicación y movimiento maritimo, from
Atlas pintoresco é historico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Lithograph.
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Figure 45: Antonio Garcia Cubas, II Carta etnografica, from Atlas pintoresco é historico
de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Lithograph.
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Figure 46: Antonio Garcia Cubas, II Carta etnografica, from Atlas pintoresco é
historico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Detail.
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Figure 47: Antonio Garcia Cubas, X Historica y arqueológica, from Atlas pintoresco é
historico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1885. Lithograph.
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Figure 48: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 8, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 49: André Disdéri, Portrait of a Man. 19th C. Cartes de visite.
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Figure 50: Francois Aubert "Labandera (Laundress),” 1865.
Gelatin silver print.
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Figure 51: Cruces y Campa, Portrait of Maximilian, 1865. Cartes de
visite.
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Figure 52: Cruces y Campa. Portrait of Benito Juarez. c. 1860.
Carte de visite.
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Figure 53: Cruces y Campa. Portrait of Miguel Miramon,
1860s. Carte de visite.
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Figure 54: Cruces y Campa, Portraits of the Daughters of Benito Juarez. Carte de visite.
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Figure 55: Cruces y Campa. Portrait of a Water Carrier,
c.1865. Carte de visite.
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Figure 56: Cruces y Campa, Chicken Vendor, c.1865. Carte de visite.
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Figure 57: Cruces y Campa, Tlachiquero, c.1865. Carte de
visite.
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Figure 58: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, Frontispeice from Mexico y sus
alrededores trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 59: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, Trajes Mexicanos from Mexico y sus
alrededores trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 60: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, Camino Tacubaya a Chapultepec from Mexico y sus
alrededores trajes Mexicanos,1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 61: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,Trajes Mexicanos from Mexico y sus alrededores trajes
Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 62: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,Trajes Mexicanos from Mexico y sus alrededores
trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 63: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,Trajes Mexicanos from Mexico y sus alrededores trajes
Mexicanos, 1855-56.
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Figure 64: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 23, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 65: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, May 14, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 66: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta March 28, 1863.
Lithograph.
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Figure 67: Jose Maria Obregon, The Discovery of Pulque, 1869. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 68: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta May 21, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 69: Patricio Ramos, Batalla Cinco de Mayo, 1862. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 70: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 19, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 71: Unidentified Artist, Foundation of Tenochtitlan,
frontispiece to the Codex Mendoza, c. 1541.
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Figure 72: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,, Casa Municipal from Mexico y sus alrededores trajes
Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 73: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, La Alamdea de Mexcio from Mexico y sus alrededores
trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure Figure 74: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,Interior de Alameda (above)
Teatro Nacional de Mexico(below) from Mexico y sus alrededores trajes
Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 75: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo, Convento San Francisco
(above) and Teatro Iturbide(below) from Mexico y sus alrededores trajes
Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 76: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,,Las Cadenas en una noche de luna from
Mexico y sus alrededores trajes Mexicanos,1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 77: Casimiro Castro and J. Campillo,. Catedral de Mexico from
Mexico y sus alrededores trajes Mexicanos, 1855-56. Lithograph.
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Figure 78: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 28, 1866.
Lithograph.
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Figure 79: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 29, 1861.
Lithograph.
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Figure 80: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 30, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 81: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, September 6, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 82: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 14, 1865.
Lithograph.
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Figure 83: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 28, 1865. Lithograph.
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Figure 84: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, January 3, 1866. Lithograph.
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Figure 85: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, February 28, 1866.
Lithograph.
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Figure 86: Jose Maria Velasco, El Citlaltépetl, 1879. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 87: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 3, 1866.
Lithograph.
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Figure 88: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 23, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 89: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 7, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 90: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, January 1868. Lithograph.
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Figure 91: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, February 19, 1868.
Lithograph.
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Figure 92: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 1868. Lithograph.
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Figure 93: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 7, 1868. Lithograph.
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Figure 94: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 6, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 95: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 14, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 96: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 14, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 97: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, February 8, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 98: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 9, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 99: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 31, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 100: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 21, 1866. Lithograph.
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Figure 101: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 26, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 102: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, January 31, 1866. Lithograph.
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Figure 103: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, February 3, 1866. Lithograph.
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Figure 104: Anonymous, Allegoria de Independencia, 1834. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 105: Julius Goltzius, America from The Four Continents
(After Maerten de Vos (Netherlandish, Antwerp 1532–1603 Antwerp), 16th century.
Engraving.
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Figure 106: Nicolaes Berchem, Allegory of America, late 17th century
Black chalk, brush, black ink, gray wash.
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Figure 107: Rosalba Carriera, Allegories of Four Continents, 1712. Italy
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Figure 108: Juan Correa (attributed to), The Four Continents, reverse of folding screen (biombo),
17c. Oil on wood screen.
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Figure 109: Anonymous, Alegoria de la Independencia de Mexico
Ana Maria Huarte esposa de Agustin de Iturbide representando a la Nacion
Mexicana 19th Century.
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Figure 110: Petronilo Monroy, Allegory of the Constitution of
1857, exhibited 1869. Oil on canvas.
241

Figure 111: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, March 30,
1861. Lithograph.
242

Figure 112: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, March 1, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 113: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 23, 1861.
Lithograph.
244

Figure 114: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, October 16, 1861.
Lithograph.
245

Figure 115: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, November 9, 1861.
Lithograph.
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Figure 116: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, December 21, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 117: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, August 13, 1862.
Lithograph.
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Figure 118: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, May 20, 1863.
Lithograph.
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Figuure 119: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, May 12, 1866.
Lithograph.
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Figure 120: Enrique Cardena de la Peña, Angela Peralta in Mil personas
en el México del Siglo XIX, t. III p. 91.
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Figure 121: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 3, 1868. Lithograph.
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Figure 123: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, March 9, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 124: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, April 13, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 126: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, April 27, 1861.
Lithograph.
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Figure 127: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, May 8, 1861. Lithograph.
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Figure 127: Constantino Escalante. La
Orquesta, May 8, 1861. Lithograph.

Figure 127A: Francisco Goya. Los
Caprichos Plate 35, 1799. Aquatint and
etching.
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Figure 128: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 7, 1867. Lithograph
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Figure 129: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta July 31, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 130: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 24, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 131: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 31, 1867.
Lithograph.
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Figure 132: Contantino Escalante, La Orquesta, September 11, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 133: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 2, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 134: Constantino Escalante, published in La Orquesta July 27,
1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 135: Constantino Escalante, published in La Orquesta September 26, 1867.
Lithograph.
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Figure 136: Constantino Escalante, published in La Orquesta October 5, 1867.
Lithograph.
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Figure 137: Constantino Escalante, published in La Orquesta October 9, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 138: Constantino Escalante, La Oruqesta, November 16, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 128: Constantino Escalante. La Orquesta, August 7, 1867. Lithograph.

Figure 139 : Francisco Goya. Los
Caprichos Plate 43, 1799. Aquatint.
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Figure 140 and 141: Franz Xaver Winterhalter, Maximilian I of Mexico and Empress Carlota,
1864. Oil on canvas. National Museum of History, Chapultepec Castle
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Figure 142: José Clemente Orozco, Benito Juárez, the Church, and the Imperialists, 1948.

271

Figure 143: José Cusachs, Batalla de Peubla, 5 de Mayo de 1852,
1903. Oil on Canvas.

272

Figure 144: Diego Rivera, Sunday Dreams on the Alameda (detail), 1948.
Fresco, Alameda Hotel, Mexico City.

Figure 145: Diego Rivera, Portrait of Benito
Juarez, 1948. Oil Painting.
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Figure 146: François Aubert, Maximilian and Carlota, albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
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Figures 147 and 148: François Aubert,
Maximilian of Austria, albumen carte
de visite, 1860s.
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Figure 149: François Aubert, Maximilian and
Carlota, albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
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Figure 150: François Aubert, Maximilian, Carlota, Mejia
and Miramon, albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
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Figure 151: François Aubert, ,Juarez, Diaz and other
prominent Liberals, albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
278

Figure 152: François Aubert, Execution of Maximilian, Mejia, and Miramon,
collage, albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
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Figure 153: François Aubert, Mexican Soldiers, albumen carte de visite,
1860s.
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Figure 154: François Aubert, Queretaro, albumen carte de visite, 1860s. Detail below.

281

Figure 155: François Aubert, Maximilian Corpse, albumen carte de
visite, 1860s.
282

Figure 156: François Aubert, Maximilian Corpse, albumen carte de visite,
1860s.
283

Figure 157: François Aubert,
Maximilian’s Clothing after Execution,
albumen carte de visite, 1860s.
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Figure 158: Constantino Escalante, La Oruqesta, June 26, 1867.
Lithograph.
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Figure 159: Constantino Escalante, La Oruqesta, June 29, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 160: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, August 3, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 161: Constantino Escalante, Victor Hugor c. 1860s.

288

Figure 162: Bandeau N° 14 : Parution le Dimanche 24 Novembre 1833. Une vignette au format 17
x 4,3 dessinée par Daumier. Douzième planche du tohu-bohu. Portraits charges. Au centre
Philipon tape sur un tambour marqué Charivari, il est entouré par la cohorte orchestrée de ses
collaborateurs jouant ,l'un du violon, l'autre du hautbois, sans compter lyre, tambourin, flûte et
cymbales. Légende inchangée.Fin de parution
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Figure 164: Honoré Daumier, Gargantua, December 16, 1831. Lithograph.
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Figure 165: Honoré Daumier, Actualities in Le Charivari,
December 1848. Lithograph.
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Figure 166: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 5, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 167: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, September 7, 1861.
Lithograph.
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Figure 168: Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert, 1854. Photograph.

Figure 169: Queen Isabella II,
Photograph.
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Figure 170: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 9, 1861.
Lithograph.
295

Figure 171: Napoleon III, cartes de visite.
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Figure 172: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 29, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 173: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 5, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 174: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 14, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 175: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 26, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 176: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 4, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 177: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, June 10, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 178: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 9, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 179: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 11, 1862. Lithograph.

304

Figure 180: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 25, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 181: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 8, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 182: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 12, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 183: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 15, 1862. Lithograph.
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Figure 184: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, November 29, 1862.
Lithograph.
309

Figure 185: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, May 7, 1863. Lithograph.

310

Figure 186: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 21, 1864. Lithograph.

311

Figure 187: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 24, 1864.
Lithograph.
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Figure 188: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, January 11, 1865. Lithograph.

313

Figure 189: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 18, 1863. Lithograph.

314

Figure 190: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 5, 1862. Lithograph.

315

Figure 191: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 11, 1865.
Lithograph.
316

Figure 192: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, April 26, 1865).
Lithograph.
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Figure 193: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, July 1, 1865. Lithograph.

318

Figure 194: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 7, 1865. Lithograph.

319

Figure 195: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, September 28, 1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 196: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, October 12, 1867.
Lithograph.
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Figure 197: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, December 21,1867. Lithograph.
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Figure 198: Constantino Escalante, La Orquesta, March 7, 1868.
Lithograph.
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